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ABSTRACT
Chemotaxis is the biased movement of bacteria in response to environmental stimuli. Chemotaxis
is initiated with dedicated receptors that sense environmental signals, and these signals are
transduced through a phosphorylation cascade that can influence flagellar rotation and swimming
direction. Most knowledge of chemotaxis signal transduction comes from studies of Escherichia
coli, which possesses a simple system consisting of five chemotaxis receptors and a single
chemotactic signaling pathway. Unfortunately, E. coli is not representative of the diversity of
chemotaxis signal transduction systems revealed by the analysis of completely sequenced bacterial
genomes. Most sequenced bacterial genomes to date suggest most motile bacteria able of
chemotaxis rely on at least two distinct chemotaxis signaling systems and a large number (>20)
chemotaxis

receptors.

This

dissertation

focuses

on

the

plant

growth

promoting

alphaproteobacterium Azospirillum brasilense as a representative model for chemotaxis. The
genome of A. brasilense encodes four chemotaxis operons and fifty-one chemotaxis receptors.
Here we show that chemotaxis paralogs encoded in two of these chemotaxis systems, Che1 and
Che4, interact to produce two functional chemotaxis signaling arrays segregated by chemotaxis
receptor lengths. One of these arrays contains a subclass of receptors that possess an additional Cterminal domain and comprise the PilZ-containing chemotaxis receptors. In bacteria, the Cterminal PilZ domain was shown to bind the secondary messenger cyclic diguanylate
monophosphate which affects enzyme activity, gene expression and protein-protein interactions.
Here we develop a novel real time tool (slide-in-chamber) and assay (root-in-pool) for monitoring
the role of A. brasilense chemotaxis and PilZ-containing chemotaxis receptors (Tlp1 and Aer) in
bacterial behavior and colonization of wheat rhizospheres. We found that chemotaxis is essential
vi

for A. brasilense to sense and subsequently colonize specific zones of wheat roots. A. brasilense
exhibits an attractant response to the root hair and elongation zones of wheat and is repelled from
the wheat root tip, and this response is dependent upon functional PilZ receptors Tlp1 and Aer.
Furthermore, cyclic diguanylate monophosphate binding to Tlp1 and Aer is essential for bacterial
response to roots. Taken together, these data reveal a new role for cyclic diguanylate
monophosphate in modulating sensitivity to complex gradients.
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INTRODUCTION
Bacteria live in diverse, dynamic environments. To survive, bacteria must sense changes
in the environment. When changes are sensed, bacteria may respond by adjusting gene expression,
enzyme activities and/or protein-interactions (1). Motile flagellated bacteria adjust their swimming
patterns using chemo- (chemical) taxis (motility) (2). Chemotactic bacteria sense environmental
chemicals via dedicated chemotaxis receptors (or chemoreceptors) that directly bind to the cues,
to cue-bound proteins, or indirectly, to cofactors that detect changes in the cell’s metabolic state
that the cue(s) causes. Motile bacteria are too small to detect chemical gradients through the cell,
and instead detect temporal changes in the concentration of chemicals as they move through their
environment (3). Beneficial chemicals (chemoattractants) cause the bacterium to bias movement
up the chemical gradient, while detrimental cues (chemorepellants) cause the cell to change
swimming direction more frequently and bias their motility away from the cue.

Escherichia coli Chemotaxis signal transduction
The molecular mechanisms of chemotactic signaling is best-studied in the model Escherichia
coli. In E. coli, when a chemoreceptor binds to a repellant, the signal is transmitted to a histidine
kinase (CheA) that becomes phosphorylated using ATP (4). The signal transduction between the
receptors and CheA is aided by CheW, a coupling protein that links CheA to the receptors (5).
CheA-P can phosphorylate two distinct response regulators, CheY and CheB, with different
outcomes. Phosphorylation transfer to CheY initiates signaling to the flagellar motor (4). CheY-P
has an increased affinity (when compared with CheY) for the switch component, FliM, of the
flagellar motor and upon interacting, causes a change in direction of rotation of the motor, which
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changes the cell’s swimming direction (known as a tumble) (6). If an attractant binds to a
chemoreceptor, CheA phosphorylation is inhibited, the phosphorylation cascade is not initiated,
and tumbles are suppressed (Figure 1).
Phosphorylation transfer from CheA-P to CheB increases the methylesterase activity of CheB
(7). CheB-P deamidates/ demethylates chemotaxis receptors at specific glutamate residues
countering the constitutive methyltransferase activity of CheR (8-10) and re-setting chemotaxis
receptors (Figure 1). Increased methylation of chemoreceptors increases the rates of CheA
phosphorylation, while lower levels of methylation inhibit CheA phosphorylation. Methylation
and demethylation happen much more slowly than phosphorylation and thus confer the chemotaxis
signaling system with a “memory” (11-13). If repellants bind to chemoreceptors, CheY-P and
CheB-P increase, causing an increase in the cell tumbling frequency and an increase in receptor
demethylation (which is slightly delayed). These events decrease the probability of CheA
activation by dephosphorylation which causes cells to return to the pre-stimulus tumbling bias
(14). If attractant levels are high, CheY-P and CheB-P levels decrease, receptor methylation
increases, and pre-stimulus swimming behavior returns (11). If no chemical gradient is present,
CheR and CheB activity generate an ambient level of CheY-P, which causes random runs and
tumbles allowing the cell to explore the environment.
CheZ, a phosphatase, terminates the signal by dephosphorylating CheY (Figure 1) (15, 16).
This phosphorylation cascade leads to a biased walk up attractant gradients or away from repellant
gradients (5).
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Figure 1: E. coli chemotaxis signal transduction pathway.
Membrane bound chemotaxis receptors are shown in yellow. The chemotaxis coupling protein
CheW is shown in orange. The histidine kinase, CheA, is in blue. The receiver domain protein,
CheY is red, and the flagellar motor switch protein, FliM, is shown in blue. CheR (purple) adds
methyl groups to the chemoreceptors, while phosphorylated CheB (yellow) de-methylates
receptors. CheZ (green) can reset the system by dephosphorylating CheY.
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Chemoreceptor structure and function
Chemotaxis is initiated with chemotaxis receptors, also known as Methyl-accepting
Chemotaxis Proteins (MCP), that sense attractants and repellants. MCPs have an N-terminal
domain that varies greatly in sequence composition and typically contain a ligand bind region.
Ligand binding domains are diverse, which reflects their ability to recognize a variety of cues. E.
coli has 5 MCPs that are responsible for signaling: Tar, Tsr, Tap, Trg, and Aer (Figure 2). All of
the MCPs in E. coli are membrane bound and each MCP has different sensory specificity. Tsr, Tar,
Tap, and Trg contain periplasmic ligand binding domains that sense serine, aspartate, dipeptides,
and ribose respectively (18-21). Aer is involved in oxygen sensing and is the only E. coli MCP
with a cytoplasmic ligand binding domain (20, 22). MCPs also possess a highly conserved Cterminal signaling region that interacts with downstream chemotaxis proteins (23-29). This
signaling region is an alpha helical coiled-coil that contains a methyl-accepting domain (MA), a
flexible bundle region, and a conserved tip that binds the chemotaxis proteins CheA and CheW
(26-29).
The propagation of signal from the ligand binding domain through the receptor has been
studied extensively in the Tar and Tsr chemoreceptors of E. coli. Many membrane bound receptors
have an additional domain called the HAMP domain that connects the input (LBD) domain to the
output (signaling) domain (30). Ligand binding to Tar or Tsr causes a piston-like downward
movement of one of the transmembrane domains, which changes the packing of the highly flexible
HAMP domain (named for histidine kinases, adenyl cyclase, methyl-accepting proteins, and
phosphatases) (31-33). The change in HAMP domain structure is propagated down the receptor to
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Figure 2: E. coli chemotaxis receptors
The five chemotaxis receptors (MCPs) Tar, Tsr, Tap, Trg, and Aer are able to sense specific cues
and interact with chemotaxis machinery to signal to the flagella. Adapted from (17).
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the conserved tip that interacts with CheA and CheW, and eventually causes a change in the
phosphorylation state of CheA.

Receptor array structure and function
MCPs come together with CheA and CheW to form a trimer of dimers. CheA and CheW
form rings that interact with the signaling region of the multiple trimers of dimers and form
extensive receptor arrays that are commonly found at the cell poles (Figure 3) (34). These highly
ordered arrays amplify the chemotaxis signal through receptor cooperativity (35, 36). All E. coli
chemoreceptors are present in the array, but Tar and Tsr are the most abundant receptors (37).
Array formation in E. coli is dependent upon the presence of CheA and CheW demonstrating that
receptor-receptor interactions are not sufficient to form functional chemotaxis arrays (37). CryoEM has revealed a universal array architecture in chemotactic bacteria: the arrays pack in uniform
honeycomb lattice structures with 12nm spacing (Figure 4) (39), which is unexpected given the
great diversity in chemotaxis systems.

Chemoreceptor diversity
Receptor packing and array localization are conserved throughout multiple bacterial
species (34, 39), but chemotaxis receptors and systems can vary dramatically. E. coli actually has
a very small number of MCPs compared with other chemotactic bacteria. Bacteria with complex
lifestyles or metabolisms have more MCPs on average, with some bacteria possessing over 60
chemotaxis receptors (40). Furthermore, E. coli MCPs are only representative of 2 topologies.
MCPs can be soluble or membrane-anchored with a periplasmic or cytoplasmic ligand binding
domain (41) and can be divided into 6 different classes based on the topology of the transmembrane
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Figure 3: Composition of chemoreceptor trimer of dimers and array
MCPs (purple) dimerize and interact with the P5 domain of CheA (orange) and CheW (blue). The
other domains of CheA (P1-P4) are shown in dark/ light grey. Adapted from (38).
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Figure 4: Multiple bacterial species form hexagonally packed receptor arrays with 12nm
spacing
(A) Top view of receptor array for Thermotoga maritima. Top views (left) and power spectrums
(right) of receptor arrays for (B) T. maritima, (C) Acetonema longum, (D) Campylobacter jejuni,
(E) Helicobacter hepaticus, (F) Magnetospirillum magneticum, (G) Halothiobacillus
neapolitanus, (H) R. sphaeroides, (I) E. coli, (J) V. cholerae, (K)Treponema primitia. (L) Shows
trimers of dimers (blue) outlined within the vertices of the hexagonal array. Adapted from (34).
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and ligand binding domains (Figure 5A-B) (42). Seventy percent of chemotactic bacteria possess
MCPs with a periplasmic ligand binding domain flanked by 2 transmembrane domains (Figure
5B), but these ligand binding domains vary greatly. Some MCPs possess known ligand binding
domains: TarH, CHASE, CACHE, GAF or PAS domains, but despite having annotations, these
domains can bind a range of ligands. Furthermore, the majority of ligand binding domains are
unannotated (40), making predicting specificity difficult. Another level of chemotaxis complexity
is added when MCPs have additional C-terminal domains. While the majority of ligand binding
domains are at the N-terminus, 5% of chemotactic bacteria possess receptors with additional ligand
binding domains at the C-terminus, such as zinc binding domains (CZB) and nucleotide binding
domains (i.e. PilZ) (28). Little work has addressed how these C-terminal domains are involved in
sensing and signal propagation. The variation in sequence composition and LBD topology has
made predicting ligands difficult (41). MCPs also vary in the length due to 7 amino acid long
insertions and deletions (heptads) in the conserved signaling region (Figure 5C) (43). These heptad
repeats contain residues that facilitate interactions within the receptor and with other proteins
(other MCPs, CheA, and CheW) (43). Receptors can be grouped into one of 7 major classes based
on the amount of heptad repeats present in the signaling domain (24H, 38H, 34H, 36H, 38H, 40H,
and 44H) (43), and only receptors of the same heptad-length can form a trimer of dimers and signal
together (44, 45). All E. coli MCPs are of the same heptad class allowing them to interact and
signal together with proteins encoded in the single chemotaxis operon (46), but many bacteria
possess receptors of various heptad lengths (29, 43).
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B.
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Figure 5: Diversity of chemotaxis receptors
Chemotaxis receptors, or MCPs, can come in a variety of topologies. The most common receptor
topologies involve a periplasmic sensing/ ligand binding region (LBR) (A-B). B) Ligand binding
regions (LBR) are indicated by octagons. Methyl accepting regions (MA) are shown as rectangles.
Chemotaxis receptors also vary in length due to the insertion and deletion of heptad repeats in the
C-terminus (C). Adapted from (14, 42, 43).
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Chemotaxis Operon and Protein Diversity
Chemotactic bacteria can also possess multiple chemosensory operons (chemotaxis or
chemotaxis-like operons that control flagellar mediated movement or alternative cellular
functions) (47). Chemosensory systems are defined by possessing CheA, CheW, and an MCP (47).
These systems vary in their composition and can be divided into 10 evolutionary classes based on
gene order, presence of additional chemotaxis genes, conservation of protein sequences, and
protein domain architecture (47). Seventeen of these classes control flagellar motility (F classes),
one controls type 4 pili function (Tfp class), and one controls alternative cellular function (ACF
class) (47). Only recently have we begun to understand how bacteria can coordinate receptors of
different classes and specificities as well as multiple chemosensory pathways.
Receptors of the same heptad lengths signal through evolutionary classes with which they
co-evolved (41), and this can be used to assign receptors to pathways. For example, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa encodes 26 MCPs that belong to either the 40H (21 receptors), 24H (2 receptors), 36H
(1 receptor) or are unclassified (2 receptors) (29). The majority of P. aeruginosa receptors are 40H,
which are predicted to signal with F6, ACF, and Tfp evolutionary classes. This complicates
pathway assignment since P. aeruginosa possesses F6, F7, ACF, and Tfp chemosensory operons
(29, 47). Chemotaxis is controlled by the Che1 pathway, an F6 chemotaxis operon (48). The Che2
pathway (F7 class) also plays a role in optimizing chemotaxis (48). Che3 (ACF) and Che4 (Tfp)
are responsible for the Wsp and PilChp systems which control biofilm formation and twitching
motility, respectively (49, 50). Each of these systems has a distinct function and subcellular
localization and dedicated MCPs. By looking at conserved chemoreceptor protein binding sites,
methylation sites, and experimental evidence in addition to heptad class, each P. aeuroginosa
receptor was assigned to a specific pathway (29). The Che1 system uses 23 receptors: 19 from 40H
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class, 2 from 24H class, and 2 unclassified receptors (29). The other sensory systems have one
MCP each: Che2 utilizes the 36H receptor and both Wsp and Chp systems signal through a 40H
receptor each (29). These results highlight a departure from the E. coli paradigm: receptors of the
same length can signal in different pathways and control different cellular functions.
Chemotaxis can be further complicated by the fact that multiple chemotaxis paralogs can
be essential for functional chemotaxis. For example, Rhodobacter sphaeroides is a photosynthetic
heterotrophic bacterium that has 3 chemosensory operons, 2 of which are essential for chemotaxis.
It encodes 4 CheA proteins, 6 CheY proteins, and 2 CheB proteins (51). Three of the CheA proteins
(CheA2, CheA3, and CheA4) are crucial for chemotaxis, and each of these CheAs has a different
phosphotransfer specificity for downstream CheYs and CheBs (51, 52). CheA3 and CheA4 only
phosphorylate CheY6 and CheB2 while CheA2 can phosphorylate all CheYs and CheBs. CheA2
cannot compensate for the loss of CheA3 and CheA4 due to spatial segregation in the cell (53).
Bacteria possessing multiple chemotaxis systems are abundant, yet little is known about how other
species avoid detrimental crosstalk between chemotaxis systems and how signals from multiple
arrays are potentially integrated.
Finally, chemotactic bacteria may have additional chemotaxis proteins and adaptation
systems. Bacillus subtilis is a gram-positive soil-dwelling bacterium that possesses additional
proteins, adaptation systems, and an inverted phosphorylation cascade: binding of an attractant
causes phosphorylation of CheA, initiating the phosphorylation of CheY, and binding of CheY-P
to the flagellar motor decreases tumbling (54, 55). In E. coli receptors differential methylation
levels act as a memory to compensate for changes in CheA phosphorylation, but in B. subtilis
methylation of specific residues, not changes in methylation levels, result in adaptation. For
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example, methylation of Glu637 of McpB causes adaptation to the attractants, while methylation
of Glu630 causes adaptation to attractant removal (56). B. subtilis can also do methylationindependent adaptation using additional chemotaxis proteins, CheV, CheC, and CheD (57, 58).
CheV can be phosphorylated when an attractant is sensed, and this phosphorylation is important
in returning to pre-stimulus swimming and reversal levels (59). CheC is a phosphatase that can act
on CheY-P, and CheD binding to CheC increases this activity. CheC and CheD are thought to be
important for a feedback mechanism for CheY. CheV, CheC, and CheD are also present in the
genomes of other bacteria, indicating a possible common methylation-independent adaptation
mechanism (57, 58). Additionally, some receptors show no evidence of methylation-dependent
adaptation, so other means of adaptation could exist (60, 61). Understanding receptor modification
and adaptation in other systems would give a more complete understanding of chemotaxis.
Vibrio cholerae is a species that possesses additional chemotaxis proteins and can integrate
them into the CheA-CheW baseplate of receptor arrays. V. cholerae has 3 chemotaxis clusters,
each forming its own chemoreceptor array. Cluster II is not well understood, but it is known that
ParP and ParC localize the chemotaxis proteins to the cell pole, and then ParP stimulates array
formation and is integrated into the array (62, 63). Along with ParP, V. cholerae also encodes 4
copies of CheV, a CheW-CheY hybrid that can integrate into the baseplate like CheW (55). The
baseplate in Cluster II arrays is highly variable, allowing V. cholerae to form 12nm arrays even in
the absence of CheA. It can be composed of CheA-CheW rings, CheA-CheW-CheV-ParP rings,
or CheW-CheV-ParP rings (64). The abundance of chemotactic systems that diverge from the E.
coli model illustrate the need to study more bacteria to understand how multiple chemosensory
systems and diverse receptors are used for environmental sensing.
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Chemotaxis in the Rhizosphere
To understand complex chemotaxis systems, bacteria that live in diverse environments
and have a wide metabolic versatility need to be studied. One such environment, the soil is enriched
in chemotactic bacterial species, with the majority of soil bacteria encoding more than one cheA
gene per genome (65, 66). The rhizosphere, or the zone of the soil directly surrounding the roots
is a highly productive area where plant-microbe associations are abundant (67, 68). Chemotaxis is
vital to many of these rhizosphere interactions (69). For example, the plant growth promoting
bacteria Rhizobium leguminosarum, Pseudomonas putida, and Sinorhizobium meliloti are attracted
to exudates of plants they are known to colonize (70-73). Furthermore, the colonization efficiency
of B. subtilis to Arabidopsis and P. putida to maize depend upon functional chemotaxis systems
and MCPs (74, 75). Chemotaxis and sensing are not only important for bacteria to colonize plants,
but to initiate the plant growth promoting effects. In R. leguminosarum nodulation of pea roots is
dependent upon functional chemotaxis machinery (76).
This dissertation will focus on another bacterium that is important in rhizosphere
productivity: Azospirillum brasilense. A. brasilense is a microaerophilic alphaproteobacterium that
promotes plant growth by colonizing the root surfaces of plants, producing auxin, and fixing
nitrogen (77-79). A. brasilense is sold as a commercial biofertilizer and can increase the yield of
cereals and grains up to 40 percent (80). Chemotaxis is essential for A. brasilense’s ability to find
microaerophilic environments and colonize plant roots. A. brasilense is an excellent model for
studying chemotaxis because it possesses many of the previously mentioned chemotaxis features
that deviate from E. coli: multiple chemosensory operons and chemotaxis protein paralogs, a wide
variety of chemoreceptors, additional chemotaxis proteins, and receptors that do not use methyldependent adaptation (61, 81-84).
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Azospirillum brasilense chemotaxis
A. brasilense swims through liquid using a single polar flagellum and can change
swimming direction by switching the direction of flagellar rotation (85, 86). It encodes 4
chemosensory operons (Che1 through Che4), two of which are essential for chemotaxis (83)
(Figure 6). In the presence of attractants, A. brasilense increases swimming speed and suppresses
reversals (81). When a repellant is detected, A. brasilense does not increase speed, but changes
swimming direction. Cells lacking the Che1 operon cannot modulate swimming speed in a
gradient, indicating that Che1 is important in adjusting speed in response to environmental cues
(81). On the other hand, loss of CheA4 or CheY4 impairs the cell’s ability to reverse in a chemical
gradient (83). Only when both Che1 and Che4 are knocked out is A. brasilense null for chemotaxis
(Alexandre lab, unpublished). Changes in swimming speed and reversal frequency must be
coordinated to generate responses to attractants and repellants. Additionally, loss of a functional
Che1 has a slight defect on A. brasilense’s ability to reverse (81), and loss of Che4 affects
swimming speed slightly (83). These results indicate that there may be cross talk between the
signaling cascades, but it is unclear how A. brasilense integrates cues sensed by Che1 and Che4
proteins to coordinate one chemotaxis output.

A. brasilense chemotaxis receptors
Along with the chemosensory operons, A. brasilense encodes 51 putative chemoreceptors
that belong to the 36H and 38H classes (84). This large number of receptors likely reflects the
diversity of the cues within the rhizosphere to which A. brasilense can respond. At the timing of
this dissertation, only 2 of these chemoreceptors have been characterized: AerC and Tlp1(61, 94).
AerC is a soluble chemoreceptor receptor that possesses an N-terminal PAS domain that binds
flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD). The ability of AerC to bind FAD is essential for A. brasilense
15

-homologous to R. centenum flagellar biosynthesis operon

-flocculation

Figure 6: Azospirillum brasilense encodes 4 chemosensory operons
A. brasilense has 2 operons (Che1 and Che4) that control chemotaxis function and 2 chemotaxislike operons that have alternative cellular functions. Adapted from (83).
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to navigate oxygen gradients and respond to high oxygen levels by initiating cell-cell clumping
(81, 94), demonstrating that AerC senses changes in metabolism via FAD binding. Despite AerC’s
role in sensing microaerophilic environments, work in the Alexandre laboratory has shown that
AerC is dispensable in colonizing wheat (Triticum aestivum) roots.
Transducer like protein 1 (Tlp1) is a membrane bound energy taxis receptor that is essential
for wheat root colonization (95). Tlp1 possesses a periplasmic ligand binding domain and an
intracellular signaling domain with an additional C-terminal domain (Fig 7) (61, 95). The ligand
binding domain is uncharacterized, but Tlp1 has been implicated in sensing organic acids and
energy taxis, including aerotaxis (61, 95). The additional C-terminal domain is a PilZ domain that
binds to cyclic diguanylate monophosphate (c-di-GMP). This domain is essential for aerotaxis,
and binding of c-di-GMP to the PilZ domain of Tlp1 is critical for Tlp1’s function as a
chemoreceptor (61).

C-di-GMP and Chemotaxis
C-di-GMP is a bacterial secondary messenger that regulates the switch from a planktonic
lifestyle to biofilm formation (96). Diguanylate cyclases and phosphodiesterases regulate
intracellular levels by synthesizing or degrading c-di-GMP in response to various external cues.
When c-di-GMP levels are elevated for long periods of time cells shut off motility, eject flagella,
and will form a biofilm (96). In A. brasilense, c-di-GMP levels fluctuate rapidly with changes in
aeration (61). When c-di-GMP is temporarily elevated, c-di-GMP binds to the PilZ domain of Tlp1
and regulates swimming speed and reversal frequency to changes in aeration (61). Cells expressing
Tlp1 unable to bind to c-di-GMP do not adjust speed with the addition or removal of air and reverse
much less than cells with the ability to bind to c-di-GMP (70). These results reveal that c-di-GMP
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Figure 7: A. brasilense PilZ containing receptors
A. brasilense encodes 6 putative PilZ containing receptors, only Tlp1 has been characterized. The
receptors containing multiple domains: CACHE, TAR, PAS-PAC, and Protoglobin domains are
putative ligand binding domains. Transmembrane domains are represented by vertical black
rectangles. HAMP domains are squares. Methyl-accepting domains are represented by oblong
pentagons. Circles and hexagons signify C-terminal PilZ and CZB (chemoreceptor zinc binding
domains) respectively.
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binding to the PilZ domain of Tlp1 regulates the receptor’s sensitivity (61). Currently, no evidence
exists that Tlp1 is methylated, so it is hypothesized that c-di-GMP is acting as a methylationindependent adaptation mechanism (61). Tlp1 is potentially involved in sensing other cues besides
oxygen, but it is unclear how c-di-GMP binding to the PilZ domain is involved in this or in cellular
behavior in the rhizosphere (95). Besides Tlp1, A. brasilense encodes 5 additional PilZ containing
chemoreceptors (84) (Figure 7), but their role in sensing is unexplored. However, understanding
the role of c-di-GMP in chemotaxis and sensing is complicated by the fact that persistent elevated
c-di-GMP levels shut off motility, and therefore chemotaxis. To understand the role of c-di-GMP
in A. brasilense, more work needs to focus on characterizing PilZ containing chemoreceptors and
developing tools to transiently manipulate c-di-GMP levels.
This dissertation aims to address several different aspects of A. brasilense chemotaxis.
The first project will examine how A. brasilense integrates signals from the two chemotaxis
operons by mixing chemotaxis paralogs encoded in the separate operons to form baseplates that
interact with chemotaxis receptors (Chapter 1). The next project will address the problem of
studying transient changes in c-di-GMP levels and their role in regulating chemotaxis receptor
sensitivity (Chapter 2). Chapter 3 characterizes another PilZ containing receptor, Aer, in oxygen
and root sensing. The final project examines the function of chemotaxis and 2 chemotaxis
receptors (Tlp1 and Aer) in the rhizosphere and root sensing.
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CHAPTER I
DISTINCT CHEMOTAXIS PROTEIN PARALOGS ASSEMBLE INTO
CHEMORECEPTOR ARRAYS TO COORDINATE SIGNALING OUTPUT
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Text and figures taken from the following:
O’Neal L, Gullett JM, Aksenova, A, Hubler A, Briegel A, Ortega D, Kjær, A, Jensen, G, and
Alexandre G. 2017. Distinct chemotaxis protein paralogs assemble into chemoreceptor signaling
arrays to coordinate signaling output. Manuscript submitted to mBio March 2019.
Author contributions to this work included: LO, JMG, GA designed research; LO, JMG, AH, AA, AB,
AK performed research; LO, JMG, GA, AB analyzed data; LO, JMG, GA, AB wrote the paper.

Abstract
Most chemotactic motile bacteria possess multiple chemotaxis signaling systems, the function of
which is typically uncharacterized. Chemotaxis signaling is initiated by chemoreceptors that
assemble as large arrays, together with chemotaxis coupling proteins (CheW) and histidine kinase
proteins (CheA) which form a baseplate with the cytoplasmic tips of receptors. These polar arrays
mediate sensing, signaling, and signal amplification during chemotaxis responses. Membranebound chemoreceptors with different cytoplasmic domain lengths segregate into distinct arrays, as
expected for ensuring functional assembly with baseplate proteins. Here we show that a bacterium,
Azospirillum brasilense, possessing two chemotaxis signaling systems, each encoding a complete
set of chemotaxis proteins with distinct effects on the motility pattern, coordinates its chemotactic
responses through the production of two distinct membrane-bound chemoreceptor arrays by
mixing paralogs within chemotaxis baseplates. The polar localization of chemoreceptors of
different length classes was compromised unless baseplate signaling proteins from both
chemotaxis systems were present. Furthermore, chemoreceptors and chemotaxis proteins from
each of the chemotaxis signaling systems could physically interact with one another. The assembly
of paralogs from distinct chemotaxis pathways into baseplates provides a straightforward
mechanism for coordinating signaling from distinct pathways, which we predict is not unique to
this system given the propensity of chemotaxis systems for horizontal gene transfer.
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Introduction
In bacterial chemotaxis, chemoreceptors sense and propagate environmental signals via a
conserved signal transduction cascade. Experimental evidence and mathematical modeling
indicate that the stimuli detected by chemoreceptors are greatly amplified at the signaling complex,
which indicates that one receptor can interact with multiple histidine kinases (1-3). The signal
transduction system that controls bacterial chemotaxis has been best characterized in Escherichia
coli (1). E. coli has five different transmembrane chemoreceptors (1, 4-8) that localize to the cell
poles along with the kinase CheA and scaffolding CheW proteins to form large patches (9). Cryoelectron microscopy and tomography revealed that these polar patches are about 250 nm in
diameter and remain mobile within the curvature of the cell pole while nonpolar patches form at
the future division site (9-12). These patches correspond to hexagonally packed trimers of
chemoreceptor dimers linked together by rings of interacting CheA and CheW proteins. These
large assemblies of transmembrane chemoreceptors in polar arrays are universal features of
chemotaxis found in Bacteria and Archaea. The high degree of cooperativity results from allosteric
interactions between chemoreceptors, CheA and CheW, and this largely accounts for signal
amplification (13).
Comparative analysis of the genome sequences of motile bacteria suggested that most
species have more than one chemotaxis pathway encoded within their genome and a greater
number of receptors than E. coli. (14). Experimental evidence from genetic approaches and cryoEM analyses also demonstrated that bacteria may express more than one chemoreceptor array
segregated into distinct assemblies (11, 15-17); only chemoreceptors of the same length class—
those containing the same number of heptad (H) repeats in the signaling-terminal region—form
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arrays (11, 18). The tip of chemoreceptors is conserved. This region mediates the stable assembly
of chemoreceptors into trimers of dimers that interact with both CheA and CheW to form the
structural unit of the chemotaxis array.
The genome of the nitrogen-fixing soil bacteria, Azospirillum brasilense, encodes four
chemotaxis (Che) pathways (19), two of which (Che1 and Che4) are directly implicated in
flagellar-driven motility (Figure 8) (20, 21), while the other two regulate functions unrelated to
chemotaxis (Figure 9) (20). Signaling output from Che1 modulates transient changes in swimming
speed (22), and the signaling output from Che4 controls transient changes in the probability of
reversal in the swimming direction (21). The chemotaxis response of motile A. brasilense cells in
a gradient depends on coordination of the signaling outputs from both Che1 and Che4 (21, 23, 24),
with experimental evidence suggesting this is mediated at the level of chemoreceptor activity (24,
25). Here, we characterize the spatial organization of Che1 and Che4 chemotaxis proteins into two
chemoreceptor arrays in A. brasilense and identify a mode of assembly that provides a mechanism
for the integration of signaling from Che1 and Che4 into a coordinated output to control
chemotaxis.

Materials and Methods
Strains, media, and chemicals
The bacterial strains used in this study are listed in Table 1. E. coli strains were grown in
Luria broth at 37°C supplemented with appropriate antibiotics (concentrations listed in footnotes
of Table 1). A. brasilense strains were grown on plates at 28°C on minimal media for A. brasilense
(MMAB) supplemented with 10 mM malate. Liquid cultures were grown by shaking (200 rpm)
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Figure 8: A. brasilense encodes 2 chemotaxis operons and 2 membrane bound receptor
arrays
(A) The topology of Che1 and Che4, the 2 operons encoding the chemotaxis proteins that regulate
swimming speed and reversal frequency, respectively. (B) Electron Cryotomography of wild
type A. brasilense. Left: Slice through a cell showing side views of both tall (white arrow) and
short array (black arrow). Top right: top view. Scale bars: 100 nm Bottom right: power spectrum
from top view of the array (not to scale). This experiment was conducted by JMG and AB.
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WT

cheA2::Tet10

Figure 9: CheA2 is important for A. brasilense flagellation
Cells lacking CheA2 are impaired in swimming. This experiment was conducted by LO.
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Table 1: Strains and plasmids used in this study
Strains or Plasmids
Strains
E. coli Top10
E. coli BTH101
E. coli
XL-1 Blue

Genotype, relevant characteristics

Reference/source

General cloning strain
F cya-99 araD139 galE15 galK16 rpsL1
hsdR2 mcrA1 mcrB1

Invitrogen

−

recA1 endA1 gyrA96 thi-1 hsdR17

(58)
Agilent
Technologies

supE44 relA1 lac [F´ proAB lacIq
Z∆M15 Tn10 (Tetr )].
E. coli
S17.1

thi endA recA hsdR with RP4-2Tc::MuKm::Tn7 integrated in chromosome

A. brasilense Sp7

Wild type A. brasilense

A. brasilense ∆che1

∆(cheA1-cheR1):: Cm (Cmr)

A. brasilense ∆che4
A. brasilense
∆che1∆che4
A. brasilense
∆cheA1∆cheA4
A. brasilense ∆cheA1
A. brasilense ∆cheA4
A. brasilense cheA2::Tet
cheA3::Tn5

(63)
ATCC29145

r

(23)

∆(cheA4-cheR4):: Gm (Gm )

(21)

∆(che1)∆(che4):: Cm (Cmr), Gm (Gmr)

(21)

∆(cheA1)∆(chAe4):: gusA-Km (Kmr), Gm
(21)

(Gmr)
∆(cheA1):: gusA-Km (Kmr)
r

∆(cheA4):: Gm (Gm )

(23)
(21)

cheA2::Tet (Tetr)
cheA3:: Tn5 (KmR)

This work

Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense
A. brasilense ∆che1
(prhCheA1∆TMX)
A. brasilense
∆che4
(prhCheA1∆TMX)
A. brasilense
∆che1∆che4
(prhCheA1∆TMX)

deleted for che1 with a plasmid

This work

containing CheA1∆TMX
Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense
deleted for che4 with a plasmid

This work

containing CheA1∆TMX
Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense
deleted for che1 and che4 with a plasmid

This work

containing CheA1∆TMX
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Table 1, Continued
Strains or plasmids

Genotype, relevant characteristics

Reference/
source

Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense
A. brasilense
∆che1 (prhCheA4)

deleted for che1 with a plasmid containing

This work

CheA4
Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense

A. brasilense
∆che4 (prhCheA4)

deleted for che4 with a plasmid containing

This work

CheA4
Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense

A. brasilense
∆che1∆che4 (prhCheA4)

deleted for che1 and che4 with a plasmid

This work

containing CheA4
Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense

A. brasilense
∆cheA1 (prhTlp1)

deleted for cheA1 with a plasmid containing

This work

Tlp1
Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense

A. brasilense
∆cheA4 (prhTlp1)
A. brasilense
∆cheA1∆cheA4
(prhTlp1)

deleted for cheA4 with a plasmid containing

This work

Tlp1
Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense
deleted for cheA1 and cheA4 with a plasmid

This work

containing Tlp1
Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense

A. brasilense
∆cheA1 (prhTlp4a)

deleted for cheA1 with a plasmid containing

This work

Tlp4a
Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense

A. brasilense
∆cheA4 (prhTlp4a)
A. brasilense
∆cheA1∆cheA4
(prhTlp4a)

deleted for cheA4 with a plasmid containing

This work

Tlp4a
Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense
deleted for cheA1 and cheA4 with a plasmid

This work

containing Tlp4a
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Table 1, Continued
Strains or plasmids
A. brasilense
Sp7 (prhTlp1)
A. brasilense
Sp7 (prhTlp4a)
A. brasilense
∆tlp1 (prhTlp4a)

Genotype, relevant characteristics

Reference/
source

Wild type A. brasilense with a plasmid
containing Tlp1

This work

Wild type A. brasilense with a plasmid
containing Tlp1

This work

Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense deleted
for tlp1 and containing a plasmid with Tlp4a

This work

Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense deleted
A. brasilense
∆cheA1 (prh005)

for cheA1 and containing an empty pRH005

This work

plasmid
Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense deleted

A. brasilense
∆tlp1 (prhTlp1)
A. brasilense
Sp7 (pKNOCKCheA2)

for tlp1 and expressing a plasmid containing

(25)

Tlp1
Wild type A. brasilense with a plasmid
containing CheA2 for insertional mutagenesis

This work

Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense with Tet
A. brasilense
cheA2::TetR
cheA3::Tn5
(prhCheA1TMX)

insertion into cheA2 gene and Tn5 insertion
into cheA3 gene and carrying a plasmid

This work

containing CheA1∆TMX
Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense with Tet

A. brasilense
cheA2::TetR
cheA3::Tn5
(prhCheA4)

insertion into cheA2 gene and Tn5 insertion
into cheA3 gene and carrying a plasmid

This work

containing CheA4
Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense with Tet

A. brasilense
cheA2::TetR
cheA3::Tn5 (prhTlp1)

insertion into cheA2 gene and Tn5 insertion
into cheA3 gene and carrying a plasmid

This work

containing Tlp1
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Table 1, Continued
Strains or
plasmids
A.
brasilense
cheA2::TetR
cheA3::Tn5
(prhTlp4a)

Genotype, relevant characteristics

Reference/
source

Sp7 mutant derivative of A. brasilense with Tet insertion
into cheA2 gene and Tn5 insertion into cheA3 gene and

This work

carrying a plasmid containing Tlp4a

Plasmids
TOPO 2.1

PCR cloning vector, Km

Invitrogen

Gateway-based destination vector expressing proteins
pRH005

fused with YFP at their C-terminus; Km Cm

(57)

pRH005 containing a tlp1 promoter region and ORF;
pRHTlp1

Km Cm

(25)

pRH005 containing a tlp4a promoter region and ORF;
pRHTlp4a

Km Cm

This work

pUT18

Derivative of pUC19 plasmid encoding T18 of CyA, Cb

(58)

pKNT25

Derivative of pSU40 plasmid encoding T25 of CyA, Km

(58)

a derivative of pUT18C in which the leucine zipper of
pUT18C-zip

GCN4 is genetically fused in frame to the T18 fragment,

(58)

Cb
a derivative of pKT25 in which the leucine zipper of
pKT25-zip

GCN4 is genetically fused in frame to the T25 fragment,

(58)

Km
pUT18cheA4

pUT18 containing cheA4, Cb

This work

pUT18cheW4

pUT18 containing cheW4, Cb

This work

pUT18tlp1

pUT18 containing tlp1, Cb

This work

pUT18tlp4a

pUT18 containing tlp4a, Cb

This work

pUT18tlp4S

pUT18 containing truncated tlp4a, Cb

This work

pUT18cheA1

pUT18 containing cheA1, Cb

This work

pUT18cheW1

pUT18 containing cheW1, Cb

This work

Km – kanamycin (50 µg/mL or 30 µg/mL), Cm- chloramphenicol (34 µg/mL), Gm – gentamycin
(20 µg/mL), Cb – carbenicillin (50 µg/mL), Tet – tetracycline (10 µg/mL).
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at 28 °C in MMAB supplemented with 10 mM malate and 18.7 mM ammonium chloride. To
induce nitrogen fixation, cells were pelleted and washed three times with MMAB (supplemented
with 10 mM malate, no nitrogen), and incubated in 5 mL of MMAB (supplemented with 10 mM
malate, no nitrogen) at 28 °C without shaking to ensure low aeration for at least 6 h.
Electron Cryotomography
Azospirillum cultures were grown overnight in 5 mL MMAB + N with 200 μg/mL
ampicillin at room temperature without shaking. The culture was spun down for 10 minutes at
3,500 x g, the pellet was resuspended in 5 mL MMAB - N, and spun down again for 10 min at
3,500 g. The pellet was then resuspended in 5 mL MMAB - N with 200 μg/mL ampicillin and left
at room temperature (on bench) without shaking overnight. Cells were prepared on EM grids as
described previously (1). Images were collected on either an G2 300 keV filed emission gun
microscope or TITAN Krios microscope with lens aberration correcton (both FEI company, now
part of Thermo Fischer Scientific). Both microscopes were equipped with a GATAN K2 summit
counting electron-detector cameras and GATAN imaging filters. Data were collected using the
UCSFtomo software, using a cumulative dose of ~ 160 e/A2. Tomograms were constructed using
either automatically using RAPTOR (2), a program embedded in the Jensen lab pipeline and
database (3) or imod software package (4).
Fluorescence Microscopy
Gateway cloning (Invitrogen) and the pRH005 vector were used to construct all yellow
fluorescence protein (YFP) fusions (5). The pRH005 vector allows cloning of any gene to generate
products fused in-frame with YFP at their C-terminus. Most YFP strains used in this study were
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generated (Table 1) (6-8) using Gateway technology and adhering to manufacturer’s protocol.
Briefly, genes of interest were amplified using specific Gateway primers (Table 2) and A.
brasilense strain Sp7 genomic DNA. Five microliters of PCR products were ran on a 0.8% gel for
verification of insert and PCR clean-up (Macherey Nagel) was performed on the remainder of the
PCR product. Resulting PCR products underwent a BP Clonase (Invitrogen) reaction with the
pDONR2.1 vector (Invitrogen). Then, this reaction was transformed into Top10 chemically
competent cells and plated on LB with kanamycin (50 μg/mL). Colonies from these plates were
grown in 5 mL of LB with kanamycin (50 μg/mL), plasmid prepped (Qiagen) and resulting
plasmids underwent an LR Reaction (Invitrogen) with the pRH005 plasmid. Resulting reactions
were transformed into Top10 competent cells and plated on LB with kanamycin (50 μg/mL). All
constructs were grown up in LB with kanamycin, plasmid prepped, and introduced into Sp7 and
other strains (Table 1) by biparental mating as described in Hauwaerts et al., 2002 (9). One mL of
cells grown as described above were pelleted at 5,000 rpm for 2 min. Twenty μL of the pelleted
cells were resuspended in MMAB and mounted on a glass slide containing a 100 μL agarose pad
(1% LMP agarose in 1X PBS buffer – NaCl 8g/L, KCl 0.2 g/L, KH2PO4 0.24 g/L, Na2HPO4
0.144 g/L, pH 7.0) and covered with a cover slip. Cells were left undisturbed for 2 h, or in some
instances overnight, before being imaged. Images were captured using a Nikon ECLIPSE 80i
fluorescence microscope equipped with a Nikon CoolSnap HQ2 cooled CCD camera.
Measurements were taken from at least 80 cells from three independent cultures, and five fields of
view were used for each sample. The results were graphed and analyzed statistically using
GraphPad Prism software.
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Bacterial two-hybrid assay
A bacterial two-hybrid assay specific for membrane proteins was used to investigate
protein-protein interactions. In this assay, genes of interest were cloned into either pKNT25 (low
copy) or pUT18 (high copy) vectors. These vectors each encode one half of a catalytic domain
(T18 or T25) of the Bordetella pertussis adenylate cyclase. If protein-protein interaction takes
place, functional complementation occurs between the two halves of the catalytic domain and
cyclic AMP (cAMP) is produced. This activates the lac and mal operons in E. coli; positive
interactions plated on MacConkey agarose utilize the carbon source in the agar and appear pink.
From here, pink colonies can be grown in liquid media and subjected to a beta-galactosidase assay
to quantify the strength of interactions. Proteins of interest (CheA1, CheA4, CheW1, CheW4,
Tlp1, Tlp4a, and Tlp4S) were fused on the C-terminus of the T18 and T25 domains of Bordetella
pertussis adenylate cyclase present in vectors pUT18 and pKNT25, respectively, as described by
the manufacturer’s protocol (Euromedex). The genes of interest were first PCR-amplified (Table
2) and cloned into a TOPO 2.1 vector (Invitrogen). The resulting vectors were digested with the
following enzyme pairs (HindIII and EcoRI for cheA4, cheW1, cheW4, tlp1, and tlp4a, ; HindIII
and KpnI for cheA1) and ligated into their destination vectors (high copy pUT18 and low copy
pKNT25) that were previously digested with the same enzymes using T4 ligation (New England
Bio Labs). Resulting plasmids were propagated in XL-1 Blue cells (Agilent Technologies), and
the presence of an insert was confirmed by colony PCR. To test for protein-protein interactions,
two plasmids expressing genes of interest were co-transformed into BTH101 competent cells and
plated on Luria Broth (LB) plates with kanamycin (50 μg/mL) and carbenicillin (50 μg/mL). The
plates were incubated for 48 h at 30 °C. Several colonies were picked from a plate, inoculated into
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Table 2: Primers used in this study
Primer name

Sequence

CheA4 HindIII For BACTH

5’ - AAG CTT ATG GAC GGG GTG CGC AAC
AC - 3’

CheA4 EcoRI Rev BACTH

5’ - GAA TTC GAC CGG TTC GAG TGC GGG
GGC - 3’

Tlp4a HindIII For BACTH

5’ - AAG CTT ATG GCG AAA GGG GTC GGT
TCG - 3’

Tlp4a EcoRI Rev BACTH

5’ - GAA TTC TGC CGC CCG TCC GCG GGC
CAG - 3’

Tlp4S HindIII Fwd BACTH

5’ -AAG CTT ATG CTC GCC CAC GAG GGC
GC-3’

Tlp4S EcoR1 Rev BACTH

5’- GAA TTC TGC CGC CCG TCC GCG GCG
G-3’

Tlp1 HindIII For BACTH

5’ - AAG CTT ATG AAT CCC CTC CGC ACG
TTC - 3’

Tlp1 EcoRI Rev BACTH

5’ - GAA TTC GGC GAC CGC CGG AAG CGG
GTG - 3’

CheA1ΔTM HindIII For BACTH

5’ - GC AAG CTTA GAC CGC CTG CCC TAC
AAC - 3’

CheA1ΔTM KpnI Rev BACTH

5’ - GC GGT ACC TGC GGC ACC TTT CTG
CTC - 3’

CheA2Tet insertion Fwd

5’- CCC CCC GGG TGC TGC GTG TCG AGG
CCG-3’

CheA2Tet insertion Rev

5’-CCC CCC GGG ATG GCC GAG GTG CTG
AC 3’
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Table 2, Continued

Primer name

Sequence

CheA2 GW Fwd

5’- GGGG ACA AGT TTG TAC AAA AAA GCA
GGC TTG GCG CCT TTC ACC CGC A-3’

CheA2 GW Rev

5’-GGGG AC CAC TTT GTA CAA GAA AGC
TGG GTA CAT CAG CTC CCG CAG ATT GAG
G-3’
5’-GGGG ACA AGT TTG TAC AAA AAA GCA
GGC TAT GAA CGA CAT CCG CAC GCG CC-3’
5’-GGGG AC CAC TTT GTA CAA GAA AGC
TGG GTA CAG CAG CCG CCG GAT GCC GGC
C-3’

CheA3 GW Fwd
CheA3 GW Rev
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5 mL of liquid LB with kanamycin and carbenicillin (50 μg/ mL of each), and shaken (200 rpm)
at 30 °C. Two microliters of the overnight cultures were spotted onto MacConkey plates with
lactose as a carbon source and incubated at 30 °C for up to 96 h. Empty vectors (pUT18 and
pKNT25) were used as negative controls while pUT18-zip and pKT25-zip (10) were used as
positive controls. For quantification of interactions, cells were grown in 5 mL liquid LB with
kanamycin and carbenicillin (50 μg/mL of each) at 30 °C while shaking at 200 rpm until they
reached an OD600 of 0.5- 0.6. A beta galactosidase assay was then performed as described in
Ramsay, et al (11).
Protein pulldown
Protein pulldowns were used to confirm protein-protein interactions identified in the
bacterial 2 hybrid assay. Gateway cloning and pDEST24 (Invitrogen) were used to generated
CheA1∆TMX-GST and CheA4-GST. Two liters of BL21 DE3 (pDEST CheA1∆TMX-GST) and
BL21 DE3 (pDEST CheA4-GST) cells were grown to OD600=0.5 and induced with 1mM IPTG
for 3 hours. Cells were collected and washed with 1x PBS (pH 8.0). Pellets were resuspending in
RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 150mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS, 1mM PMSF, pH 8.0)
and lysed using a French Press. Cell debris was removed by centrifuging at 17,000 rpm for 1 hour
at 4°C. Total protein concentration was quantified using a Bradford. Lysate (2 mg total protein)
was then applied to an equilibrated 2ml glutathione agarose resin and incubated together for 4
hours with rotation. Unbound proteins were washed off with 5 bed volumes of PBS. YFP tagged
CheA1∆TMX-YFP, CheA4-YFP, Tlp1-YFP, Tlp4a-YFP, CheW1-YFP, or CheW4-YFP were
expressed in the corresponding mutant backgrounds and 500 ml cultures were grown to
OD600=0.8. Protein expression was confirmed using fluorescence microscopy. Cells were
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collected via centrifugation (6000 rpm for 20 minutes at 4°C) and lysed in RIPA buffer using
sonication with lysozyme (10 cycles of 15 second bursts followed by 10 second rest). Protein
concentration was quantified using a Bradford assay (Biorad). Whole cell lysate (2mg total
protein) was applied to the previously prepared CheA1∆TMX/ CheA4-GST resin and incubated
overnight at 4°C with rotation. Unbound proteins were eluted using 10 bed volumes of 1xPBS.
Column bound proteins were eluted with 1xPBS containing 10mM glutathione. Protein
interactions were confirmed using western blotting: YFP- tagged proteins were detected using antiGFP antibody (Abcam) at a 1:1000 dilution. CheA1∆TMX-GST and CheA4-GST column binding
was confirmed using anti-GST polycolonal antibody (Invitrogen) (1:1000). The membranes were
incubated with 1:5000 dilution of IRDye CW 800 donkey anti rabbit and developed using an
Odyssey (Licor).
Sequence similarity and conserved residues
A. brasilense paralogs were aligned using BLAST Global align to identify sequence
similarity. Residues 446-506 of CheA1 (Accession no.: AAL47021.1) and residues 334-397 of
CheA4 (Accession no. WP_059399028.1) were used for aligning P3 domains. For P5 domains,
residues 698-834 (P5A) and 860-984 (P5B) of CheA1 and residues 543-675 of CheA4 were
aligned. The entire sequence of CheW1 (AAL47022.1) and CheW4 (WP_035675900.1) were
aligned.
To identify conserved residues, the BLAST Multiple Alignment Tool was used to align
CheA1 P5A and P5B domains with residues 519-659 of E. coli CheA (Accession no
ANK01864.1). For CheW alignments, full length CheW1 and CheW4 of A. brasilense were
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aligned with E. coli CheW (Accession no. ANK01864.1). Residues necessary for CheA-CheW
interactions were identified based on (12, 13).
Measuring the height of chemoreceptor arrays
To measure the distance between the inner membrane and the CheA/CheW base plate, we
used 3dmod v4.9.9 (4) to mark the inner membrane above the chemoreceptor array with model
points. Next, we used a custom script written in Node.js that takes as input the tomogram and the
model points to calculate the average pixel value in profiles running perpendicular to the model
points but in the same plane as the model points to collect and generate a JSON formatted file with
the average pixel intensity of each profile. Each file generated was named after the name of the
tomogram, the name of the model and a unique number in case there were more than one profile
per tomogram. The profiles were zipped and available in the Supplementary Dataset D2
(Appendix).

The

script

is

available

in

the

GitLab

repository

at

https://gitlab.com/daviortega/sideview-profile-average.
To visualize the profiles, we used the ObservableHQ notebook located at
https://beta.observablehq.com/@daviortega/generic-notebook-to-analyse-1d-averaged-electrondensity-p. For each profile, we measured the distance between the dips corresponding to the
electron density of the inner membrane and the CheA/CheW baseplate in pixels. Uncertainty was
estimated based on the precision to determine the center of each dip in pixels and propagated to
the measure of distance between dips.
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Bioinformatics datasets and analysis
The chemoreceptor sequences were collected from MiST (14). Multiple sequence
alignments were conducted using L-INS-I algorithm from the MAFFT package version v7.305b
(15) and manually edited using Jalview v2.10.1 (16). The alignments were only manually edited
at the region between the transmembrane and the signaling domain. In the multiple sequence
alignments, the sequences header contains two initial letters of the genus, the first three letters of
the species, the NCBI accession number of the genome, the locus number and the heptad class of
the receptor. Domain architecture of chemoreceptors were produced using CDVist (17). When
missing, HAMP domains were identified manually using sequence signatures of HAMP domains
in (18). Measurements performed in atomic models from the PDB (19) were obtained using VMD
v1.9.1 (20).

Results
Cryo-EM reveals two distinct chemoreceptor arrays in A. brasilense
The A. brasilense genome encodes over 51 predicted chemoreceptors, from at least four
different length classes (18) but the organization of the chemoreceptors contributing to flagellamediated chemotaxis has not been characterized. We used electron tomography (cryo-EM) to
characterize the chemoreceptor arrays formed by interaction with Che1 or Che4 signaling proteins.
Because chemoreceptor arrays do not assemble as organized clusters in cells lacking CheA or
CheW in E. coli (26, 27), we hypothesized that we could identify Che1- and Che4—associated
arrays using a combination of wild type strain, Dche1, Dche4, and Dche1Dche4 mutant derivatives.
In wild type cells, two structurally distinct types of chemoreceptor arrays were observed: out of 15
cell poles imaged, we found 6 short chemoreceptor clusters (27.5 ± 2.6 nm on average) and 2 tall
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arrays (30.7 ± 1.8 and 31.3 ± 2.9 nm), as measured by the distance between the inner membrane
and the CheA/CheW base plate (Figure 8B, Top left). Top views of the chemoreceptor arrays
(Figure 8B, Top right, power spectrum (not to scale), Bottom right) revealed the typical, highly
ordered hexagonal packing with a 12 nm spacing between the neighboring hexagons. In contrast,
neither short nor tall arrays could be observed in the Dche1Dche4 mutant (20 cells imaged).
Assignment of chemoreceptors encoded in the A. brasilense genome to arrays of specific height
The height of chemoreceptor arrays is determined by the physical length of membrane
bound chemoreceptor proteins present in the array, which in turn can be predicted from sequence
based the heptad class of the signaling domain (49) and the arrangement of protein domains present
between the transmembrane region and the signaling domain (50). To predict which set of
chemoreceptors compose the two structurally distinct chemoreceptor arrays, we analyzed the
sequences of the chemoreceptors from class 38H and 36H predicted to interact with Che1 (class
F5) and Che4 (class F7) proteins respectively (51). The short arrays (28nm) visualized in the wildtype cells are likely formed by 38H chemoreceptors with a single HAMP and alpha helix linker,
which comprised the majority of chemoreceptors encoded within the A. brasilense genome.
Previous studies in M. magneticum have shown that 28 nm chemotaxis arrays have been reported
to belong to 38H receptors with extra alpha helix linkers (50). The multiple sequence alignment of
sequences of 38H chemoreceptors from both A. brasiliense and M. magneticum does not contain
major gaps in the region between the transmembrane and the signaling domain, which indicates
that they share the same domain architecture (Supplementary Dataset D1). As in a few
chemoreceptors in M. magneticum, two 38H receptors in A. brasiliense have an extra HAMP
instead of the alpha helix linker (AMK58_RS04445, AMK58_RS08090). Based on the alignment,
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the alpha helix linker is approximately the same number of residues of one of the HAMP helices.
According to the crystal structure of triple HAMP domains (PDB: 3LNR) (44) this difference
increases 1.7 nm to the height of the chemoreceptor and thus, we expect that arrays formed by
these chemoreceptors to be taller at 29.7 nm. These results suggest that the short array visualized
in the wild-type cells are formed by 38H chemoreceptors with a single HAMP and alpha helix
linker.
By exclusion, only 36H chemoreceptors can form the 31 nm tall array. The A. brasilense
genome contains three 36H chemoreceptors and all of them have 3 HAMP domains. In addition,
the chemoreceptor present in the che4 operon, tlp4a, has also a PAS domain between the first and
the second HAMP domain from the transmembrane. To predict the height of this receptor we
measure the 11 nm length of the crystal structure of a triple HAMP. The signaling domain of 36H
receptors alone in the HAMP + tsr fusion 3D crystal structure (PDB: 3ZX6) (45) is 18 nm. Finally,
the PAS + HAMP structure available (PDB: 3VOL) (46) suggests that an additional PAS domain
would add only 2 nm to the height of the receptor since the bulk of the PAS domain should be
located aside of the long axis of the receptor.
Thus, we expect tlp4a receptor to have 31 nm which is consistent with the height of the
array observed in wild type strains. Although the other two 36H chemoreceptors do not have PAS
domains, they have a linker of 23 resides (Appendix- Supplementary Dataset 2). If these residues
fold in a straight alpha helix, these 36H chemoreceptors are expected to form 32 nm arrays,
however we expect that flexibility of the structure could accommodate this difference compared
with tlp4a. Thus, we conclude that tlp4a is the receptor present in the observed 31 nm tall
chemoreceptor array. Eleven cell poles of Dche4 cells still contained 14 short arrays averaging
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27.7 ± 3.1 nm and 2 tall arrays with 30 ± 1.8 nm and 30.0 ± 3.6 nm. Interestingly, the tall arrays
in Dche4 mutants are consistently shorter than in the wild type. This result is expected because the
only chemoreceptor that make a 31 nm tall array, tlp4a, is encoded in the che4 operon. We
hypothesize that these 30 nm taller arrays are made by the 38H chemoreceptors with 2 HAMP
domains. In Dche1 we only observed short arrays out of 7 cell poles averaging 28.1 ± 3.1 nm.
Although our best estimates for the physical length of the chemoreceptor arrays matches the
measurements obtained from the tomograms, these results are barely significant given the
uncertainty inherent of the methods used. However, these results combined suggests that both
operons che1 and che4 alone can form the most common, shorter array with 28 nm height. This
unexpected result predicts that 38H chemoreceptors can form chemotaxis clusters with che4
proteins. The che1 operon appears to be needed to form taller arrays by either contributing to
assemble the array containing tlp4a (31 nm) or in the absence of the operon che4, to build the taller
arrays using 38H receptors with double HAMP domains (30 nm). At this point, we have not
observed clusters that we can assign to the remaining Che operons, Che2 and Che3, suggesting
they are either not expressed or simply not observed.
Localization of chemotaxis proteins depends on Che1 and Che4
The results of the cryo-EM analyses suggested that proteins from che1 and che4 could mix
to form signaling arrays seen in wild type. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the dependence of
chemoreceptor clusters localization on Che1 and Che4 using fusions (CheA1∆TMX, CheW1,
CheA4, CheW4, CheY4) to yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) tags and imaged each in wild type,
∆che1, ∆che4, and ∆che1∆che4 mutant backgrounds. The functionality of all tagged proteins was
verified through chemotaxis soft agar assays before imaging (29). A. brasilense Sp7 contains two
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isoforms of CheA1: full length CheA1 (which is membrane anchored and localizes at the cell
surface) and CheA1∆TMX (which lacks the transmembrane domains and is vital to chemotaxis)
(29). In the wild type background, CheA1∆TMX-YFP localized as bright foci to the cell poles and
was also found diffuse and throughout the cell surface (Figure 10A, C). This surface localization
is probably due to CheA1∆TMX interacting with its full length CheA1 isoform, which localizes
to the cell surface. In the ∆che1 and ∆che4 backgrounds, CheA1∆TMX-YFP localized to the cell
poles (Figure 10A, C). In the ∆che1∆che4 background, cells were diffuse, and no distinct
fluorescent foci were detected (Figure 10A, C). The ability of CheA1∆TMX-YFP to polarly
localize in the absence of Che1 or Che4 proteins suggests that CheA1∆TMX-YFP is able to
interact with proteins from both systems to form polar foci. Furthermore, the ability of
CheA1∆TMX-YFP to mainly localize as polar foci in the ∆che1 background indicates that the
natively produced CheA1∆TMX may be part of the Che4 cluster.
CheA4-YFP localized as polar foci in the wild type, ∆che1, and ∆che4 mutant strains and
was diffuse in the ∆che1∆che4 strain background (Figure 10B, D). YFP fusions to CheY4 (CheY4YFP), which functions downstream of CheA4 (21) and to the adaptor proteins, CheW1 or CheW4,
which are encoded within the Che1 or Che4 pathways, respectively (CheW1-YFP and CheW4YFP) also localized as polar foci in wild type, ∆che1, ∆che4 backgrounds but were diffuse in the
∆che1∆che4 mutant background (Figure 11A-C). A CheY1-YFP fusion is diffuse since CheY1YFP will interact with polarly-localized CheA1∆TMX and membrane-bound CheA1 (Figure
11D). We also looked at localization of CheA1∆TMX and CheA4 in cells lacking CheA2 and
CheA3 (cheA2::TetR cheA3::Tn5) to determine if CheA2 and CheA3 are involved in polar foci
formation. Both CheA1∆TMX-YFP and CheA4-YFP localized at cell poles similarly regardless
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Figure 10: Localization of YFP-tagged CheA proteins
(A) CheA1∆TMX-YFP and (B) CheA4-YFP cells in wild type (WT), ∆che1, ∆che4, and
∆che1∆che4 mutant derivative backgrounds. (C) Quantification of the distribution of fluorescence
in the population of CheA1DTMX-YFP cells analyzed in wild type and mutant derivative
backgrounds. For each bar, n ≥ 100 cells. (D) Quantitation of the distribution of fluorescence in
the population of CheA4-YFP cells analyzed in wild type and mutant derivative backgrounds. For
each bar, n ≥ 100 cells. This experiment was conducted by JMG and AA.

Fig. 2. Localization of YFP-tagged CheA proteins. (A) CheA1DTMX-YFP and (B) CheA4-YFP cells in wild type
(WT), Dche1, Dche4, and Dche1Dche4 mutant derivative backgrounds. (C) Quantification of the distribution of
fluorescence in the population of CheA1DTMX-YFP cells analyzed in wild type and mutant derivative backgrounds.
For each bar, n ≥ 100 cells. (D) Quantitation of the distribution of fluorescence in the population of CheA4-YFP
cells analyzed in wild type and mutant derivative backgrounds. For each bar, n ≥ 100 cells.
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Figure 11: Subcellular localization for YFP-tagged chemotaxis proteins encoded in Che1 and
Che4
(A) Quantification of the distribution of fluorescence in the population of CheW4-YFP cells
analyzed in wild type (WT) and mutant derivative backgrounds. N ≥ 60 cells for each bar. (B)
Quantification of the distribution of fluorescence in the population of CheW1-YFP cells analyzed
in wild type (WT) and mutant derivative backgrounds. N ≥ 73 cells for each bar. (C) Quantification
of the distribution of fluorescence in the population of CheY4-YFP cells analyzed in wild type
(WT) and mutant derivative backgrounds. N ≥ 100 cells for each bar. (D) Quantification of the
distribution of fluorescence in the population of CheY1-YFP cells analyzed in wild type (WT) and
mutant derivative backgrounds. N ≥ 60 cells for each bar. This experiment was conducted by AA.
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of the presence of CheA2 and CheA3—indicating they are not required for polar foci formation
(Figure 12). Proper localization of chemotaxis proteins in the absence of either Che1 or Che4
proteins suggests Che1 and Che4 proteins interact and form polarly localized arrays.
Che1 and Che4 chemotaxis proteins interact with each other in the bacterial two-hybrid assay
To test whether Che1 and Che4 proteins physically interact, which would be required to
form stable chemoreceptor arrays, we used a bacterial adenylate cyclase two-hybrid (BACTH)
assay. Given that YFP fusions to the C-terminus of CheA1, CheA4, CheY1, CheY4, and Tlp1 are
functional (25, 29), we tested all interactions with the catalytic domains fused at the C-terminus of
the proteins expressed from both BACTH vectors.
We first determined that proteins encoded within the same operon are able to interact.
CheA4 and CheW4 interacted with one another in this system, as expected since both proteins are
encoded by genes found together within the che4 operon, and previous work indicates they
function in the same pathway (21) (Figure 13A). Furthermore, CheA4 and CheW4 were able to
interact with themselves. We also detected positive interactions between proteins encoded for in
Che1, CheA1 is able to interact with itself and CheW1. Proteins encoded in separate operons were
able to interact with each other: CheA1 with CheA4, CheA1 with CheW4 and CheA4 with CheW1
(Figure 13A-B). These results concur with our microscopy observations and indicate that, in this
assay, proteins from Che1 could physically interact with proteins from Che4. We did test these
chemotaxis proteins against empty vectors and found no interaction, consistent with the absence
of reports of auto-activation in this assay (30). False positives are rarely, if ever, reported with the
BACTH (30), suggesting that positive interactions detected here are reliable.
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Figure 13: Interaction of chemotaxis proteins from Che1 and Che4 in the bacterial twohybrid assay
(A) Interactions between chemotaxis proteins encoded within the same signal transduction
pathway. (B) Interactions between chemotaxis proteins encoded in different signal transduction
pathways. All protein-protein interactions were tested bi-directionally since the vectors had
different copy numbers (pKNT25, low copy; pUT18, high copy). Significance for each interaction
is relative to the negative control ran alongside it on its individual 96-well plate. * denotes p value
< 0.05; ** denotes p value < 0.005. This experiment was conducted by AH.
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Relative contribution of CheA4 and CheA1 to clustering of chemotaxis receptors into polar
arrays
To further explore the possible interaction of Che1 and Che4 proteins within each of the
two membrane-anchored arrays, we next characterized the interactions of these proteins with
chemoreceptors using fluorescence microscopy and the BACTH assay. Che1 is the ancestral
chemotaxis pathway controlling chemotaxis in A. brasilense (19) and most chemoreceptors
predicted within the genome sequence, which belong to the 38H length class, are likely to interact
with components of Che1. Furthermore, previous data indicated that Tlp1, a predicted 38H length
class chemoreceptor, interacted with Che1 and perhaps another chemotaxis pathway, which we
later identified as Che4 (25). On the other hand, tlp4a encodes for a predicted membrane-anchored
chemoreceptor of the 36H class and is found within the che4 operon and is thus likely to function
with Che4 proteins (21). Therefore, we chose to test both Tlp1 and Tlp4a. Both Tlp4a-YFP and
Tlp1-YFP, which are functional fusions, localized at the cell poles as punctate foci when expressed
in the wild type strain (Figure 14). In the ΔcheA1 strain, Tlp1-YFP was largely diffuse throughout
the cell, with a small fraction of cells (29%) showing polar foci (Figure 14C, E). Tlp1-YFP
localized to the cell poles in the ΔcheA4 strain, in a pattern similar to that seen in the wild type
strain background. Tlp1-YFP was diffuse in the ΔcheA1ΔcheA4 strain and fluorescent foci were
seldom observed. These findings suggest that CheA1 plays a major role in polar foci localization
of Tlp1-YFP while CheA4 plays a minor, if any, role. In strains lacking Che1 or Che4, Tlp1-YFP
was mostly diffuse (Figure 14F), suggesting that other Che1 and Che4 chemotaxis proteins are
required for Tlp1-YFP localization.
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In the ΔcheA1 strain background, Tlp4a-YFP localizes as numerous foci, both lateral and
polar, that also appeared smaller in size relative to the large polar foci of wild type. The average
number of fluorescent foci per cell in the wild type background was 2.1 ± 0.7 while the number of
fluorescent foci per cell in the ΔcheA1 strain was 3.8 ± 1.3 (Student’s t test, p-value < 0.0001, N
= 90). In the ΔcheA4, the Tlp4a-YFP fluorescent foci were mislocalized; foci were often slightly
off-polar and detected at a greater distance from the cell poles (Figure 14D); while in
ΔcheA1ΔcheA4, Tlp4a-YFP was mostly found as either non-polar foci or diffuse (Figure 14D).
Together, these observations suggest that polar localization of Tlp4a-YFP in clusters seen as tight
fluorescent foci require both CheA1 and CheA4. In strains lacking Che1 or Che4, Tlp4a-YFP
localization produced patterns similar than the ones observed for strains lacking CheA1 or CheA4,
including the loss of foci formation in the absence of both sets of chemotaxis proteins (Figure
14E).
Contribution of Che1 and Che4 proteins, other than CheA paralogs, in clustering of chemotaxis
receptors
We next tested for possible physical interaction between CheA1, CheW1, CheA4, CheW4
with Tlp1 and Tlp4a in the BACTH assay. Tlp1 positively interacted with CheA1∆TMX, CheW1
and itself (Figure 15A). This finding was expected given that chemoreceptors are known to
dimerize and that Tlp1 was shown to signal in a Che1-dependent manner (25). Tlp1 also positively
interacted with CheA4 and CheW4 (Figure 15A). Tlp4a interacted with CheA4 and CheW4, as
expected, but also interacted with CheA1∆TMX (Figure 15B). Full length Tlp4a was not found to
interact with itself at detectable levels in this assay. However, given that Tlp4a had positive
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Figure 15: Interaction of chemotaxis proteins from Che1 and Che4 with Tlp1 and Tlp4a
Interaction of Tlp1 (A) and Tlp4a (B) with chemotaxis proteins from both operons in a bacterial
two-hybrid assay. All protein-protein interactions were tested bi-directionally since the vectors had
different copy numbers (pKNT25, low copy; pUT18, high copy). Significance for each interaction
is relative to the negative control ran alongside it on its individual 96-well plate. * denotes p value
< 0.05; ** denotes p value < 0.005. This experiment was conducted by AH.
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interactions with other proteins, it is unlikely that this is the result of a nonfunctional tagged
protein, but the reason for this negative result is not known.
As expected from their different lengths, Tlp1 and Tlp4a did not interact. Together these
data suggest that chemotaxis receptors from the 38H (Tlp1) and 36H (Tlp4a) classes can physically
interact with Che1 and some of the Che4 proteins, in particular both CheA paralogs, in A.
brasilense. While only predicted as possible physical interactions in the BACTH assay, these
results are fully consistent with the fluorescence imaging data described above.
Next, we used pull-down assays to verify the physical interactions suggested by the
BACTH assay (Figure 16). We found that CheA1DTMX-GST could interact with itself as well as
with CheA4-YFP, Tlp1-YFP and Tlp4a-YFP (Figure 16). CheA1DTMX-GST intreracted with
CheW1-YFP, albeit weakly, and CheW4-YFP. This finding is unexpected since CheA1 and
CheW1 are encoded within the che1 operon. CheW interacts with CheA through the P5 domain
(31, 32) and the A. brasilense CheA1 possesses two P5 domains at its C-terminus, which could
complicate the interactions tested here. In a similar assay, we found that CheA4-GST interacts
with CheA1DTMX-YFP, CheW1-YFP, CheW4-YFP, Tlp4a-YFP, and Tlp1-YFP (Figure 16).
Together, these data validate the physical interactions between Che1 and Che4 chemotaxis
proteins, including their interaction to form mixed chemotaxis signaling clusters.

Discussion
Our results indicate that in A. brasilense, each of the two membrane-bound chemoreceptor
arrays detected by cryo-EM utilize paralogs from both Che1 and Che4 chemotaxis signaling
pathways to build extended stable arrays. Our experimental evidence strongly suggests that
CheA1∆TMX and CheA4, and likely, CheW1 and CheW4, are recruited to form the baseplates of
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each of the two A. brasilense chemotaxis receptor arrays, each of which likely comprise Tlp1 and
other 38H receptors or Tlp4a and other 36H receptors. First, cryo-EM data indicates that A.
brasilense contains 2 chemotaxis arrays, even in the absence of Che1 or Che4 proteins. This
suggests that Che1 and Che4 proteins can be used to build both arrays. Our fluorescence data also
supports this: proteins encoded in Che1 and Che4 can properly localize as long as either the Che1
or Che4 system is present. We also show that proteins encoded in separate operons are capable of
interacting with each in a bacterial two-hybrid and pull-down assay. Furthermore, our pull-down
data verify that receptors from both arrays, Tlp1 and Tlp4a interact with both CheA1∆TMX and
CheA4. These results provide a straightforward mechanism by which two chemotaxis signaling
pathways, Che1 and Che4, could function in a coordinated manner to regulate chemotaxis
responses in A. brasilense, despite each of Che1 and Che4 regulating different signaling outputs
(21, 22). In support of this hypothesis, we have previously showed that mutations within Che1
affects reversal frequency which is the direct signaling output of Che4 (22) while mutations within
Che4 also affect swimming speed, the direct output of Che1 (21). Additional evidence points to
indirect interactions between chemotaxis signaling pathways at the level of chemoreceptors (24,
25). Given the propensity for chemotaxis signal pathways to be horizontally transferred between
bacteria (14), a similar co-binding and mixing mechanism may be found in other bacteria.
Our data suggest that paralogs from Che1 and Che4 can physically interact, which would
be necessary to form mixed baseplates. CheA dimerization is facilitated through the P3 domain.
CheA1 P3 and CheA4 P3 have 59% sequence similarity, which could perhaps be sufficient to
license dimerization by inter-subunit P3/P3 exchange. CheA paralogs possess P5 domains that
interact with CheW, and the interaction interface is critical for stabilizing chemoreceptor arrays,
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maintaining connectivity, and signal cooperativity (28, 32, 33). We detected positive interactions
between CheA1∆TMX and CheA4 with both CheW1 and CheW4. CheA1 contains two P5
domains (P5A and P5B), while CheA4 has a single P5 domain. Previous work in E. coli identified
conserved residues necessary for CheA P5-CheW interactions (32). CheA1 P5A contains 6 of the
16 conserved residues in E. coli CheA implicated in interaction with CheW, while CheA1 P5B
only had 3 of these 16 residues. CheA4 P5 contains 5 of the conserved residues in E. coli CheA
(Figure 17). Furthermore, while CheA1 P5A and P5B domains are most similar to one another
(51%), CheA1 P5A, and not P5B, shares the most similarity with CheA4 P5 (47%). CheW1 and
CheW4 share 50% sequence similarity with one another and both CheW1 and CheW4 possess all
the conserved residues implicated in CheA-CheW binding in E. coli (Figure 17) (34). Given the
role of CheA and CheW interactions with each other and receptors in cluster formation and the
ability of P5-CheW to substitute with one another in chemoreceptor arrays (12, 35-37), it is likely
that similar interactions between paralogous chemotaxis proteins are implicated in mixed clusters
formation in A. brasilense.
The ability for different chemotaxis proteins to assemble in mixed baseplates within a
single array is also suggested to occur via domains related to CheW in other model systems. CheV
proteins, which structurally and functionally are CheW-REC hybrids (38), are widespread in
bacterial genomes and recent evidence indicates that in Helicobacter pylori, CheV-comprising
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chemoreceptor-kinase clusters can join a larger CheW-receptor-kinase membrane-anchored
cluster. In Salmonella enterica, recent comparative genomics combined with analysis of
experimental evidence also imply a role for CheV in bringing specific chemoreceptors to stable
arrays (39). In Vibrio cholera, baseplate composition is dynamic, with CheW and CheV able to
form baseplates in the absence of CheA (40). This variation is hypothesized to aid array function
and receptor turnover. A. brasilense Che1 and Che4 proteins forming mixed baseplates is thus not
incompatible with maintaining signal cooperativity within the chemoreceptor arrays. Physical
separation of chemoreceptors into two distinct membrane-bound receptor arrays is dictated by
segregation of chemoreceptors into length classes (15). This observation raises questions on the
relative contributions of the different chemoreceptor arrays to sensing.
Signal processing and integration via multiple chemotaxis signaling pathways is unlikely
to be unique to A. brasilense given the number of bacterial genomes with multiple chemotaxis
pathways (14) and experimental evidence of signal integration between chemotaxis signaling
pathways in other species (41). Evidence of signal integration implicating chemotaxis receptors
and multiple signaling pathways exists in Myxococcus xanthus between the Che7, Dif, and Frz
chemotaxis-like signaling pathways (42-44). In contrast, spatial segregation of chemotaxis
signaling is required to prevent cross-talk in other species, including R. sphaeroides. In this species
two functional chemotaxis clusters are found within the cells: a polar membrane-anchored cluster
and a cytoplasmic one (45-48). These clusters are physically and spatially separated from each
other and each of the chemotaxis proteins specifically assembles in a single chemotaxis signaling
cluster, with experimental evidence suggesting this organization prevents detrimental signaling
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cross-talk (44-47). The subcellular organization of chemotaxis signaling clusters in R. sphaeroides
suggests stringent specificity in the interactions between chemoreceptors and baseplate proteins,
CheA and CheW, to form signaling clusters which would be relaxed in the chemoreceptor-CheACheW clustering our results in A. brasilense suggest.
Despite recent examples of cross-talk at the level of phosphotransfer between histidine
kinases and non-cognate response regulators (49), cross-talk is generally thought not to occur at
the level of phosphotransfer between a histidine kinase and its non-cognate response regulator
given the selectivity of the interaction between these signaling proteins (50-53) as well as the
expected decrease in the specificity of response to a specific input (50, 54). Here, we present no
evidence for cross-talk between paralogs but show evidence of co-binding of chemotaxis paralogs
that form the signaling baseplate. This organization would allow for the integration and
coordination of signaling from two otherwise independent chemotaxis signaling pathways without
invoking the unlikely but potential disadvantages of cross-talk.
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CHAPTER II
OPTOGENETIC MANIPULATION OF CYCLIC DI-GMP (C-DI-GMP)
LEVELS REVEALS THE ROLE OF C-DI-GMP IN REGULATING
AEROTAXIS RECEPTOR ACTIVITY IN AZOSPIRILLUM BRASILENSE
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Abstract
Bacterial chemotaxis receptors provide the sensory inputs that inform the direction of navigation
in changing environments. Recently, we described the bacterial second messenger cyclic di-GMP
(c-di-GMP) as a novel regulator of a subclass of chemotaxis receptors. In Azospirillum brasilense,
c-di-GMP binds to a chemotaxis receptor, Tlp1, and modulates its signaling function during
aerotaxis. Here, we further characterize the role of c-di-GMP in aerotaxis using a novel
dichromatic optogenetic system engineered for manipulating intracellular c-di-GMP levels in real
time. This system comprises a red/near-infrared-light-regulated diguanylate cyclase and a bluelight-regulated c-di-GMP phosphodiesterase. It allows the generation of transient changes in
intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations within seconds of irradiation with appropriate light, which
is compatible with the time scale of chemotaxis signaling. We provide experimental evidence that
binding of c-di-GMP to the Tlp1 receptor activates its signaling function during aerotaxis, which
supports the role of transient changes in c-di-GMP levels as a means of adjusting the response of
A. brasilense to oxygen gradients. We also show that intracellular c-di-GMP levels in A. brasilense
change with carbon metabolism. Our data support a model whereby c-di-GMP functions to imprint
chemotaxis receptors with a record of recent metabolic experience, to adjust their contribution to
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the signaling output, thus allowing the cells to continually fine-tune chemotaxis sensory perception
to their metabolic state.

Introduction
The bacterial second messenger cyclic di-GMP (c-di-GMP) has emerged as a key signaling
molecule regulating the transition of bacteria from planktonic to sessile lifestyles. In addition to
regulating this transition, c-di-GMP signaling pathways control biofilm formation, adhesion to
surfaces, virulence, the cell cycle, and other processes (1). Intracellular c-di-GMP levels are set by
diguanylate cyclases, which synthesize c-di-GMP, and c-di-GMP-dependent phosphodiesterases
(PDEs), which degrade c-di-GMP. The diguanylate cyclase activity is encoded by a highly
conserved GGDEF domain, while phosphodiesterase activity resides within conserved EAL or
HD-GYP domains (1). c-di-GMP effectors that mediate changes in c-di-GMP concentrations come
in many forms: transcriptional regulators, riboswitches, metabolic enzymes, and signal
transduction proteins (1). The diversity of signal inputs and outputs associated with c-di-GMP
signaling and effector proteins reflects the widespread role of this molecule in regulating bacterial
metabolism and cellular behaviors.
The PilZ domain represents one of the best-characterized classes of c-di-GMP effectors
(1). Binding of c-di-GMP to a PilZ domain changes its conformation and allosterically regulates
activities of the output domains linked to it (2–4). A PilZ domain is present at the C terminus of a
chemotaxis receptor, Tlp1, from the alphaproteobacterium Azospirillum brasilense (2, 5). Except
for the presence of PilZ, Tlp1 possesses a prototypical structure of a chemotaxis receptor: an Nterminal membrane-anchored periplasmic domain that encodes the putative sensor region and a
highly conserved C-terminal cytoplasmic kinase control module that interacts with the downstream
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chemotaxis proteins to permit signal transduction (Figure 18A) (6). Tlp1 functions as an energy
sensor. It mediates the ability of A. brasilense to navigate in gradients of compounds that affect
intracellular energy levels, including oxygen and organic acids (7, 8). Recently, we showed that
the PilZ domain of Tlp1 binds c-di-GMP with high affinity, which affects the ability of cells to
navigate in oxygen gradients (5). A. brasilense grows best under microaerophilic conditions.
Elevated oxygen concentrations cause stress to which motile cells transiently adapt by clumping,
which is presumed to reduce their surface area and limit oxygen diffusion (9). Furthermore, the
addition or removal of air in free-swimming cells triggers rapid (on the order of a few seconds)
and transient changes in intracellular levels of c-di-GMP (5), indicating that oxygen is a major
factor regulating c-di-GMP concentrations. Consistent with these observations, the binding of cdi-GMP to the PilZ domain of the Tlp1 chemoreceptor alters the aerotaxis (chemotaxis in gradients
of oxygen) response (5). Aerotaxis is the strongest behavioral response in A. brasilense. Of 33
putative diguanylate cyclases and 25 phosphodiesterases encoded by the A. brasilense genome
(10, 11), only 2, ChsA and CdgA, have thus far been functionally characterized (11, 12), and ChsA
has been shown to contribute to oxygen-induced changes in intracellular c-di-GMP levels (5).
To date, most strategies for characterizing the role of c-di-GMP in cell physiology have
relied on modulating the intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations via single and combinatorial
mutations of diguanylate cyclases or phosphodiesterases (e.g., see references 13 and 14). Mutants
lacking all enzymes involved in c-di-GMP metabolism have been described (e.g., see
references 15–17). A complementary approach involving the use of the constitutive or inducible
overexpression of diguanylate cyclases or phosphodiesterase has also been used (e.g., see
reference 2). While these experimental approaches allow researchers to observe long-term
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Figure 18: Domain architecture of Tlp1 and dichromatic optogenetic system for
manipulating c-di-GMP levels in proteobacteria
(A) Tlp1 is a prototypical chemotaxis receptor comprising an N-terminal sensing domain between
two transmembrane (TM) regions exposed to the periplasm followed by a HAMP (histidine kinase,
adenyl cyclase, methyl-accepting protein, and phosphatase) domain and a C-terminal signaling
methyl-accepting (MA) domain. A PilZ domain is also present at the extreme C terminus of Tlp1.
(B) Maps of plasmids pRed-DGC and pBlue-PDE, with pRed-DGC expressing the red-lightactivated diguanylate cyclase BphS and pBlue-PDE expressing the blue-light-activated
phosphodiesterase EB1. (C) Wavelengths of light used to activate BphS and EB1 activities in order
to induce c-di-GMP synthesis and degradation, respectively. This plasmid was designed by MG
and MHR.
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consequences of increased or decreased c-di-GMP levels, they preclude observations of short-term
changes in c-di-GMP levels. However, transient changes in c-di-GMP concentrations, i.e., those
occurring on a scale of seconds to minutes, can be profound in magnitude and significant
(5, 18, 19).
Here, we use an optogenetic (synthetic photobiology) toolset for manipulating intracellular
c-di-GMP levels within a seconds-to-minutes temporal resolution (20, 21), which is compatible
with the time scale of chemotaxis signaling. This toolset comprises plasmids expressing a red/nearinfrared-light-regulated diguanylate cyclase, BphS (21), and a blue-light-regulated c-di-GMP
phosphodiesterase, EB1 (20) (Figure 18B and C). Using this toolset, we show that transient
changes in c-di-GMP levels regulate the sensitivity of cells to oxygen gradients generated by the
addition or removal of air. We also show that c-di-GMP binding functions as an activation
mechanism for the Tlp1 receptor. Finally, we show that carbon metabolism modulates c-di-GMP
levels and imprints chemotaxis receptors with a record of recent metabolic experience that allows
them to ultimately adjust their preferred position for aerotactic band formation in oxygen gradients.
Our data suggest that binding of c-di-GMP to a subset of chemotaxis receptors adjusts their
signaling contribution, permitting cells to continually fine-tune chemotactic responses to their
metabolic state.

Materials and Methods
Bacterial Strains and Growth Conditions
The wild type Sp7 strain of A. brasilense (herein, WT) and its mutant derivative tlp1 (strain SG323;
(22)), were used throughout this study (Table 3). Cells were grown in the dark at 28°C with shaking
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Table 3: Strains and plasmids used in this study
Strain or Plasmid

Genotype or Relevant Characteristic

Reference or
Source

Plasmids
pIND4

inducible expression plasmid, Kmr

(27)

pRK415

broad-host-range vector; Tcr

(9)

pRed-DGC

pIND4 containing red-light activated diguanylate This work
cyclase; Kmr

pBlue-PDE

pRK-Tlp1

pIND4 containing blue-light activated diguanylate
cyclase; Kmr

pRK415 containing a 2.7kb DNA fragment
encompassing promoter and tlp1 ORF; Tcr

This work

(5)

A. brasilense
Sp7

Wild-type strain; ATCC 29145

(57)

SG323

Dtlp1::Km derivative of Sp7; tlp1, Kmr

(22)

Sp74031

chsA::Tn5, chsA, Kmr

(28)

Sp7 (empty vector)

Wild type strain carrying pIND4; Ampr Kmr

This work

Sp7 (pRed-DGC)

Wild type strain carrying pRed-DGC;Ampr Kmr

This work

Sp7 (pBlue-PDE)

Wild type strain carrying pBlue-PDE; Ampr Kmr

tlp1 (pIND4)

SG323 carrying pIND4; Ampr Kmr

This work
This work
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Table 3, Continued
Strain or Plasmid

Genotype or Relevant Characteristic

Reference or
Source

tlp1 (pRed-DGC)

SG323 carrying pRed-DGC; Ampr Kmr

This work

tlp1 (pBlue-PDE)

SG323 carrying pBlue-PDE; Ampr Kmr

This work

tlp1
DGC)(pRK415)

(pRed- SG323 carrying pRed-DGC and a control broad
host range plasmid; Ampr Kmr Tc r

This work

tlp1 (pRed-DGC)(pRK- SG323 carrying pIND4 and a broad host range
plasmid expressing parental Tlp1; Ampr Kmr Tc r
Tlp1)

This work

tlp1 (p-Red-DGC)(pRK- SG323 carrying pRed-DGC and a broad host range
plasmid expressing a variant Tlp1 with arginine
Tlp1R562AR563A)
562 and 563 both replaced with alanine and unable
to bind c-di-GMP; Ampr Kmr Tc r

This work

chsA (empty vector)

Sp74031 Ampr Kmr

This work

chsA (pRed-DGC)

Sp74031 Ampr Kmr

This work

chsA (pBlue-PDE)

Sp74031 Ampr Kmr

This work

E. coli
S17.1 (pIND4)

Strain S17.1 carrying the empty vector, pIND4,
Kmr

S17.1 (pRed-DGC)

Strain S17.1 carrying the empty vector, pRedDGC, Kmr

This work

This work

Strain S17.1 carrying the empty vector,
This work
pBlue-PDE, Kmr
Ampr: ampicillin resistance; Kmr: Kanamycin resistance; Tcr: tetracycline resistance
S17.1 (pBlue-PDE)
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in minimal media (MMAB) containing 10mM malate as a carbon source. In experiments with
different carbon sources, cells were grown with shaking in minimal media with 10mM fructose or
10 mM succinate. All culture stocks were maintained on MMAB containing 1.5% agar with
appropriate antibiotics: ampicillin (200 μg/mL), kanamycin (30 μg/mL), and/ or tetracycline (10
μg/mL).To determine doubling times, pre-cultures were from cells grown in MMAB containing
10mM of malate, succinate, or fructose as the sole carbon source, to stationary phase (OD600 1). A
96-well microplate was prepared with MMAB containing 10 mM malate, succinate, or fructose
and wells were inoculated with a 1:10 dilution of the pre-cultures. Absorbance at 600 nm was
recorded every 20 minutes for 20 hours using a BioTech Synergy 2 microplate reader with Gen5
2.09 Read Control and Data Analysis software. Doubling times were calculated
/012

as: Doubling time = 32425670849. The number of generations was calculated using: generations =
@
=>83? A CD
@B

E.G

, where Nt=OD600 at the end of the log phase; N0= OD600 at the beginning of log phase; and

time is the time elapsed between Nt and N0.
Plasmid construction
The plasmids for optogenetic regulation of intracellular c-di-GMP levels were constructed
using vector pIND4 that carries two replication origins, ColE1 for Escherichia coli and pMG160
for alphaproteobacteria (23). The bphS-bphO fragment from plasmid pMQbSH (21) that expresses
the red/near-infrared light-dependent diguanylate cyclase BphS and the heme oxygenase BphO
was ligated into pIND4 digested with XbaI and BamHI to yield pRed-DGC. In this plasmid, bphS
and bphO are arranged in an operon that is expressed from the IPTG-inducible Plac promoter. The
blue light-activated PDE gene, eb1, was amplified from plasmid pbSHE (20) and cloned into
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pIND4 via digestion with XbaI and BamHI placed downstream of bphO as part of the three-gene
bphS-bphO-eb1 operon, to yield plasmid pBlue-PDE.
Transfer of plasmid-borne light activated constructs into A. brasilense
To transfer pIND4, pBlue-PDE or pRed-DGC, biparental conjugation was utilized as
previously described (24) with E. coli strain S17.1 containing the plasmid of interest as a donor
and A. brasilense strain Sp7 or its tlp1 mutant derivative, as a recipient. The presence of the
plasmid in transconjugants grown on selective medium was confirmed by colony-PCR where the
lacI gene, which is specific to the plasmid, was amplified using primers pIND4-LacIq-Fwd (5’GTGGTGAATGTGAAACCAGT-3’)

and

pIND4-LacIq-Rev

(5’-

TCACTGCCCGCTTTCCAGTC-3’).
Quantification of c-di-GMP by mass spectrometry
For determination of whole cell intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations, A. brasilense was
grown in tryptone-yeast media (TY) in the dark until OD600 1.0. Cultures were then re-inoculated
into TY and grown to OD600 0.8. C-di-GMP was extracted and concentration was analyzed using
LC-MS/MS at the Michigan State University Mass Spectrometry and Metabolomics Core, as
previously described (24, 25). Intracellular c-di-GMP concentration was determined by dividing
the total amount of c-di-GMP determined by LC-MS/MS by the number of cells, which was
derived from plating assays and by the volume of an A. brasilense cell, which was determined as
previously described (26).
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Free-swimming cells behavior and computerized assisted motion tracking
Cells were grown to OD600 0.6-0.7 (exponential growth phase) in MMAB containing
10mM malate. Cultures were standardized to an equivalent number of cells, washed and
concentrated 10 times in Che buffer (1.7 g L-1 dipotassium phosphate, 1.36 g L-1 monopotassium
phosphate; 0.1 mM EDTA). All cells were motile. Cells were exposed to green light (505-575 nm)
for 1 min, and then exposed to either red (610-730 nm) or blue light (450 nm) for 10 sec, then
returned to green light. Digital recording of cells behavior continued throught the experiment and
lasted at least 5 min after the stimulus. Andover optical dichroic filters were used for exposure to
green, red, and blue light. All swimming assays were filmed using a 40x objective of a phase
contrast microscope fitted with a Leica MP120 HD. Videos were formatted using VLC media
player software before using CellTrak version 1.5 (Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa, CA) for
swimming speed and reversal frequency analysis. One-second segments (30 frames) of video were
analyzed before, during, and after stimulus pulse. At least 100 cells per time point were analyzed.
Spatial gradient assay for aerotaxis and density analysis
Cells were grown to an OD600 0.6-0.7 in the dark in minimal media containing malate.
Cultures were standardized as described above under green light. The concentrated sample was
then used to fill a 0.1 x 1 mm capillary tube (Vitro Dynamics, Inc., Rockaway, N.J.). Capillary
tubes were placed in a gas equilibration chamber (23). Samples were allowed to equilibrate in
humidified N2 for 2 minutes inside the capillary tube under green light exposure. After
equilibration, samples were exposed to either red or blue light for 10 sec and nitrogen gas was
turned off and air was allowed to flow in the chamber. Aerotaxis was observed under green light
for an additional 5 min. Images were captured using the 4x objective of a phase contrast Nikon
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E200 microscope and C-mounted Nikon Coolpix digital camera. Aerotactic band distance from
the meniscus and width were quantified using the measure tool in FIJI in ImageJ. The width of the
tube was use as a reference for all measurements. Distance from the meniscus was measured from
the center of meniscus to the center of the aerotactic band, and width of the aerotactic band was
measured at the middle of the band upon formation of a stable band. The distribution of bacteria
in capillary tubes was analyzed by intensity image analysis from digital pictures of aerotactic
bands, using surface plot in ImageJ (imagej.nih.gov), after Gaussian adjustment.
Temporal gradient for aerotaxis and swimming pattern analysis
Cells were grown to OD600 0.6 and were washed with Che buffer before being concentrated
10 times in the same buffer. Ten μL of the concentrated sample was placed on a slide inside of the
gas equilibration chamber (23). All cells were motile and free swimming. Air or humidified N2
was allowed to flow over the cells for 3 min. After equilibration, the atmosphere of the cells was
switched to N2 or air, respectively, thereby producing the stimulatory temporal gradient of oxygen.
Under these conditions, free-swimming cells suppress reversals during the transition from N2 to
air or air to N2, since the microaerobic oxygen conditions experienced by cells during these
transitions are attractants for A. brasilense (23). When c-di-GMP metabolism was also
manipulated in the temporal aerotaxis assay, wild-type cells carrying pRed-DGC, pBlue-DGC or
pIND4 were first equilibrated in air or N2 for 3 min, exposed to red or blue light for 10 sec, and
then immediately exposed to N2 or air, respectively. All assays were recorded using a 40x objective
of a phase contrast microscope fitted with a Leica MP120 HD digital camera. Blind video analysis
was used to determine the response time, i.e. the time required for the cell population to return to
pre-stimulus swimming bias, following changes in aeration conditions.

Short segments of
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recordings were also analyzed by computerized motion analysis (CellTrak 2.0, Santa Rosa, CA)
to verify the measurements. The response time was defined as the amount of time it took for 50 %
of cells to return to a pre-stimulus reversal frequency.
Cell clumping and aggregation analysis
The chsA mutant carrying pIND4 or pBlue-PDE was grown in the dark to OD600 0.6,
washed and concentrated as described above3. Ten μL of concentrated sample was placed on a
slide and allowed to swim freely. Cells were exposed to green light for 3 min and then exposed to
either red or blue light for 10 sec. After exposure, cells were placed back under green light. Images
of cell suspension were taken before and after exposure to red or blue light. The area covered by
the clumps relative to the total surface area imaged was calculated using the area measure tool in
FIJI in ImageJ and used to determine the fold change in the surface areas covered by clumps.
Statistical analysis of data
To compare the effect of c-di-GMP increase or decrease using the optogenetic system and
the different growth conditions on the intracellular c-di-GMP concentration or the swimming
speed and reversal frequency, an ANOVA test with a post hoc (p value 0.05) (Excel Microsoft,
Inc.) was used.

Results
The optogenetic system permits light dependent regulation of intracellular c-di-GMP levels
To manipulate c-di-GMP levels in A. brasilense with the temporal resolution of seconds to
minutes, we adapted the dichromatic optogenetic module for c-di-GMP control recently
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engineered for E. coli (20). This system consists of a chimeric red/near-infrared-light-regulated
diguanylate cyclase, BphS (21), and a blue-light-activated c-di-GMP phosphodiesterase, EB1 (20)
(Figure 18B). BphS senses light via the biliverdin IXα chromophore that is produced from heme
by the heme oxygenase BphO. BphS is activated by red/far-red light (630 to 710 nm) and
inactivated by near-infrared light (750 to 780 nm). It can also be activated by violet light of 400 to
420 nm (21). EB1 senses light via the flavin chromophore and is activated by violet-to-blue light
(360 to 450 nm) (20). The engineered bphS-bphO operon expressing the diguanylate cyclase
(plasmid pRed-DGC) or the bphS-bphO-eb1 operon expressing both the cyclase and
phosphodiesterase (plasmid pBlue-PDE) was cloned downstream of the isopropyl-β-Dthiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)-inducible Plac promoter into a broad-host-range vector, pIND4 (22).
The plasmid containing the bphS-bphO-eb1 operon was initially designed to provide the ability to
control both c-di-GMP synthesis and degradation, with light, from a single plasmid (Figure 18B).
We transferred the corresponding plasmids into the A. brasilense wild-type (WT) strain
and measured changes in intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations in cells exposed to green (505 to
575 nm), red (610 to 730 nm) or blue (450 nm) light (Figure 18C). Green light does not activate
the diguanylate cyclase or the phosphodiesterase, based on the absorption spectra for these
enzymes (20). As expected, we found that the intracellular c-di-GMP concentration of cells
maintained in the dark did not significantly change when they were exposed to green light (Figure
19). Given that our experimental approach relies on the real-time observation of free-swimming
cells and on the analysis of changes in motility patterns that occur within seconds, we initially
tested the effect of pulses of red or blue light exposure ranging from 10 s to 1 min on c-di-GMP
concentrations. This initial screening of optimum conditions showed that a 10-s exposure to red or
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blue light was sufficient to induce statistically significant changes in intracellular c-di-GMP
concentrations. Wild-type cells carrying pRed-DGC and maintained under green light had basal
levels of c-di-GMP that were immediately increased almost 3-fold upon exposure to red light
(Figure 19A). Under green light conditions, cells carrying the vector expressing both the red-lightactivated diguanylate cyclase and the blue-light-activated phosphodiesterase (pBlue-PDE) had
basal levels of c-di-GMP that were significantly decreased upon exposure to blue light (Figure
19B). No further increase of intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations beyond basal levels could be
observed when these cells were exposed to red light (data not shown), possibly because of
high eb1 expression levels resulting in background phosphodiesterase activity and/or red light
extending to near infrared (750 nm) that inactivates the diguanylate activity of BphS. We further
confirmed the effect of blue light on intracellular c-di-GMP levels by using a chsA mutant
derivative of A. brasilense. The chsA mutant possesses constitutively elevated c-di-GMP levels
due to the absence of the ChsA phosphodiesterase (5, 11). The expression of the pBlue-PDE vector
in this strain background also caused a significant decrease in the intracellular c-di-GMP levels
(Figure 19C). In subsequent experiments, we used pRed-DGC and pBlue-PDE for elevating and
lowering intracellular c-di-GMP levels, respectively. The changes in c-di-GMP concentrations
induced by light were transient: 10 min after exposure to the inducing light, the intracellular c-diGMP levels returned to prestimulus levels (Figure 19). Therefore, we established that the
optogenetic system tested here allows the transient manipulation of intracellular c-di-GMP levels
in A. brasilense.
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Figure 19: Light-mediated changes in intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations in cells
carrying pRed-DGC or pBlue-PDE
(A and B) Changes in intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations in wild-type (WT) cells expressing a
red-light-activated diguanylate cyclase [WT(pRed-DGC)] (A) or in wild-type cells containing a
plasmid with both a red-light-activated diguanylate cyclase and a blue-light-activated
phosphodiesterase [WT(pBlue-PDE)] (B). (C) Changes in intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations
in a chsA mutant strain carrying the dually red-light-activated diguanylate cyclase and blue-lightactivated phosphodiesterase [chsA(pBlue-PDE)]. Exposure to the light color indicated on the x
axis was done for 10 s except for the controls, dark and green light, which correspond to conditions
under which the samples were maintained. Quantifications are the averages of data from three
biological replicates with standard errors of the means. *, P value of <0.05; **, P value of <0.01
(between treatment and the control [green light]). LO conducted this experiment.
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Optogenetic manipulation of c-di-GMP metabolism affects aerotaxis
In oxygen gradients generated from the diffusion of air into a cell suspension of freeswimming cells, A. brasilense cells are attracted to specific low oxygen concentrations that support
their microaerobic metabolism, and they form tight aerotactic bands at these locations (23). The
spatial gradient assay for aerotaxis permits the real-time observation of the aerotactic response of
motile cells to the gradient. The band pattern (position relative to the air-liquid meniscus and time
to formation) is robust and highly reproducible for cells grown under the given conditions
(7, 23, 24). An A. brasilense tlp1 mutant expressing an empty control vector or a Tlp1 variant
unable to bind c-di-GMP (Tlp1R562A R563A) is also affected in its ability to locate the optimum
position for metabolism in oxygen gradients (5), suggesting that c-di-GMP metabolism affects
aerotaxis. To further test this hypothesis, we used the optogenetic system to modulate intracellular
c-di-GMP levels in free-swimming cells exposed to a spatial gradient of air in the capillary assay
for aerotaxis (Figure 20). Under these conditions, cells placed into the capillary tube formed a
stable aerotactic band away from the air-liquid interface. Wild-type cells containing pRed-DGC
formed a somewhat thicker aerotactic band than that formed by cells carrying pIND4, as a control.
Under these conditions, exposure of cells to 10 s of red light did not visibly affect the position or
shape of the aerotactic band (Figure 20A). To test the possible effect of elevated c-di-GMP
concentrations on the thickness of the aerotactic band, we exposed these cells to red light
repeatedly using two subsequent short pulses of red light to sustain an increase in c-di-GMP levels.
In this case, the aerotactic band thickened, and an increase in the density of cell-cell clumps was
also observed on the side of the aerotactic band closer to the air-liquid meniscus (Figure 20B).
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Figure 20: Light mediated real-time changes in c-di-GMP after aerotaxis band has formed
Cell suspensions standardized to equivalent numbers were placed in a
capillary tube and allowed to equilibrate in green light. After 3 minutes, cells were
exposed to 10 sec red (A) or blue (B) light and then placed back under green light or to
three consecutive 10 sec red light exposure, prior to be placed back under green light (C).
Representative images of 3 biological replicates are shown. LO conducted this experiment.
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These observations suggest that as c-di-GMP levels increased, more cells navigated to the
aerotactic band, also suggesting that more cells responded to the gradient. The increase in
clumping on the side of the band exposed to elevated oxygen concentrations also suggested that
the cells experienced an increased sensitivity to oxygen, since the clumping phenotype indicated
that these cells were more susceptible to oxygen-induced stress under these conditions. Wild-type
cells containing pBlue-PDE also formed an aerotactic band, but it was significantly thinner than
that formed by cells carrying pIND4 (Figure 20C), suggesting that despite being motile, fewer
cells responded to the gradient and joined the aerotactic band under these conditions. Decreasing
the intracellular c-di-GMP concentration with blue light in cells containing pBlue-PDE did not
cause any visible change in the position or shape of the aerotactic band, and no clumping was
observed (Figure 20C). Decreasing the c-di-GMP concentration with blue light in a
phosphodiesterase chsA mutant, which has constitutively high intracellular c-di-GMP levels
(Figure 19C), completely dissipated the aerotactic band. Returning these cells to green light failed
to restore the aerotactic band, although some accumulation of cells at the former position of
theband could be seen (Figure 20D). Together, these data suggested that modulating intracellular
c-di-GMP levels could alter transient responses in an oxygen gradient.
Next, we wanted to test if changes in c-di-GMP levels using the optogenetic system could
modify stable adaptive responses. For this purpose, we used the chsA mutant. As we previously
reported, free-swimming chsA cells swim more slowly than wild-type cells and form many stable
aggregates (comprised mostly of nonmotile cells) in cultures (5) (Figure 21A). The chsA mutant
carrying the pIND4 or pBlue-PDE vector exposed to noninducing green light formed aggregates
in culture (Figure 21). When exposed to blue light, the density of aggregates within the suspension
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Figure 21: Light mediated reduction in c-di-GMP levels and cell-cell clumping and
aggregation of the chsA mutant strain
Steady state cell clumping 30s before and 30s after blue light exposure for chsA mutant cells
carrying an empty vector (chsA(pIND4)) (Top) and the pBlue-PDE vector (chsA(pBlue-PDE))
(Bottom). Percent area covered by cell aggregates (B). LO conducted this experiment.
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of chsA(pBlue-PDE) cells did not change. Repeated short pulses (10 s each) of blue light did not
change this outcome (data not shown). The presence of pBlue-PDE did not significantly decrease
the amount of clumps formed in culture (P value of 0.1). These data indicate that the transient
changes in c-di-GMP levels induced via the optogenetic system were insufficient to alter a more
stable adaptive response such as the formation of aggregates.
C-di-GMP levels does not serve as an intracellular attractant or repellent
A. brasilense cells respond tactically to oxygen gradients via signaling by two Che systems
that coordinately control transient changes in the swimming speed and in the probability of
swimming reversals (25, 26). Therefore, we next examined the effect of transient changes in
intracellular c-di-GMP levels on these motility parameters under steady-state conditions. We
found that a temporal increase in intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations by a short 10-s pulse of
red light did not change the swimming speed or the probability of reversals of wild-type cells
carrying pRed-DGC, compared to the strain carrying an empty vector, pIND4 (Table 4). Therefore,
triggering a temporal increase in c- di-GMP levels in cells carrying pRed-DGC with red light did
not cause any change in the motility pattern; i.e., no chemotaxis signaling was induced. Similarly,
decreasing the c-di-GMP level using blue light in cells carrying pBlue-PDE did not change these
motility parameters. We observed that wild-type cells carrying pBlue-PDE exhibited a
significantly lower swimming speed (p-value of 0.004), regardless of light exposure (Table 5). The
reduced swimming speed is not due to a reduced growth rate since the wild-type strain from the
growth rate of the wild-type strain carrying pIND4 (4.5 ± 1.0 h). Together, these carrying pBluePDE has a growth rate of 5.3 ± 1.3 h, which is not statistically different results demonstrate that cdi-GMP does not directly activate or inhibit chemotaxis signaling; i.e., c-di-GMP does not serve
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Table 4. Effects of temporal increases in c-di-GMP concentration on swimming behavior
WT (empty vector)
Swimming
speed

a
b

a

WT (pRed-DGC)

Reversal
frequency

Swimming
b

speed

a

Reversal
frequency

Green

27±1.5

0.8±0.1

22±1.1

0.9±0.1

Red

24±1.2

0.9±0.1

21±1.2

0.8±0.1

Green

26±1.4

1±0.1

24±1.3

0.8±0.1

b

Average swimming speed (μm/sec) + standard error to the mean
Average reversal frequency (per second) + standard error to the mean

Table 5: Effects of temporal decreases in c-di-GMP concentration on swimming behavior
WT (empty vector)
Swimming

Reversal

speed

frequency

a

WT (pBlue-PDE)
b

Swimming

Reversal

speed

frequency

a

Green

27±1.8

0.8±0.1

16±1.5* c

0.6±0.1

Blue

31±4.4

0.6±0.1

16±0.8*

0.5±0.1

Green

25±1.9

0.8±0.1

16±1.2*

0.4±0.03

b

a

Average swimming speed (μm/sec) + standard error to the mean
Average reversal frequency (per second)+ standard error to the mean
c
* indicates a significant difference compared to the uninduced cells under green light conditions
(t-test; p<0.05)
b
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as an intracellular attractant or repellent signal.
C-di-GMP levels modulate the ability of cells to detect the preferred oxygen concentration in a
gradient
Although c-di-GMP does not directly activate changes in swimming motility patterns that
would result from chemotaxis signaling, the data described above as well as from our previous
work (5) suggest that changes in c-di-GMP levels modulated the ability of cells to sense and/or
respond to oxygen gradients. To test this hypothesis further, we exposed cells containing pRedDGC or pBlue-PDE to inducing light prior to exposing them to the oxygen gradient (see Materials
and Methods). As a control, cells were stimulated with noninducible green light. When wild-type
cells carrying pRed-DGC were maintained under green light, they started forming an aerotactic
band at some distance from the meniscus within 30 s of exposure to the gradient, with a stable
aerotactic band being established 40 s after exposure to the gradient. The formation of the band at
this position and within this time frame is highly reproducible in cultures grown under similar
conditions. Increasing c-di-GMP levels in these cells prior to exposing them to the oxygen gradient
caused a reproducible and consistent lag of about 10 s, with a stable aerotactic band being formed
by 60 s after exposure to the gradient (Figure 22A).
Wild-type cells carrying pBlue-PDE and exposed to noninducing green light prior to being
exposed to the oxygen gradient formed a very faint and narrow aerotactic band 140 s after the
introduction of the gradient, despite the cells being motile (Figure 22B). Incubation of these cells
for longer times did not cause band widening (data not shown). Decreasing the c-di-GMP levels
in these cells using blue light prior to exposure to the oxygen gradient licensed the cells to detect
and respond to the gradient to form a stable aerotactic band at some distance from the meniscus at
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Figure 22: Effects of light-mediated changes in c-di-GMP levels on aerotaxis in spatial
oxygen gradients.
(A to C) Behaviour of the WT strain carrying the optogenetic vectors pRed-DGC (A) and pBluePDE (B) in the gradient assay for aerotaxis, compared to that of the ChsA phosphodiesterase
mutant (chsA) carrying pBlue-PDE (C). Cell suspensions standardized to equivalent numbers were
placed into a capillary tube and exposed to N2 for 3 min for equilibration under green light. Cells
were next exposed to red or blue light for 10 s, and N2 was immediately replaced with air that was
allowed to flow into the chamber. Representative images of results from 3 biological replicates are
shown. The time indicated at the top is in seconds after exposure to the air gradient. Arrows
indicate the formation of a stable aerotactic band. (D) Distribution of cells throughout the capillary
tubes after the formation of a stable aerotaxis band derived from image intensity analysis. The
images of capillary tubes in which a stable aerotactic band formed under inducing conditions were
analyzed by using ImageJ, as described in the text. Similar profiles were observed for biological
replicates. A.U., arbitrary units. LO conducted this experiment.
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80 s postexposure (Figure 22B). The aerotactic band formed by the cells under these conditions
also formed farther away from the meniscus than the band formed by uninduced wild-type cells.
Consistent with our above-described results, cells carrying pBlue-PDE formed an aerotactic band
that was thinner than that formed by wild-type cells carrying pRed-DGC.
To confirm these observations, we performed a similar experiment using the chsA mutant
carrying pBlue-PDE (Figure 22C). This strain, exposed to green light, formed a stable aerotactic
band 50 s after the introduction of the gradient. When the c-di-GMP levels in the chsA(pBluePDE) strain were decreased with a short pulse of blue light prior to exposure to the gradient, a
stable aerotactic band was formed after 40 s. These results are consistent with c-di-GMP
modulating the ability of the cells to locate the preferred oxygen concentration in the gradient.
Since the swimming speed or reversal frequency of wild-type cells carrying pRed-DGC or pBluePDE did not change upon exposure to red or blue light, respectively (Table 4 and Table 5), we
interpret the changes in the time that it took cells to form a stable aerotactic band as reflecting
differences in the abilities of the cells to respond to the gradient to which they were exposed.
We also analyzed the distribution of wild-type cells carrying pRed-DGC or pBlue-PDE,
inside the capillary tubes, once a stable aerotactic band had formed (Figure 22D). This analysis
confirmed that wild-type cells containing pRed-DGC and exposed to red light accumulated as a
sharp aerotactic band. There was also a visible zone of clearing on both sides of the aerotactic
band, indicating a depletion of cells. The clearing zone was also larger on the side of the band
closest to the meniscus, suggesting that these cells responded strongly to the increased oxygen
concentrations compared to cells located at lower oxygen concentrations relative to the aerotactic
band. Beyond this region, cells accumulated in a broad zone, producing a visibly denser hump,
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suggesting that cells failed to exhibit a strong and/or precise response to the gradient (Figure 22D).
The distribution of wild-type cells carrying pBlue-PDE and exposed to blue light was in stark
contrast: fewer cells accumulated at the preferred position in the gradient, yielding a thin aerotactic
band, and there was no clearing zone in the vicinity of the band. These observations suggest that
these cells had only a weak response to the oxygen gradient. These results thus support the
hypothesis that changes in c-di-GMP levels affect the ability of cells to both detect and accumulate
at the preferred oxygen concentration in a gradient.
Altering c-di-GMP levels affects the time to respond and adapt to an oxygen gradient
The results described above suggested that changes in c-di-GMP levels could affect the
time that it took cells to form an aerotactic band and also excluded temporal changes in swimming
speed in these behaviors. To further analyze this effect, we next determined the response time,
which corresponds to the time that it takes motile cells stimulated with an attractant or repellent to
return to a prestimulus swimming bias. The response time varies with the nature of the effector (a
stronger attractant/repellent causes the cells to modify their swimming bias for longer times) and
the adaptation rate, which depends on the level of signaling activity of chemotaxis receptors (27–
29). To test the possibility that c-di-GMP modulates the signaling activity, and, thus, the
contribution, of receptors to aerotaxis, we measured the time to response of wild-type cells
carrying pRed-DGC or pBlue-PDE to a temporal decrease or increase in oxygen concentrations,
under noninducing (green light) or inducing (red or blue light) conditions (Table 6). We found that
changing c-di-GMP levels affected the response time of cells carrying pRed-DGC or pBlue-PDE
(Table 6). For air-adapted cells experiencing a decrease in oxygen concentrations (air to N2),
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Table 6. Effect of c-di-GMP on the adaptation time of A. brasilense to temporal changes in
aeration.
Adaptation time following a change in aeration (sec)
WT(pRed-DGC)

WT(pBlue-PDE)

Green

Red

Green

Blue

Airà N2 a

23 ± 3 b

40 ± 2* c

20 ± 1

29 ± 1*

N2à Air

31 ± 2

19± 1*

21±1

17 ± 1*

a

Direction of the temporal gradient of air of free swimming cells observed
Average of three biological replicates with standard error.
c
* indicates a statistically significant difference from green light treatment (t-test; p<0.05).
b
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increased (pRed-DGC) or decreased (pBlue-PDE) c-di-GMP levels significantly increased the
response time compared to that of noninduced cells. In contrast, N2-adapted cells experiencing an
increase in oxygen concentrations (N2 to air) responded to this temporal gradient by reducing the
adaptation time compared to that of noninduced cells (Table 6). Consistent with the observed lag
or lead time in aerotactic band formation seen for these cells (Figure 22), these results suggest that
modulating intracellular c-di-GMP levels directly alters the response time of cells in response to
oxygen gradients and support the notion that c-di-GMP alters the signaling activity of the
chemotaxis receptors involved.
Binding of c-di-GMP to a chemoreceptor, Tlp1, modulates its contribution to the aerotaxis
response
The effects of c-di-GMP on the aerotaxis response seen here are expected to depend on
signaling by a chemotaxis receptor(s). Several chemotaxis receptors mediate aerotaxis in A.
brasilense, and only a few of them have been characterized to date (5, 30). To test the role of
chemotaxis receptors, we introduced pRed-DGC into the tlp1 mutant. We also introduced an
empty vector (pRK415), a vector expressing parental Tlp1 (pRK-Tlp1), or a vector expressing a
Tlp1 variant that is unable to bind c-di-GMP (pRK-Tlp1R562A R563A) (5) into the tlp1 mutant
and analyzed band formation after the induction of c-di-GMP biosynthesis with red light (Figure
23). Under noninducing green light, the tlp1(pRK415; pRed-DGC) strain formed an aerotactic
band at some distance from the meniscus (654 ± 86 μm), 70 s after exposure to the gradient (Figure
23A). The time that it took the cells to respond to the gradient and to form an aerotactic band was
significantly different from that of wild-type cells under similar conditions (Figure 22A). We
previously showed that disrupting Tlp1 did not affect c-di-GMP metabolism (5), suggesting that
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the lack of functional Tlp1 caused the slower response of tlp1(pRK415; pRed-DGC) to the
gradient. Increasing c-di-GMP levels with red light in the tlp1(pRK415; pRed-DGC) strain caused
the band to form earlier as well as closer to the meniscus (405 ± 84 μm), with a stable band being
formed 40 s after the introduction of the gradient (Figure 23A). These effects were not caused by
the presence of the pRK415 vector alone, since cells lacking this vector behaved in a similar
fashion (data not shown). The expression of parental Tlp1 in the tlp1 mutant [tlp1(pRK-Tlp1;
pRed-DGC)] restored the timing of aerotactic band formation seen for the wild-type strain
containing pRed-DGC (Figure 23A and B). Furthermore, elevated c-di-GMP levels in
the tlp1(pRK-Tlp1; pRed-DGC) strain with red light caused the aerotactic band to form later (>70
s post-gradient exposure) as well as further away from the meniscus (521 ± 57 μm) than under
green light control conditions (339 ± 30 μm) (Figure 23B). Cells of the tlp1 mutant expressing
Tlp1R562A R563A possess a Tlp1 receptor that is unable to bind c-di-GMP and formed a stable
aerotactic band by 30 s under noninducing green light (Figure 23C). Increasing c-di-GMP levels
in this strain caused a small lag in the time that it took cells to form a stable aerotactic band (40 s),
with the band also forming slightly farther away from the meniscus (490 ± 39 μm versus 341 ± 35
μm) (Figure 23C). The formation of the aerotactic band at a specific position occurs within a
reproducible time frame in cultures grown under similar conditions (7, 8, 23, 24). Therefore, these
results suggest that the lack of functional Tlp1 as well as modulations of c-di-GMP levels affected
both the time to a response of the cells to the gradient as well as their ability to detect the preferred
oxygen concentrations to accumulate as an aerotactic band.
We further compared the distributions of cells in the capillary tubes once the aerotactic
band had formed (Figure 23D). Both the tlp1(pRK415; pRed-DGC) and tlp1(pRKTlp1

;

R562A R563A
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Figure 23: Role of Tlp1 c-di-GMP binding in mediating changes in sensitivity to oxygen
gradients upon optogenetic manipulation of c-di-GMP levels.
(A to C) Spatial gradient assays for aerotaxis using an A. brasilense tlp1 mutant carrying the
optogenetic vectors (pRed-DGC or pBlue-PDE) as well as an empty vector (pRK415) (A),
parental Tlp1 (B), or a Tlp1 variant lacking residues for c-di-GMP binding (Tlp1R562A R563A) (C).
(D) Image analysis of the distribution of cells throughout the capillary tube after the formation of
a stable aerotactic band. Cell suspensions standardized to equivalent numbers were placed into a
capillary tube and exposed to N2 for 3 min for equilibration under green light. Cells were then
exposed to red or blue light for 10 s, and N2 was immediately replaced with air that was allowed
to flow into the chamber. Representative images of results from 3 biological replicates are
shown. The time indicated at the top is in seconds after exposure to the air gradient. Arrows
indicate the formation of a stable aerotactic band. Cells that had formed a band at the latest time
points were selected for image analysis. LO conducted this experiment.
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pRed-DGC) strains formed similar aerotactic bands characterized by a dense accumulation of cells
at the position of the aerotactic band that was followed by a broad accumulation of cells at lower
concentrations of oxygen relative to the aerotactic band. These results suggested that the behavior
of cells lacking Tlp1 was similar to that of cells carrying Tlp1 that were unable to bind c-di-GMP,
implying that binding of c-di-GMP to Tlp1 promotes the contribution of this receptor to the
aerotaxis response. The accumulation of cells that failed to locate the position of the aerotactic
band further supports this notion. Consistent with the role of Tlp1 in supporting aerotaxis, the
distribution of tlp1(pRKTlp1; pRed-DGC) cells was characterized by a larger aerotactic band that
seemed to comprise more cells, while little to no accumulation of cells behind this preferred
position in the gradient was observed. These data indicate that binding of c-di-GMP to Tlp1 is
required for the ability of cells to respond to the oxygen gradient, including the ability to shift the
preferred position for accumulation as a band in the oxygen gradient.
c-di-GMP levels change with carbon metabolism.
Aerotaxis is intimately linked to metabolism in A. brasilense, with the preferred position
in an oxygen gradient corresponding to maximum intracellular energy production (8, 23, 31). We
thus hypothesized that c-di-GMP could modulate the signaling contribution of some chemotaxis
receptors as a function of metabolic status. This hypothesis implies that intracellular c-di-GMP
concentrations vary with the carbon sources used for growth. Therefore, we first determined the
c-di-GMP concentrations in wild-type cells grown in medium containing one of three preferred
carbon sources for A. brasilense (8): malate, succinate, and fructose. Under conditions of growth
in minimal medium, we found that intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations differed depending on
the carbon source available for growth. Intracellular c-di-GMP levels were higher in cells grown
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on malate (2.7 ± 0.5 μM) and succinate (2.1 ± 0.7 μM) than in cells grown on fructose (1.3 ± 0.2
μM). Statistical analysis also indicated that c-di-GMP concentrations in fructose-grown cells were
significantly different from the c-di-GMP levels detected in malate-grown cells (P value of >0.05).
Doubling times were also lower on organic acids (4.3 ± 0.3 h for malate and 4.0 ± 0.4 h for
succinate) than on fructose (6.2 ± 1.4 h), suggesting that different c-di-GMP levels could reflect
different metabolic efficiencies. The average intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations that we
obtained here were significantly higher under these conditions than those obtained with cells
containing plasmids from the optogenetic system (Figure 19). We note that in addition to carrying
plasmids, which affect the growth rate, as we describe above, the cells were grown under different
conditions, specifically, a rich medium (Figure 19), compared to the minimal medium used here.
We surmise that the distinct growth conditions and the presence of a plasmid together account for
the discrepancy in intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations.
The dependence of A. brasilense aerotaxis on metabolism and the role of c-di-GMP in aerotaxis
in this species, together with the results described above, suggested that changes in c-di-GMP
levels could imprint the chemotaxis receptors of A. brasilense with a record of the cell's metabolic
experience. We tested this hypothesis by comparing the preferred positions for aerotaxis band
formation for the wild-type strain in the presence of various concentrations of malate or fructose.
To evoke different metabolic experiences, we also used cells first grown on either malate or
fructose (Figure 24). As expected, the position of the aerotactic band in the oxygen gradient was
sensitive to the nature and the concentration of the carbon source available for aerotaxis (Figure
24A and B). There were striking differences between cells first grown on malate and cells first
grown on fructose. First, the position of the aerotactic band formed by malate-grown cells changed
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depending on the concentration of the carbon source available for aerotaxis. In contrast, cells first
grown on fructose formed an aerotactic band at similar locations in the oxygen gradient, regardless
of the nature or the concentration of the carbon source available for aerotaxis (Figure 24B). These
observations suggest that cells that experienced recent conditions that caused elevated intracellular
c-di-GMP levels (e.g., growth on malate) were able to adjust their aerotaxis response more
precisely when they were subsequently exposed to an oxygen gradient. In contrast, cells that
experienced conditions that decreased their c-di-GMP levels (e.g., growth on fructose) displayed
an invariable subsequent aerotaxis response that was “blind” to changes in external conditions.
Second, malate-grown cells failed to respond to the oxygen gradient in the presence of low
concentrations of fructose, but they formed an aerotaxis band when higher concentrations of
fructose were available for aerotaxis (Figure 24A). These results suggest that malate-grown cells
rely on a more discriminative signaling input to select the preferred position for accumulation in a
gradient by aerotaxis. This behavior would be expected if more receptors were contributing to the
production of the aerotaxis response. In contrast, fructose-grown cells lacked the ability to finetune their preferred position for aerotaxis as a function of external conditions, as expected if fewer
receptors were contributing to the signaling input (Figure 24A). To further validate this hypothesis,
we analyzed the aerotaxis response of the tlp1 mutant under similar conditions (Figure 24C). We
found that the tlp1 mutant first grown on malate was able to form an aerotactic band under all
conditions, including low fructose concentrations. These data are consistent with Tlp1 contributing
to the aerotaxis response of wild-type cells under these conditions and intracellular c-di-GMP
levels altering the contribution of Tlp1 to the signaling output. Together, these findings suggest
that c-di-GMP acts in a feedback loop that links recent metabolic experience to aerotaxis by
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Figure 24: Effect of carbon source-mediated changes in c-di-GMP levels on the formation of
an aerotactic band.
(A) Average position of the stable aerotactic band relative to the air-liquid meniscus for wild-type
cells grown on malate (10 mM), washed, and incubated with malate or fructose at different
concentrations for the spatial gradient assay for aerotaxis. (B) Average position of the stable
aerotactic band relative to the air-liquid meniscus for wild-type cells grown on fructose (10 mM),
washed, and incubated with malate or fructose at different concentrations for the spatial gradient
assay for aerotaxis. (C) Representative images of results from at least 3 replicates showing the
position of the stable aerotactic band formed by tlp1 mutant cells grown on malate (10 mM),
washed, and incubated with malate or fructose at different concentrations for the spatial gradient
assay for aerotaxis. The arrows indicate the position of the air-liquid meniscus. An asterisk
represents a significant difference between samples (P value of <0.05). LO conducted this
experiment.
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affecting chemotaxis receptors such as Tlp1.

Discussion
c-di-GMP is a second-messenger molecule in bacteria, and a range of assays and tools to
characterize and manipulate c-di-GMP metabolism have been developed. Here, tools for
manipulating c-di-GMP levels with high temporal resolution (seconds to minutes) have been
tested. We adapted a recently engineered dichromatic optogenetic system for the real-time
manipulation of c-di-GMP metabolism in bacteria (20) and used it to characterize the role of c-diGMP signaling in the aerotaxis response of A. brasilense. We show that a brief induction of c-diGMP biosynthesis, via a red-light-activated diguanylate cyclase, BphS, or the induction of c-diGMP degradation via a blue-light-activated phosphodiesterase, EB1, leads to significant and
transient changes in the c-di-GMP content of the cells within seconds. We also demonstrate that
these transient changes are detected by the cells and affect the motility behavior in gradients of
oxygen (aerotaxis). Specifically, we identify the binding of c-di-GMP to particular receptors as a
mechanism to modulate the contribution of these receptors to the aerotaxis signaling output.
Therefore, A. brasilense aerotaxis depends not only on signaling by dedicated chemotaxis
receptors (5, 26, 30), as expected, but also on intracellular c-di-GMP levels.
We attribute the role of c-di-GMP in mediating changes in the aerotaxis response of A.
brasilense to the ability of chemotaxis receptors, including Tlp1, to bind this molecule at its Cterminal PilZ domain. Mutants lacking Tlp1 or expressing a Tlp1 variant that is unable to bind cdi-GMP are not null for aerotaxis, which indicates that other receptors participate in this response
and is consistent with previously reported findings (30, 32). The only other aerotaxis receptor
for A. brasilense characterized to date is AerC, a soluble PAS domain-containing receptor that
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lacks a PilZ domain (30). AerC has a significant role in modulating the aerotaxis of cells grown
under nitrogen fixation conditions, but it does not contribute to the aerotaxis response, including
aerotactic band formation, of cells grown under nitrogen-replete conditions (30), which we used
here. A total of 48 putative chemotaxis receptors are annotated in the genome of A. brasilense. In
addition to Tlp1, there are four additional genes for chemotaxis receptors containing PilZ domains.
These additional genes also encode proteins with predicted PAS domains and a protoglobin
domain. Given that PAS and protoglobin domains are often involved in oxygen sensing, including
instances where they are present in chemotaxis receptors (33, 34), it is possible that some of
these A. brasilense receptors participate in aerotaxis alongside Tlp1.
The results obtained here are consistent with the binding of c-di-GMP to receptors, such as
Tlp1, affecting the ability of cells to accumulate at a preferred position within a spatial gradient of
oxygen. We propose that intracellular c-di-GMP levels dictate the contribution of target
chemotaxis receptors to the chemotaxis signaling output. In support of this notion, we showed that
the binding of c-di-GMP to Tlp1 was required to support aerotaxis at the level of the wild-type
strain: a mutant strain expressing a Tlp1 variant that is unable to bind c-di-GMP behaved like
the tlp1 mutant strain, which is consistent with previously reported findings (5). This further
indicates that the binding of c-di-GMP to Tlp1 functions to increase the activity of this receptor.
Our results show that changes in c-di-GMP levels occurring after an aerotactic band formed had
little to no effect on the cell's behavior. This indicates that variation in the background levels of cdi-GMP does not affect the position of the aerotactic band once the cells have responded to the
gradient. This is fully consistent with the lack of a role for c-di-GMP as an intracellular repellent
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or attractant and with the robustness of the chemotaxis response that is a hallmark of the behavior
of E. coli (35–37).
Within a cell, chemotaxis receptors are incorporated into large polar chemotaxis arrays
with no turnover and, thus, little change in chemotaxis receptor composition between cell divisions
(38). To modulate the activity of receptors and their contribution to the signaling output, most
bacteria regulate the activity of chemotaxis receptors through differential methylation (39, 40).
Our findings that c-di-GMP levels modulated the contribution of specific receptors (Tlp1) to the
signaling output indicate that diverse small molecules can serve as intracellular cues to alter the
activity of chemotaxis receptors. Small-molecule binding domains other than PilZ are found at the
extreme C termini of diverse chemotaxis receptors (5, 41). A review of the predicted or
demonstrated ligand binding specificities for these domains suggests that Zn2+ (41) and oxygen
(5) might also directly modulate the signaling contribution of some chemotaxis receptors as a
function of oxidative stress or ambient oxygen concentrations, respectively. For modifying the
receptors by methylation, cells tap in to the intracellular S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) pool as a
source of methyl groups, which also serves as a source of methyl groups for many other biological
molecules, thereby linking general metabolism with chemotaxis signaling. By using c-di-GMP to
modify the activity of the chemotaxis receptors, cells use a second-messenger molecule that signals
the transition between planktonic and sessile lifestyles. Thus, the nature of the metabolic signal
that is embedded in SAM and in c-di-GMP is distinct and thus likely expands the ways in which
cells ensure that their chemotaxis signaling activity is fine-tuned with metabolism.
The formation of the tight aerotactic band at preferred, yet variable, positions in an oxygen
gradient is reminiscent of the precision sensing behavior displayed during thermotaxis in E.
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coli (42, 43). During thermotaxis, E. coli cells do not simply move up or down a temperature
gradient but sense a particular temperature, and this behavior depends on chemotaxis receptor
activity, set by differential methylation (44, 45). If aerotaxis is a form of precision sensing, then
the accumulation of cells in the aerotactic band at a preferred position in the gradient is the result
of the antagonistic signaling of receptors that sense oxygen (or a related cue such as redox) as an
attractant versus those that sense oxygen as a repellent (or a related cue such as redox), with the
summation of their signaling inputs ultimately determining the preferred position of the aerotaxis
band in the gradient. This is consistent with data from previous experiments and mathematical
modeling predictions (23, 24) that suggest that the formation of a stable aerotactic band in spatial
gradients of oxygen by motile A. brasilense cells results from the ability of these cells to sense
high and low oxygen concentrations as repellents and a precise, very low oxygen concentration as
an attractant signal. The low oxygen concentration was estimated to be 0.4% dissolved oxygen
when cells use malate as a carbon source (23). The effects of c-di-GMP on the position of the
aerotactic band and on modulating the contribution of Tlp1 to aerotaxis together suggest that this
molecule could tip the balance between the antagonistic activities of oxygen (or related cues)sensing receptors implicated in determining the location of the preferred oxygen concentration in
the gradient. Given that aerotaxis allows A. brasilense to locate positions in the gradients where
energy generation via metabolism is maximal (23), this further suggests that c-di-GMP signals a
particular metabolic status. In agreement with this hypothesis, the intracellular c-di-GMP levels
changed with growth on different carbon sources and affected the ability of cells to locate the
preferred oxygen concentration when cells were then exposed to an oxygen gradient. Our results
also suggest that intracellular c-di-GMP levels may function in a feedback loop to imprint the
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chemotaxis machinery with a “memory” of recent metabolic experience: cells that experienced
growth on a readily metabolizable substrate, such as malate, adjusted their preferred position in
the oxygen gradient depending on prevailing conditions, while cells that experienced lower growth
rates prior to exposure to the gradient, such as growth on fructose, did not compute the prevailing
conditions in determining their preferred position in the oxygen gradient. Given that this effect
was linked to the signaling activity of Tlp1, the effect of c-di-GMP on increasing or decreasing
the contribution of specific receptors to aerotaxis could thus provide a straightforward mechanism
to tightly couple past metabolic experience with current metabolic status to ensure optimum energy
generation by aerotaxis. Our observations that increased or decreased c-di-GMP levels affect the
time that it took cells to respond to temporal changes in oxygen concentrations in the atmosphere
directly support this notion and are consistent with aerotaxis being a metabolism-dependent
behavior (5, 8, 33). In most bacteria studied to date, c-di-GMP is a major cue for signaling the
transition from planktonic to sessile lifestyles, and this transition typically occurs as a result of
metabolic challenges. It is thus not surprising to find a link between c-di-GMP levels and
metabolism. The recent finding that a single-domain PilZ protein can modulate the activity of a
chemotaxis-specific

methyltransferase

to

control

receptor

signaling

and

chemotaxis

in Pseudomonas aeruginosa (46) suggests that the mechanism that we suggest here is not unique
to A. brasilense.
The dependence of c-di-GMP levels on carbon sources and, possibly, growth rates was
also reported previously for Vibrio cholerae (47). Many other environmental cues, in addition to
carbon sources, regulate c-di-GMP levels in bacteria, including oxygen, temperature, light, and
amino acids (5, 48–50). It is thus possible that other small molecules also alter the contribution
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of chemotaxis receptors to the signaling output.
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CHAPTER III
A PILZ CONTAINING CHEMOTAXIS RECEPTOR MEDIATES OXYGEN
AND WHEAT ROOT SENSING IN AZOSPIRILLUM BRASILENSE
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Abstract
Chemotactic bacteria sense environmental changes via dedicated receptors that bind to extra- or
intracellular cues and relay this signal to ultimately alter direction of movement towards beneficial
cues and away from harmful environments. In complex environments, such as the rhizosphere,
bacteria must be able to sense and integrate diverse cues. Azospirillum brasilense is a
microaerophilic motile bacterium that promotes growth of cereals and grains. Root surface
colonization is a prerequisite for the beneficial effects on plant growth but how motile A. brasilense
navigates the rhizosphere is poorly studied. Previously only 2 out of 51 A. brasilense chemotaxis
receptors have been characterized, AerC and Tlp1, and only Tlp1 was found to be essential for
wheat root colonization. Here we describe another chemotaxis receptor, named Aer, that is
homologous to the Escherichia coli Aer receptor, likely possesses an FAD cofactor and is involved
in aerotaxis (taxis in an air gradient). We also found that the A. brasilense Aer contributes to
sensing chemical gradients originating from wheat roots. In addition to A. brasilense Aer having
a putative N-terminal FAD-binding PAS domain, it possesses a C-terminal PilZ domain that
contains all the conserved residues for binding c-di-GMP. Mutants lacking the PilZ domain of Aer
are altered in aerotaxis and are completely null in wheat root colonization and they also fail to
sense gradients originating from wheat roots. The PilZ domain of Aer is also vital in integrating
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Aer signaling with signaling from other chemotaxis receptors to sense gradients from wheat root
surfaces and colonizing wheat root surfaces.

Introduction
The rhizosphere is a chemical milieu, and rhizobacteria must navigate this environment to
find habitable niches. Chemotactic bacteria adjust their motility in response to environmental
chemicals, swimming toward favorable signals (attractants) and away from harmful chemicals.
Chemotaxis receptors drive this recognition either directly, by binding to environmental cues or
indirectly, by binding to proteins bound to these cues or by monitoring the effects that exposure to
the cues has on metabolism (1, 2). The latter behavior is typically referred to as energy taxis (1).
Upon recognition of chemoeffectors, chemotaxis receptors transduce this signal to downstream
proteins (CheW, CheA, and CheY) that can relay this information to the flagellum machinery and
alter the direction of rotation of the flagellum and hence, the swimming direction of the cell.
Navigating an attractant gradient prevents changes in the swimming direction, causing the bacteria
to keep swimming in the same direction (3). The molecular mechanism of chemotaxis is best
known in Escherichia coli, and research in diverse Bacteria and Archaea has shown that molecular
events during chemotaxis signal transduction are largely conserved across prokaryotes (4). The
greatest diversity in chemotaxis signal transduction is seen in the chemotaxis repertoire with
bacterial genomes encoding up to 80 chemotaxis receptors (5). Many chemotactic bacteria possess
multiple chemosensory operons which can control chemotaxis or alternative cellular functions (5).
Soil bacteria are characterized by both a large number of chemotaxis receptors and multiple
chemotaxis signaling systems (6, 7), and plant-associated soil bacteria are more likely to encode
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chemotaxis genes than non-plant associated bacteria (8). These features are thought to provide a
competitive advantage within the chemically rich and complex environment of the rhizosphere (7).
Azospirillum brasilense is a motile, chemotactic plant growth promoting proteobacterium
that inhabits the soil and colonizes the roots of diverse plants, including economically important
cereals (9). The genome of A. brasilense encodes 4 chemosensory operons, named Che1 through
Che4, and 51 chemotaxis receptors (10, 11). Only two of the chemotaxis systems, Che1 and Che4,
are directly involved in chemotaxis, and the other two systems have functions outside of
chemotaxis, including a likely role in flagellum biosynthesis (Che2 (unpublished data)) and cyst
development (Che3 (12)). To date, the function of only 2 of the chemotaxis receptors have been
characterized in this bacterial species: Tlp1 and AerC (13-16). Both are important in aerotaxis
(taxis in an oxygen gradient), but only Tlp1 is necessary for plant root colonization (13, 16).
Aerotaxis is a major behavioral response in A. brasilense, and the bacterium relies on sensing
oxygen gradients to locate niches that are best suited for the microaerophilic lifestyle of the
bacterium (17, 18). AerC is soluble chemotaxis receptor required for aerotaxis under conditions of
nitrogen fixation, but not in presence of an organic source of nitrogen (16). Tlp1 is a prototypical
chemotaxis receptor in that it is a membrane anchored protein with a periplasmic sensory domain
at the N-terminus and a cytoplasmic signaling domain. The ligand sensed by Tlp1 is unknown, but
the receptor also possesses an additional C-terminal PilZ domain (14, 15). PilZ domains are known
to bind to the secondary messenger cyclic diguanylate monophosphate (c-di-GMP) (19-21). C-diGMP metabolism is regulated by a variety of cues and has been implicated in modulating the
lifestyle of bacteria inhabiting various environments, including the rhizosphere. In A. brasilense,
c-di-GMP binding to the PilZ domain of Tlp1 regulates receptor sensitivity in an oxygen gradient,
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and Tlp1 is essential for plant root colonization (14, 15). A. brasilense encodes several other PilZ
containing chemotaxis receptors, each of different predicted topologies. Here, we characterize
another PilZ-containing receptor, Aer, and its role in aerotaxis, sensing of root exudate gradients,
and root surface colonization.

Materials and Methods
Bacterial strains growth and maintenance
Wild type A. brasilense (Sp7) and its derivative ∆aer were maintained on Minimal Medium
for A. brasilense (MMAB) supplemented with nitrogen (20mM) and malate (10mM) (16). All
strains were maintained on 1.5% agar with appropriate antibiotics [ampicillin (200 μg/ml),
tetracycline (10μg/ ml), kanamycin (30 μg/ml)] (Table 7).
Identification of genes encoding putative chemotaxis receptors with additional domains and
PAS sequence alignment
The PilZ domain of Tlp1 (AAT76671.1) was used in a PSI-BLAST against all A. brasilense
species to identify any receptors containing C-terminal PilZ domains. Each putative protein was
verified using SMART domain search. Genes encoding each protein were identified in the Sp7
genome (GenBank project PRJNA265779). Residues 25-139 of the PAS domains of K.
pneumoniae NifL (AAB26403.1), residues 8-129 of the PAS dsomain of the E.coli Aer
(AYG17963.1), and residues 85-329 of the M. capsulatus MmoS (AAP80772.1) were aligned with
residues 9-121 of the PAS domain of A. brasilense Aer using the COBALT multiple sequence
alignment in NCBI (38).
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Table 7: List of strains used in this study
Strain

Characteristics

Reference

E.coli
TOP10

General cloning strain

TOP10 (pk18mobsacB)

TOP10 cells carrying pk18mobsacB, KanR,
SucS
TOP10
TOP10 cells carrying pk18mobsacB with This Work
(pk18mobsac_AerUpDown) Upstream
and
Downstream
AZOBRv2_p28002 sequences, KanR, SucS
TOP10 (pRK415)
TOP10 cells carrying pRK415, TetR
This Work
TOP10 (pRKAer)
TOP10 (pRK AerΔPilZ)

TOP10 cells carrying pRK415 encoding This Work
AZOBRv2_p280026 (aer), TetR
TOP10 cells carrying pRK415 encoding This Work
truncated
AZOBRv2_p280026
(aer),
lacking the C-terminal PilZ domain, TetR

A. brasilense
Sp7

Wild Type, AmpR

(41)

WT (empty vector)

Sp7 carrying the vector pRK415

(15)

Δaer

Sp7 with AZOBRv2_p280026 (aer) deleted This work

Δaer(Aer)

∆aer with Aer expressed from pRK415, This work
AmpR TetR
∆Aer with truncated Aer expressed from This work
pRK415, AmpR TetR

∆aer(AerΔPilZ)
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Generation of markerless deletion of aer
The upstream and downstream sequences of AZOBR_p280026 were amplified using the
primers listed in Table 8 and then cloned into the pk18mobsacB vector using restriction digestion.
The plasmid containing the upstream and downstream sequences was confirmed via sequencing
and transformed into E. coli TOP10. The plasmid was then transferred into WT A. brasilense via
triparental conjugation, as previously described (39) and selected for on MMAB with 10 mM
malate and kanamycin (30 μg/ml).
Single recombinants were screened on MMAB plates containing kanamycin (30 μg/ml).
Once single recombinants were identified, they were passaged through TY without antibiotic
selection 3-5 times. With every passage, serial dilutions were performed and plated on TY
(Tryptone-Yeast) plates containing 10% sucrose (w/v). Colonies that appeared on TY containing
10% sucrose were rescreened on TY and TY with kanamycin (30 μg/ml) (39). Colonies with
suspected gene deletions were PCR confirmed.
Functional complementation of the ∆aer mutation
The gene encoding full length Aer or truncated Aer (AerΔPilZ) was amplified and cloned
into pRK415 using restriction digestion and sequencing confirmed and transformed into E. coli
TOP10 cells for maintenance. The plasmids were transferred into ∆aer using triparental
conjugation as described above.
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Table 8: Primers used in this study
Primer name
AZOBRv2_p280026EcoR1-F

Sequence

5’-CCCGAATTCACAATAGGGGCGAAGCGC-3'
5'GCCGCCGTTGCGGATCTCGGCGTAGATGCGCTCG
AZOBRv2_p280026-ovl-R GC-3'
5’GAGATCCGCAACGGCGGCGCCATGCTGAGTGGG
AZOBRv2_p280026-ovl-F ATC-3'
AZOBRv2_p280026-Sal-R 5'-CCC GTCGAC CTTCGCCGCGACCGAGCC-3'
Aer complementation Fwd
HindIII
5'-AAGCTTATGCGCGATAATGGACCGGT-3'
Aer complementation Rev
BamHI
5'-GGATCCTCAGGCCGCCGCCGTCGCCA-3'
Aer∆PilZ complementation
Fwd HindIII
5'-AAGCTTATGCGCGATAATGGACCGGT-3'
Aer∆PilZ complementation
Rev BamHI
5'-GGATCCTCAGGCGTCGCTGGTGGAGGTGC-3'
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FAD quantification
50 ml of wild type cells or ∆aer expressing the parental Aer were grown to OD600=0.8 and
pelleted. Intracellular FAD was extracted as previously described in (16, 32) using 0.6N perchloric
D-alanine, 7.5 μg horseradish peroxidase, and 25 μM luminol and the reaction was initiated
acid and sodium bicarbonate. The cell extract was combined with 23 mM with apo-D-amino acid
oxidase 1 mg/ ml and luminescence was measured every second for 1 hour. Peak luminescence
readings (18 minutes) were used for FAD quantification.
Chemotaxis soft agar plate assays
A. brasilense strains were grown in MMAB supplemented with nitrogen (20mM) and
malate (10mM) to OD600=0.8. One ml of the culture was centrifuged and washed with Che buffer
(1.7 g L-1 dipotassium phosphate, 1.36 g L-1 monopotassium phosphate; 0.1 mM EDTA), and 10
microliters was inoculated into MMAB containing 0.3% agar. Chemotaxis rings were measured
72 hours post-inoculation.
Spatial gradient assay for aerotaxis
A. brasilense strains were grown and washed as previously described. Washed cells were
used to fill an optically flat capillary tube. The capillary tube was equilibrated in N2 for 3 minutes.
N2 was then shut off and air was introduced, and band formation was monitored using a 4X
objective of a phase contrast Nikon E200 microscope (28). Images were acquired using a Cmounted Nikon Coolpix digital camera. Distance of band formation of the meniscus and band
width was quantified using the measure tool in FIJI. Distance from the meniscus to the center of
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the band at mid-height of the capillary tube. All measurements were performed at 180 seconds
after air introduction.
Root-in-pool assay
Wheat seeds were sterilized with successive washes of bleach, 70% ethanol containing 1%
Triton X-100, and sterile water. After sterilization, seeds were placed in a sterile petri dish
containing a small volume of sterile water and placed in the dark. After 48 hours, plates were
placed in the light and allowed to grow for another day. All assays were performed on 5-day old
germinated seeds. A. brasilense strains were grown in MMAB with nitrogen (20mM) and malate
(10mM). OD600=0.4 and washed with chemotaxis buffer as previously described. Cells were
starved in chemotaxis buffer (1.7 g L-1 dipotassium phosphate, 1.36 g L-1 monopotassium
phosphate; 0.1 mM EDTA) for 30 minutes before exposure to the root. A black washer with a slit
cut in it was secured to a depression slide using craft glue. The germinated root was placed in the
slit and 400 μL of washed bacteria was used to fill the chamber created by the dip and washer, and
then a cover slip was used to cover the pool chamber. All root-in-pool assays were recorded using
the 4x objective of a Nikon E200 phase contrast microscope equipped with Nikon Coolpix digital
camera. Assays were filmed for 3 minutes. FIJI was used for all image and video analysis. All
root-in-pool assay videos were converted to 8-bit and background subtraction was performed.
Intensity plots were generated out from the root to determine bacterial accumulation. Bacterial
accumulation distance from the root surface was measured at the mid-point of each root zone. The
average accumulation distance of 5 biological replicates is reported.
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Wheat root colonization assay
Wheat seeds were germinated as previously described. A. brasilense strains were grown to
OD600=0.4, washed and suspended in 400 μl of Che buffer (1.7 g L-1 dipotassium phosphate, 1.36
g L-1 monopotassium phosphate; 0.1 mM EDTA). Serial dilutions were performed to determine
the number of bacteria inoculated. Plant growth chambers were filled with 50ml of semi-solid
Fahraeus media(40) (0.9 mM CaCl2.H2O, 0.5 mM MgSO4, 0.7 mM KH2PO4, 0.8 mM
Na2HPO4.7H2O , 20 μM Fe-citrate, 33 μg/l, a pinch of Na2MoO4 · H2O, pH 7.0, 4g agar per liter),
and four germinated seedlings were planted in the chamber. Twenty microliters of the bacterial
suspension were inoculated into the center of the growth chamber, and after 5 days roots were
harvested, homogenized, and serial dilutions were performed. Student’s unpaired t-test was
performed to determine if colonization levels were significantly different (p-value=0.05). Root
colonization was calculated as a colonization index. The colonization index for an individual strain
was the log10(strain output/strain input), where the number of CFU extracted from roots after
incubation was normalized to the number of CFU measured in the inoculated input. Competition
assays were performed by inoculating equal amounts of WT and ∆aer cells (confirmed by CFU
and OD600 readings). After 5 days CFU counts were performed and 30 colonies from each
replicate were screened for deletion of AZOBRv2_p280026 using primers in Table 2.
Statistical analysis
Average values from at least three independent experiments performed in duplicate and
performed one-way analysis of variance (alpha level, 0.05), followed by pairwise two-sample ttests assuming equal variances (alpha level, 0.05) using Prism (version 6) software (GraphPad
Software Inc., San Diego, CA).
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Results
Identification of chemotaxis receptors containing PilZ domains
To identify A. brasilense chemotaxis receptors with PilZ domains, we conducted a PSIBLAST using the PilZ domain of Tlp1 (AAT76671.1) as a query. After 7 iterations, results
converged to 7 unique PilZ-containing putative chemotaxis receptors. The most common PilZ
containing chemotaxis receptor across all strains of A. brasilense identified by the PSI-BLAST is
AZOBR_p280026. This chemotaxis receptor is predicted to be membrane anchored and to possess
a cytoplasmic N-terminal sensory domain comprised of a PAS/PAC domain followed by, 2
transmembrane domains, a HAMP domain, a MA, and a C-terminal PilZ domain (Figure 25A).
The PilZ domain contains the two strictly conserved arginine residues (R506, R507) required for
binding c-di-GMP (Figure 25A) in homologs (21-23) indicating it is likely a functional c-di-GMP
effector.
Except for the PilZ domain, the topology and domain organization of AZOBR_p280026 is
similar to that of the E. coli Aer receptor, which functions in aerotaxis as an energy taxis receptor
(24, 25). The E. coli Aer chemotaxis receptor binds FAD non-covalently within its N-terminal
PAS domain and this cofactor binding is required for the receptor energy taxis function. Indeed,
the FAD cofactor confers the E. coli Aer receptor with the ability to sense changes in redox that
occur when cells navigate gradients of oxygen and other cues (26). A similar role for FAD noncovalent binding to the A. brasilense AerC chemotaxis receptor was previously found (16). In both
the E. coli Aer and the A. brasilense AerC, FAD binding depends on a set of conserved residues
(16, 24, 25, 27). Sequence analysis indicates that the protein encoded by AZOBR_p280026
contains all of the conserved residues necessary for FAD binding (Figure 25B). In E. coli and A.
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Figure 25: A. brasilense encodes a chemotaxis receptor with a putative N-terminal FADbinding PAS domain and a C-terminal PilZ domain

Fig 1

(A) Protein encoded by AZOBRv2_p280026 contains a PAS, PAC, Transmembrane domains,
HAMP, MA, and PilZ domain. B) Conserved residues alignment between AZOBRv2_p280026
(Aer) PAS domains binding FAD in E. coli Aer, Klebsiella pneumoniae NifL and Methylococcus
capsulatus Mmos Below the sequence alignment, “*” indicates positions with strictly conserved
residues, “:”indicates position with strongly similar residues and “.” Indicates positions with
weakly similar residues. Yellow highlighted residues are those implicated in FAD binding (24, 42,
43). (C) Total cytosolic FAD for strains of A. brasilense overexpressing Aer. ** indicates
statistically significant values (p-value< 0.005) relative to the wild type strain. WT (empty vector)
corresponds to the wild type strain carrying pRK415, WT (Aer) is the wild type strain carrying
pRKAer, ∆aer(empty vector) is the ∆aer mutant derivative carrying pRK415 and ∆aer(Aer) is the
∆aer mutant derivative carrying pRKAer. LO conducted this experiment.
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brasilense, overexpression of Aer or AerC causes an increase in total intracellular FAD content
(16, 24, 27). Similarly, when we overexpressed AZOBR_p280026 in A. brasilense, the total FAD
content of cells increased, suggesting this chemotaxis receptor likely behaves like E. coli Aer and
A. brasilense AerC (Figure 25C). Given these properties and the function of this receptor in A.
brasilense aerotaxis (see below), we named it Aer.
A. brasilense Aer PilZ domain is essential for aerotaxis
To probe the function of Aer in A. brasilense sensing, we created a markerless deletion
mutant, named ∆aer (Table 7). Given the predicted FAD binding by the A. brasilense Aer receptor
and the role of aerotaxis as the strongest behavioral response in this species, we predicted Aer
would function as an aerotaxis receptor. To characterize the role of Aer in aerotaxis, we used the
spatial gradient assay for aerotaxis and compared the behavior of the wild type strain, the Δaer
mutant derivative and its complemented strains expressing either full length Aer or AerΔPilZ that
were either grown with ammonium chloride as a nitrogen source or grown under conditions of
nitrogen fixation (Figure 26). In the spatial aerotaxis assay, an open-ended capillary tube is filled
with motile cells, and an oxygen gradient is established through diffusion of air from the
atmosphere into the cell suspension (28, 29). Under these conditions, motile A. brasilense cells
accumulate in a tight band at a location that corresponds to an oxygen concentration optimum for
metabolism (18, 28). When cells were grown with ammonium prior to being exposed to the
gradient, the Δaer mutant cells formed an aerotactic band further away from the air-liquid interface
compared to the WT cells (Figure 26, left panel). The aerotaxis defect could be restored by
expressing the parental Aer in trans from a low copy vector; however, expressing a truncated form
of Aer that lacked the C-terminal PilZ domain (AerΔPilZ) failed to restore aerotaxis band
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N2 Fixation

With NH4Cl

WT (empty vector)

Δaer (empty vector)

Δaer (Aer)

Δaer (Aer∆PilZ)

[Air]

[Air]

Figure 26: Effect of loss of Aer on oxygen sensing in a spatial assay for aerotaxis
Cells grown in presence of ammonium chloride or grown in the absence of combined nitrogen and
under condition of nitrogen (N2) fixation before being were placed in a capillary tube. Over 95%
of cells are motile under these conditions. An oxygen gradient is generated by diffusion of air into
the suspension of motile cells. WT cells accumulate in a tight band at an oxygen concentration
optimum for metabolism (arrow). Representative images are the result of 3 biological replicates.
LO conducted this experiment.
Fig 2
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formation, though there was cell accumulation at the position of the aerotaxis band should have
formed. A similar behavior was observed for cells grown under conditions of nitrogen fixation,
with the notable exception that Δaer mutant cells expressing AerΔPilZ accumulated as a tight band
closer to the air-liquid meniscus (Figure 26, right panel). We also observed that Δaer cells
expressing AerΔPilZ began to clump together and lose motility after band establishment when
they were close to the air-liquid interface (at about 3 minutes), suggesting that cells accumulate at
oxygen concentrations that are too high and trigger stress responses (12). Together these data show
that Aer is required for aerotaxis regardless of nitrogen availability. Our data indicate that cells
can form an aerotactic band in the absence of Aer, suggesting other receptors like Tlp1 and AerC
can mediate the behavior. In the absence of Aer, the aerotactic band forms further away from the
meniscus, suggesting that Aer’s signaling is required to guide cells into regions of higher oxygen
concentrations. Strains expressing Aer∆PilZ form the aerotactic band at high oxygen
concentrations under nitrogen fixation conditions, but the band is abolished when organic nitrogen
is available. Together these findings suggest that the contribution of the PilZ domain to Aer
signaling during aerotaxis depends on growth (organic nitrogen availability) conditions.
As expected for its role in aerotaxis, cells lacking Aer or expressing the variant lacking
PilZ did not have any defect in chemotaxis toward organic acids (Figure 27), indicating that Aer
is dispensable in chemotaxis.
Aer contributes to competitive root surface colonization
Given the role of Aer in aerotaxis, we next tested how this response contributed to
colonization of wheat (Triticum aestivum) root seedlings. The ∆aer strain colonized the roots at
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Figure 27: Chemotaxis in a soft agar plate containing 10mM malate
A) Average chemotaxis ring diameter of cells in a soft agar plate containing malate with standard
deviation. Given in the average of 3 biological replicates. B) Representative images of WT (empty
vector), Δaer (empty vector), and Δaer (pRK Aer), and Δaer (pRKAerΔPilZ). LO conducted this
experiment.
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levels similar to wild type, when inoculated alone while the ∆aer strain expressing the parental
Aer colonized at higher levels than the wild type strain (Figure 28). These differences in the
colonization ability of the strains inoculated alone were unexpected and could not be attributed to
changes in the level of motility between the strains. We hypothesized that functional Aer would
provide a competitive advantage in colonization of the root surface and tested this idea by
inoculating the wild type and the ∆aer strains in competition at a 1:1 ratio (See Methods). After 5
days, the strains were recovered from homogenized wheat roots at a ratio of wild type to ∆aer
mutant of 92:8. These findings indicate that the ∆aer mutant is severely impaired in its ability to
compete with the wild type strain for wheat root surface colonization despite being able to colonize
the root surfaceswhen inoculated alone. Surprisingly, the ∆aer strain expressing Aer∆PilZ was
severely impaired in colonization of the root surfaces when inoculated alone (Figure 28). These
observations hint at a complex contribution of Aer and PilZ-mediated signaling in the vicinity of
the roots.
Aer signaling is integrated with that of other chemotaxis receptors in a PilZ-dependent manner
To gain further insight into the apparent complex contribution of A. brasilense Aer and Aer
PilZ in wheat root surface colonization, we sought to develop an assay permitting real time
observation of chemotaxis responses, which we call the root-in-pool assay. In this assay, a 5-day
old germinated wheat seedling’s root is placed into a pool of concentrated motile cells (Figure
29A). The immediate response of motile bacteria to the presence of the roots is recorded for up to
5 minutes and the preferential accumulation of bacteria in different regions around the roots can
be inferred from image intensity analysis (see Methods). When exposed to wheat roots, the wild
type A. brasilense cells accumulated in a tight band away from the root hair (129 ± 18μm) and
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Figure 28: Colonization efficiency of wheat seedling roots by A. brasilense wild type and
mutant strains derivative lacking Aer and expressing an empty vector control, Aer or
Aer∆PilZ
The colonization index was the log10(strain output/strain input), where the number of CFU extracted
from roots after incubation was normalized to the number of CFU measured in the inoculated input.
The dotted line value at 1 indicates the colonization index of the WT (empty vector). Points above
the line are representative of a higher colonization efficiency, while points below the line are
indicative of a lower colonization efficiency. * indicates significant difference from WT (empty
vector) (p-value < 0.05). SA conducted this experiment.
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Figure 29: A. brasilense accumulation around wheat roots using a root in pool assay
The root in pool consists of a divet slide with an attached O-ring. The pool of bacteria is placed in
the O-ring and the root is dropped in. The cell-root suspension is covered with a coverslip and 4x
magnification on a phase contrast scope is used to film (A). This set up allows for monitoring of
bacteria-root interactions at the root hair, elongation and tip zones (B). Bacterial cell accumulation
(as image intensity in arbitrary units) away from root zones indicated in the different strains of A.
brasilense (C-F). Shown are representative image intensity plots (bacterial accumulation) of 5
biological replicates of the strains. LO conducted this experiment.
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elongation (80 ± 7 μm) zones (Figure 29B), but they depleted a region of about 100 μm out from
the root tip (Figure 29C). This response was stable for at least 10 minutes and was strikingly similar
to aerotaxis band formation. To further establish that the response seen was a chemotaxisdependent was stable for at least 10 minutes and was strikingly similar to aerotaxis band formation.
To further establish that the response seen was a chemotaxis-dependent response, we performed
the same assay with a motile, but non-chemotactic strain of A. brasilense (10). response, we
performed the same assay with a motile, but non-chemotactic strain of A. brasilense. This strain
was motile but failed to accumulate in any region around the roots indicating that the accumulation
of motile cells as a band is a chemotactic response (Figure 29B). Cells lacking Aer did not
accumulate in a tight band in either the root hair or elongation zones. Instead, local depletions of
cells away from the root hair zone were followed by a broad accumulation at some distance from
the root hairs, in a pattern that was distinct from that of the wild type cells (Figure 29C). In the
elongation zone, a broad but weak accumulation of cells close to the root surface could be detected.
These results suggest that Aer is required for the discrete accumulation of cells in bands in the
vicinity of the root hair and root elongation zones. The Δaer strain was not repelled from the root
tip and accumulated closer to the root tip (Figure 29C). The nonchemotactic strain showed no
response in this region. Expressing full length Aer from a plasmid did not restore the accumulation
and banding pattern seen for wild type cells in the root hair and elongation zones, suggesting that
the chemotaxis response observed in the wild type integrates signaling from other chemotaxis
receptors in addition to Aer. While this is not unexpected given the chemical complexity of root
exudates (30), the behavioral differences likely account for the surprising difference in the ability
of the strains to colonize the root surface when inoculated alone as seen above. Complementing
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with full length Aer abolished the small accumulation of the cells at the root tips and thus partially
rescued the phenotype, suggesting a greater contribution of Aer to this particular response. The
∆aer(Aer∆PilZ) strain was not able to accumulate as tight bands of motile cells at any location and
showed no response in the vicinity of the root tips, despite being fully motile. Cells from this strain
remained distributed around the roots without any specific accumulation pattern which was similar
to that of a non-chemotactic mutant (Figure 29B). Lack of PilZ in Aer thus abolishes the ability of
cells to sense chemical gradients originating from the roots, suggesting a critical role of PilZ from
Aer in ensuring chemotaxis signaling function.

Discussion
The plant rhizosphere is a nutrient rich environment compared to the surrounding soil and
it is characterized by a plethora of chemical gradients (31). Bacterial chemotaxis is functionally
enriched in the genomes of soil and rhizosphere bacteria suggesting it provides a critical
competitive advantage (6). With its 51 chemotaxis receptors and 4 chemotaxis signaling systems,
A. brasilense is a model representative of the complex signaling diversity found in bacteria that
colonize the rhizosphere of various plants. Of the 51 chemotaxis receptors encoded within the A.
brasilense genome, Tlp1 and AerC have been previously characterized (13, 16). Interestingly, both
modulate aerotaxis responses but only Tlp1, and not AerC, is critical for wheat root surface
colonization. Here we show that A. brasilense Aer, a membrane anchored chemotaxis receptor that
is likely to bind FAD, modulates aerotaxis, as expected from its similarity with E.coli Aer (24, 25).
Evidence obtained here also suggest that A. brasilense Aer is critical to adjust the position of the
cells in a gradient in response to elevated oxygen concentrations.
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Given that A. brasilense Aer likely binds FAD as a cofactor, it likely functions as a redox
sensor rather than an exclusive aerotaxis receptor, i.e. it monitors changes in redox that alter the
flux of FAD/FADH2 in the cell (26, 32). Further evidence for this broader role includes the
complex, albeit unclear, role of Aer in sensing chemical gradients emanating from wheat roots in
the root-in-pool assay. Chemicals exuded by roots are likely to affect metabolism and thus the
intracellular redox status of the cells, which would be sensed by Aer and other energy taxis
receptors.
Here we also show that PilZ domain contributes to Aer function and likely, to the
integration of Aer signaling with other chemotaxis receptor signaling input. Chemotaxis signaling
receptors are organized as large arrays of interacting trimers of chemotaxis receptor dimers (33,
34). This organization is required for signal integration, amplification and for chemotaxis signal
sensitivity. This array organization is universally conserved in bacteria (6) and accounts for the
summative operation of chemotaxis receptor information to produce an integrated response (35,
36). We hypothesize that it is this computation of signals from diverse receptors that explain some
of the puzzling effects we have observed when deleting PilZ from Aer. We show that lack of Aer
yields aerotaxis defects that are fully complemented by expression of the parental Aer in trans,
suggesting the defect is due solely to lack of signaling by Aer. In the absence of Aer, other
chemotaxis receptors, for example Tlp1 and AerC, integrate signaling information together with
that of other chemotaxis receptors to produce a response that ultimately guide the cells in the
oxygen gradient to form a band at a specific position. These aerotaxis defects are not rescued by
expressing an Aer variant lacking the PilZ domain and in fact produce additional defects that
depend on the environmental conditions: in presence of ammonium, but not under conditions of
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nitrogen fixation, PilZ-mediated Aer function was critical since no band formed. These results
suggest that (i) a different set of chemotaxis receptors contribute to aerotaxis signaling and
response depending on the nitrogen nutrition status and, (ii) that PilZ from Aer is required for the
ability of this receptor to integrate signaling with other chemotaxis receptors. A. brasilense AerC
is a major aerotaxis receptor under conditions of nitrogen fixation but not under conditions when
ammonium chloride as nitrogen source (16), an observation fully consistent with the defects seen
here. The effect of Aer PilZ on integration of Aer signaling with other, unknown receptors, is most
strikingly observed in response to the complex gradients exuded by wheat roots. Under these
conditions, functional PilZ was essential for the ability of cells to detect chemical gradients and to
display any chemotaxis response. This, in turn suggests that c-di-GMP metabolism and its effect
on receptors such as Aer is likely a critical factor for chemotaxis and competitiveness in the
rhizosphere in this bacterial species. A. brasilense encodes 34 diguanylate cyclases and
phosphodiesterases that are predicted to sense a variety of cues to modulate c-di-GMP metabolism
(37). Oxygen is a major regulator of c-di-GMP metabolism in A. brasilense (15), and findings here
indicate that c-di-GMP signaling and integration with chemotaxis is likely critical for the ability
of A. brasilense to detect chemical gradients in the rhizosphere. This hypothesis is further
supported by the observation that Tlp1, which is also a PilZ-domain containing chemotaxis
receptor plays a key role in root surface colonization (13).
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CHAPTER IV
MONITORING PLANT-MICROBE INTERACTIONS IN REAL TIME
REVEALS ROLE OF AZOSPIRILLUM BRASILENSE CHEMOTAXIS IN
THE RHIZOSPHERE
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Text and figures taken from the following:
O’Neal, L., Akhter S., and Alexandre, G. Monitoring plant-microbe interactions in real time reveals
role of Azospirillum brasilense chemotaxis in the rhizosphere. Manuscript in preparation.
Author contributions to this work included: LO and GA designed research; LO and SA performed the
research and analyzed the data; LO and GA wrote the paper.

Abstract
Plant roots shape the rhizosphere community by secreting compounds that recruit diverse bacteria.
Colonization of various plant roots by the motile alphaproteobacterium Azospirillum brasilense
causes increased plant growth, increased root volume, and increased crop yield. Bacterial
chemotaxis in this and other motile soil bacteria is critical for competitive colonization of the root
surfaces. The role of chemotaxis in root surface colonization has previously been established by
end-point analyses of bacterial colonization levels detected a few hours to days after inoculation.
More recently, microfluidic devices have been used to study plant-microbe interactions, but these
devices are size-limited. Here we present a slide-in chamber that allows real-time monitoring of
plant-microbe interactions that are not limited by seedling size. We use A. brasilense and Triticum
aestivum (wheat) to investigate plant-microbe interactions. We show that chemotaxis is essential
for A. brasilense colonizing wheat roots. Furthermore, we use this chamber to illustrate the role of
Tlp1, a previously characterized energy taxis receptor, in responding to attractants and repellants
exuded by wheat roots. Tlp1 is essential in sensing both malate and hydrogen peroxide, which are
produced by wheat roots. Together these results suggest that A. brasilense chemotaxis dictates
initial root surface colonization patterns. We also demonstrate that chemotaxis provides an
advantage in other plant-microbe associations.
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Introduction
Crop production is dependent upon plant-microbe interactions in the rhizosphere.
Beneficial microbes increase plant yield by producing phytohormones and fixing nitrogen (1, 2).
Motility and chemotaxis, the directed swimming in chemical gradients, are vital for beneficial
bacteria to find desirable niches, especially in the soil where bacterial chemotaxis function is
enriched (3, 4). Chemotaxis is initiated when chemicals in the environment bind to chemotaxis
receptors. A repellant-bound chemotaxis receptor changes the phosphorylation state of the
histidine kinase, CheA. CheA-P interacts with and phosphorylates CheY. CheY-P diffuse through
the cytoplasm, interacts with the flagellar motor, and causes a change in the rotation of the flagellar
motor, which reorients the cell in a new swimming direction through a tumble or a reversal (5, 6).
The soil is a complex environment and dynamic chemical milieu (3, 4). Soil bacterial
species, such as Bacillus amyloliquefaciens and Sinorhizobium meliloti, exhibit chemotactic
responses to plant root exudates (7, 8), and previous work in Bacillus subtilis has shown that
chemoreceptors are necessary for initial colonization of Arabidopsis roots (9). Another soildwelling plant growth promoting bacterium, Azospirillum brasilense must colonize the roots of
plants to exhibit its plant growth promoting effects (10). A. brasilense can colonize a variety of
plants and is sold as a commercial inoculant (11). The genome of A. brasilense encodes 4
chemotaxis signal transduction systems, with two of these modulating flagellar motility and
controlling chemotaxis and 51 chemotaxis receptors (12, 13). Chemotaxis plays a vital role in
sensing chemical gradients in the soil, but swimming and chemotaxis in the rhizosphere is largely
unstudied.
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The role of motility and chemotaxis as well as other cellular functions in root surface
colonization by A. brasilense and related species have been well-studied using mutant strains, end
point assays and microscopy observations (11, 14, 15). With respect to motility, these experiments
have established a role for the polar flagellum and flagellar motility (16, 17), some chemotaxis
receptors (18, 19), and chemotaxis signaling (12) in root surface colonization. Similar to what is
known in other motile plant-associated bacteria, the emerging picture of root surface colonization
events by A. brasilense is relatively static due to the techniques used. To address this shortcoming,
we developed a novel slide-in chamber that allows the plant and bacteria to be monitored in real
time for up to 1 week, without disrupting the interaction. This chamber allows monitoring of freeswimming behavior, colonization along the roots, and temporal changes in plant-microbe
associations. Using this tool here, we track A. brasilense initial wheat root sensing (< 3 minutes)
and accumulation in root zones that depend on chemotaxis signaling. We found chemotaxis
attractant and repellent responses in discrete regions of the roots that underlie long term
colonization patterns and further identify a subclass of chemotaxis receptors that mediate these
responses.

Materials and Methods
Bacterial Growth and Maintenance
All strains used throughout this study are detailed in Table 9. All A. brasilense strains were
maintained on 1.5% agar minimal media for A. brasilense (MMAB) containing 10mM malate as
a carbon source with appropriate antibiotics: ampicillin (200 μg/mL), kanamycin (30 μg/mL), and/
or tetracycline (10 μg/mL). Environmental isolates were maintained on 1.5% agar LB.
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Table 9: Strains and plasmids used in this study
Strains/ Plasmids

Relevant genotype/ phenotype

Citation

pHR GFP

TcR, constitutive GFP expression

(21)

pRK415

broad-host-range vector; Tcr

(22)

pRKTlp1

pRK415 containing a 2.7kb DNA fragment
encompassing promoter and tlp1 ORF; TcR

(23)

pRKTlp1R562A R563A

pRK415 containing a 2.7kb DNA fragment
encompassing promoter and tlp1 ORF with a
site directed mutations at residues 562 and
563; TcR

(23)

pIND4

Inducible expression plasmid, KmR

(24)

pRED-DGC

pIND4 expressing a red-light activated
diguanylate cyclase (bphS-bphO); KmR

(25)

pBLUE-PDE

pIND4 expressing a red-light activated
diguanylate cyclase and a blue-light activated
phosphodiesterase (bphS-bphO-eb1); KmR

(25)

S17.1

General cloning strain

Invitrogen

S17.1 (pHRGFP)

General cloning strain carrying pHRGFP

This study

Wild type strain (Sp7); AmpR

ATCC29145

Plasmids

Bacterial Strains
E. coli

A. brasilense
WT
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Table 9, continued
Strains/ Plasmids

Relevant genotype/ phenotype

Citation

∆tlp1

∆tlp1::Km derivative of Sp7; AmpR KmR

(18)

∆aer

WT with Aer receptor deleted using
markerless deletion; AmpR

(26)

Dche1Dche4

∆( cheA1-cheR1)∆( cheA4-cheR4):: Cm
(CmR), Gm (GmR)

(27)

WT (pHR GFP)

Wild type strain (Sp7) carrying pHR GFP;
AmpR TcR

This work

WT (pIND4)

Wild type strain carrying pIND4; AmpR
KmR

(25)

WT (pRED-DGC)

Wild type strain carrying pRed-DGC; AmpR
KmR

(25)

WT (pBLUE-PDE)

Wild type strain carrying pBLUE-PDE;
AmpR KmR

(25)

Dtlp1(pHR GFP)

∆tlp1 carrying pHR GFP;
AmpR KmR TcR

This work

∆tlp1 (pRK415)

∆tlp1 carrying the broad host range vector
pRK415; AmpR KmR TcR

(23)

∆tlp1(pRK Tlp1)

∆tlp1 carrying pRKTlp1; AmpR KmR TcR

(23)

∆tlp1 (pRK Tlp1R562A
R563A
)

∆tlp1 carrying pRKTlp1R562A R563A; AmpR
KmR TcR

(23)

∆aer (pRKAer)

∆aer with Aer expressed from pRK415,
AmpR TetR

(26)
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Table 9, continued
Strains/ Plasmids

Relevant genotype/ phenotype

Citation

∆aer(pRKAer∆PilZ)

∆aer with truncated Aer expressed from
pRK415, AmpR TetR

(26)

Dche1Dche4 (pHR GFP)

carrying pHR GFP; AmpR TcR

This work

106-RC-6W

Ochrobactrum sp.

This work

104-OG-2

Stenotrophomonas sp.

This work

106-RC-2

Stenotrophomonas sp.

This work

Environmental Isolates
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Generation of GFP expressing A. brasilense
pHR-GFP was transferred into Sp7 (WT), ∆tlp1, and ∆che1∆che4 using biparental
conjugation as previously described in (20). Transconjugants were selected for on MMAB
containing tetracycline and confirmed using fluorescent microscopy.
Germination of T. aestivum and M. sativa
T. aestivum (wheat) and M. sativa (alfalfa) were utilized throughout this study. Wheat and
alfalfa were sterilized with successive washes of bleach, 70% ethanol containing 1% Triton X100, and sterile water. After sterilization, seeds were planted into 0.3% agar and placed in the dark
for 48 hours to germinate. Then, plates were placed in the light and allowed to grow for 24 hours.
All assays were performed on germinated seedlings 3-5 days old.
Root-in-pool assay
Cells were grown to O.D.600 0.4 in MMAB containing malate as a carbon source (A.
brasilense) or LB liquid (environmental isolates). Five ml of cells were washed 3 times with Che
buffer (1.7 g L-1 dipotassium phosphate, 1.36 g L-1 monopotassium phosphate; 0.1 mM EDTA)
and re-suspended in Che buffer. A black washer with a slit cut in it was secured to a depression
slide using vacuum grease. The germinated root was placed in the slit and 400 µL of washed
bacteria was used to fill the chamber created by the dip and washer, and then a cover slip was used
to cover the pool chamber (previously described in (26)).
All root-in-pool assays were recorded using the 4x objective of a Nikon E200 phase
contrast microscope equipped with Nikon Coolpix digital camera. Assays were filmed for 3
minutes.
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FIJI was used for all image and video analysis. All root-in-pool assay videos were converted to 8bit and background subtraction was performed. Bacterial accumulation was measured by
measuring pixel intensity out from the root over the course of the video. All intensity
measurements were standardized by dividing by the intensity of non-responding cells (cells at least
200 µm away from the root at 0 s).
Slide-in-chamber dimensions and assembly
The microscope slide-in chamber (85 mm x 35 mm x 8 mm) was designed in Autodesk
Inventor and printed from ABS thermoplastic filament with a Fortus 250MC 3D printer
(https://www.kerafast.com/product/2029/slide-in-plant-chamber). The print layer height was set
to 0.007 inches (28). Microscope slides and coverslips were attached to the slide-in chamber
using E600 industrial strength adhesive. A string wick was threaded through the 0.4 cm hole in
the bottom of the chamber to hydrate the chamber over the course of a week.
Cells were grown to late log phase in MMAB containing malate, washed with Che buffer,
and suspended in Che buffer and mixed in a 1:1 ratio (v/v) with molten Fahraeus semi-solid media
(29)(CaCl2, 100 mg l-1 , MgSO4•7H20, 120 mg l-1, KH2PO4, 100 mg l-1, Na2HPO4, 150 mg l-1 and
ferric citrate 5 mg l-1 0.3% agar). Molten Fahraeus was used to plug the bottom of the chamber
and then the bacteria-Fahraeus mixture was used to fill the interior of the chamber. Germinated
seedlings were planted at the top opening with roots directed downward. Chambers were stored in
humidified vessels and imaged for up to 1-week post inoculation.
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Fluorescent Microscopy and image analysis
All chambers were imaged using confocal microscopy. Images were analyzed using FIJI.
All distance measurements were obtained using the measure tool. Short-term colonization (0 hpi
to 72 hpi) measurements were obtained by measuring fluorescence of root-attached cells and
normalizing to root area. Calculated total fluorescence was measured by splitting the channels and
using the Time Series analyzer plugin to measure intensity on each channel. The root surface was
identified through the z-plane series, and an area of interest was selected. The area, mean gray
value, and integrated density were measured on both the red and green channels in the area of
interest. Calculated Total Corrected Fluorescence (CTCF) for each channel was calculated using:
Integrated Density—(Area of selection x Mean Fluorescence of Background).
Long-term colonization
Long term colonization (5-day) was determined using a previously described assay (12).
Cells were grown to OD600= 0.5, and 2mL of the culture was washed with Che buffer and
resuspended in 400 µL of Che buffer. A 6.5 cm diameter growth container was filled with semisolid Fahraeus and four plants (germinated, as previously described) were placed in the media.
Twenty microliters of the washed and concentrated bacteria were inoculated into the middle of the
chamber. Growth chambers were incubated at 25°C for 5 days. After 5 days, roots from all 4 plants
were combined, massed, homogenized in 400 µL Che buffer and CFU counts were performed.
For competition assays, WT and ∆che1∆che4 were grown to O.D.600=0.4-0.6 and serial
dilutions were performed. WT and ∆che1∆che4 were normalized to O.D.600=0.5 and mixed in a
1:1 (O.D.600:O.D.600) ratio and inoculated into the center of the growth chamber as previously
described. After 5 days, roots were homogenized and CFU counts were performed in parallel on
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TY medium ampicillin (all A. brasilense) or ampicillin and kanamycin (∆che1∆che4). The amount
of WT was determined by CFUtotal- CFU∆che1∆che4.
Root exudate collection and analysis
Seeds were sterilized and germinated as previously described. Plantlets were separated into
12-well plates with 2ml sterile water per well (2 plantlets/ well). Exudates were collected for 24
hours. After collection, exudates were filter-sterilized and lyophilized and the plant roots were
weighed. For consumption data, after 24 hours of exudate collection, 500 µl of WT was placed in
the wells with plantlets and water and allowed to incubate for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes,
exudates were filter-sterilized and lyophilized. The lyophilized exudates were resuspended in 1 ml
of water and separated by Hydro RP HPLC. Samples were ionized by electrospray in negative
mode on an Orbitrap Mass spectrometer. Data was processed and peaks picked via Maven
software. Metabolite area counts were normalized to dry sample weight.
Chemical-in-plug assay
To generate chemical-in-plugs, malate (10mM), pyruvate (10mM), succinate (10mM), or
root exudates were mixed with molten 1% low melting point agarose. Ten microliter plugs were
allowed to solidify on a divet slide, and 100 µl of bacteria was place on the divet slide and covered
with a coverslip, once the plug had solidified. Bacterial behavior was monitored using the 4x
objective of a Nikon E200 phase-contrast microscope for 10 minutes. Behavior was videoed using
a C-mounted Nikon Coolpix digital camera. Frames from each video were obtained using FIJI.
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ROS exposure
Twenty-five ml of cells were grown to O.D.600=0.5 in TY liquid with appropriate
antibiotics. Cells were mixed with 25 ml of TY semi-solid (0.3% agar). Plates were allowed to
solidify overnight, and cells were exposed to filter paper soaked in 20 µl hydrogen peroxide,
cumene peroxide, or Che buffer. Cells were also exposed to various concentrations of hydrogen
peroxide (3%, 0.3% or 0.03%) by mixing hydrogen peroxide with Che buffer.
For cells carrying plasmids encoding light activated enzymes, cultures were grown and maintained
in the dark, and plates were exposed to red or blue light immediately before exposure filter paper.
Response was observed every 5 minutes for 2 hours.
Hydrogen peroxide zone of inhibition
WT and ∆tlp1 were grown in liquid culture until O.D.600 0.8. Five hundred microliters of
cells were spread on TY solid with ampicillin. Once the plates dried, sterile filter paper discs were
soaked in buffer or hydrogen peroxide (3%, 0.3%, or 0.03%) and placed on the plates. After 48
hours of growth, zones of growth inhibition were measured.

Results
Slide-in chamber allows real time monitoring of plant-microbe interactions
To observe real-time plant-microbe interactions we developed a novel slide-in chamber
which allows for plants and bacteria to be monitored in real time, undisturbed, for up to 1 week
using confocal microscopy (Figure 30) (28). The chamber consists of 85 mm x 35 mm x 8 mm
rectangle with a 20 mm x 62 mm rectangular opening. Sterile seedlings can be planted in the 21
mm x 5 mm opening at the top of the chamber. A slide is secured on the back of the device
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Figure 30: The slide-in chamber for observing plant-microbe interactions in real time.
The chamber consists of a grid, wick, coverslip, and slide. A-F depict the front (A-B), side (C),
back (D), top (E), and bottom (F) of the chamber. The inside is filled with a semi-solid medium
and inoculated with microbes and germinated seedlings are planted at the top. Here we show a
germinated wheat seedling (G) planted in the semi-solid medium. The chamber allows for the
seedling to grow and be monitored for up to a week (H).
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(Figure 30D) and a coverslip on the front (Figure 30B) to create an internal cavity with a volume
of ~3 ml. The internal grid allows for monitoring of specific areas over time. We filled the chamber
with a semi-solid (0.4% Gelzan) Fahraeus medium that supports both plant growth and bacterial
motility while remaining transparent for microscope observations. The microscope slide inchamber can be stored in a humidified vessel and plant-microbe interactions can be observed
repeatedly over several days. Here, we utilized confocal microscopy to monitor GFP-expressing
A. brasilense behavior in real time in the vicinity of the roots over several days.
Chemotaxis controls A. brasilense colonization of wheat
Previous work has shown the A. brasilense can colonize wheat (18), so we sought to
monitor free swimming behavior in physiologically distinct root zones of wheat: the maturation
(root hair), elongation, and the root tip zones. We observed that wild type A. brasilense collects
around wheat roots within 5 hours post inoculation (hpi) with cells numbers increasing over time
(Figure 31A). At 24hpi, WT accumulates in tight bands within 150 µm of the root surface in the
root hair and elongation zones (Figure 31A, brackets). Within these bands, cells swim in long runs,
with less frequent changes in direction, but on the edges or outside of the bands, cells frequently
reverse and swim in shorter runs. WT accumulation at the root tip zone is significantly less than
other areas of the root at all observed time points. The accumulation of motile cells in specific
zones suggested a role for chemotaxis. We tested this hypothesis using a chemotaxis null strain
(Dche1Dche4). Cells of the Dche1Dche4 strain are still motile but are unable to sense changes in
the environment and cannot respond to those changes by modulating swimming speed and reversal
frequency (12, 13). We found this strain did not display any accumulation in any of the three root
zones and there was no band of highly motile cells and does not actively avoid the root tip
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Figure 31: Accumulation and colonization of WT and nonchemotactic A. brasilense around
wheat roots in the slide-in chamber.
WT and chemotaxis null (∆che1∆che4) bacteria expressing a constitutively active GFP were
inoculated into the slide-in chamber and free swimming behavior was observed over time. Bacteria
are visible in green, while the root is red (autofluorescence). (A,B) WT and ∆che1∆che4
accumulation close to the wheat root in the root hair and elongation zones. Bands of motile
fluorescent bacteria are denoted by brackets and the average bandwidth in micrometers is noted
below the picture. (C, D) Colonization levels on each root zone were determined by measuring
fluorescence of surface attached cells normalized to the area of the root observed. LO conducted
this experiment.
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(Figure 31B). In fact cell distribution was random regardless of the areas of the roots considered.
This finding indicate that a non-chemotactic mutant cannot preferentially accumulate in any region
around the wheat roots, suggesting chemotaxis mediates accumulation of bacteria in the vicinity
of wheat roots.
At 48 hpi, the majority of WT cells are attached to the root surface in the root hair and
elongation zones, and fewer free-swimming cells are observed, suggesting accumulated cells
transitioned to root surface attachment. In contrast, there was no measurable colonization at the
root tip (Figure 31C). This indicates that the accumulation of the WT in certain regions of the roots
depends on chemotaxis toward these regions and it precedes colonization of the root hair and
elongation zones. Non-chemotactic cells do not strongly colonize any zone, suggesting that A.
brasilense uses chemotaxis to identify root regions suitable for subsequent colonization.
Next we used a modified spatial assay which we called, the root-in-pool assay to monitor
bacterial chemotaxis responses upon initial root sensing that occur within 15 minutes of exposure
to roots, as a complementary approach to the slide-in-chamber, allowing us to bridge initial root
sensing and spatial accumulation and colonization captured by the slide-in-chamber assay. Motile
wild type bacteria accumulate in reproducible patterns within seconds of exposing them to wheat
roots in this assay. In the root hair zone, WT cells gather in a tight band at some distance from the
root hairs, and within a short time (~90 seconds) this band of motile cells moves closer to the root
surface (Figure 32A). Conversely at the root tip, the WT bacteria form a band at about 100 ± 50µm
away from the tip, and it remains static over at least 15 minutes observation (i.e. it does not move
closer to the root surfaces). This band at the root tip is not only stable over time but also attracts
an increasing number of bacteria (Figure 32B). The Dche1Dche4 strain does not exhibit
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Figure 32: WT and chemotaxis null strains in the root-in-pool assay with intact roots of
wheat root seedlings.
Wheat roots form intact seedlings were place in a suspension of motile WT or chemotaxis null
bacteria (Δche1Δche4) and free-swimming behavior in the vicinity of the roots was observed and
recorded over time. A) Intensity profile analysis of images shown for WT top panel. WT A.
brasilense accumulates in a band in the root hair and tip zones (indicate by the white arrow), while
the chemotaxis null strain forms a homogenous pool that does not change within 10 minutes of
observation. B) WT accumulation over time at the root tip. LO conducted this experiment.
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this banding pattern and no specific accumulation is seen over time. The chemotaxis-dependent
accumulation in all 3 zones hints at the presence of attractants and repellants. We hypothesized
that the root hair and elongation zones exude attracts, which is why A. brasilense forms bands that
move closer to the root over time and that the root tip exudes repellants which would be responsible
for the bacteria accumulating away from the root.
A chemoreceptor, Tlp1, drives wheat root sensing
Since WT cells exhibited an attractant response in the root hair and elongation zones and a
repellant response at the tip, we sought to understand which receptors could be driving this
behavior. Previous work in this lab has shown that a chemoreceptor, Tlp1, is essential for wheat
root colonization and plays a role in organic acid sensing (18). To further characterize the role of
Tlp1 in wheat root surface sensing and colonization, we used ∆tlp1 mutants constitutively
expressing GFP in our slide-in chamber. In the slide-in chamber, Dtlp1 was absent in the wheat
root hair and elongation zone, but significantly accumulated at the root tip (compare Figure 33A).
Eventually ∆tlp1 colonizes the wheat root hair, elongation, and unexpectedly, the root tip (Figure
33C). Within 48hpi, ∆tlp1 exhibits the highest colonization levels at the root tip. In the root-inpool Dtlp1 mimics its slide-in chamber behavior, cells form a band close to the root tip, and do not
accumulate in the root hair zone (Figure 33B). Thus, the behavior of the A. brasilense in all wheat
roots regions is dependent on chemotaxis and Tlp1.
∆tlp1 does not preferentially accumulate or colonize in the root hair and elongation zones
in the root in pool and slide-in chamber assays, hinting that Tlp1 senses attractants exuded from
wheat. Previous work has shown that Tlp1 is important in responding to organic acids in a soft
agar assay (18). We tested the role of Tlp1 in sensing organic acids using a chemical-in-plug assay
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Figure 33: ∆tlp1 free swimming response and colonization of wheat roots.
∆tlp1 in the slide in chamber with wheat seedlings (A). A root-in-pool was used to observed
behavior of cells lacking Tlp1 or expressing Tlp1 impaired in binding to c-di-GMP in the presence
of wheat seedlings (B). Time course colonization of wheat roots by ∆tlp1 (C). A. brasilense
constitutively expressing GFP colonization was inoculated into a slide-in-chamber containing 3day old wheat and imaged over the course of 72 hours post inoculation (hpi). A. brasilense is
visible in green and the wheat root is in red (autofluorescence). Images are representative of 3
biological replicates in different chambers. Colonization levels were quantified by calculating
CTCF (Calculated Total Corrected fluorescence) of the bacteria and normalizing to root area. LO
conducted this experiment.
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(Figure 34). WT cells exhibited attractant responses to malate, pyruvate, and succinate when place
in a plug, and this response was dependent upon chemotaxis (Figure 34). Cells lacking Tlp1
displayed altered responses to pyruvate and succinate but were completely null in sensing malate.
To determine if organic acids, and specifically malate, are present in wheat exudates, we performed
metabolomics on exudates collected from wheat roots in the presence of absence of A. brasilense.
We were able to identify 121 metabolites (Table 10), and the majority of these were organic acids
(Figure 35). Malate is abundant in collected wheat exudates (Figure 35) and is rapidly depleted
when A. brasilense is incubated with wheat roots. Thus, Tlp1 plays a role in responding to
metabolizable attractants exuded by wheat roots. Cells lacking Tlp1 are no longer repelled from
the wheat root tip, but accumulate closer and colonize this zone preferentially, indicating that loss
of Tlp1 results in a loss of repellant sensing at the root tip. No obvious repellents were identified
in our metabolomics (Table 10), but previous work has shown that wheat roots exude reactive
oxygen species (ROS), presumably hydrogen peroxide, and this is concentrated at the root tip (30).
Since Tlp1 is vital in responding to wheat root tips and it has been implicated in responding to
redox (18), we hypothesized that Tlp1 is essential in guiding A. brasilense away from the ROS
exuded from the tip. We exposed motile cells to sterilized discs soaked in hydrogen peroxide,
cumene peroxide, or buffer. WT cells move away from hydrogen peroxide discs within 20 minutes
post exposure, and this response depends on functional chemotaxis (Figure 36A). On the other
hand, ∆tlp1 cells are blind to hydrogen peroxide and do not respond. This response can be
complemented by expressing Tlp1 in trans. Migration away from ROS is specific to hydrogen
peroxide, as all strains tested are null for response to cumene peroxide. Furthermore, cells lacking
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Figure 34: A. brasilense response to organic acids.
Motile A. brasilense cells were exposed to low melting point agarose plugs (LMP) containing
10mM malate, pyruvate, or succinate. LO conducted this experiment.
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Table 10: Chemicals identified in wheat exudates.
Metabolites
Dimethylglycine
hydroxybutyrate
Serine
Glycerate
Cytosine
Uracil
Creatinine
Proline
Fumarate
2-Oxoisovalerate
Valine/betaine
Succinate/Methylmalonate
3-Hydroxyisovalerate
Homoserine/Threonine
3-Methylthiopropionate
Nicotinate
Taurine
Thymine
Pyroglutamic acid
Citraconate

Methionine
xylose
3-Methylphenylacetic acid
Guanine
Xanthine
Hydroxyphenylacetate
Xylitol
Dopamine
Histidine
Orotate
Allantoin
pimelic acid
Indole-3-carboxylate
2-Aminoadipate
Phenylpyruvate
Phenylalanine
Phenyllactic acid
Phosphoenolpyruvate
Uric acid
3,4-Dihydroxyphenylacetate
(DOPAC)

N-Acetyl-beta-alanine
Hydroxyproline
Leucine/Isoleucine

Pyridoxamine
Pyridoxine
Sulfolactate

aminocaproic acid
methyl succinic acid
Asparagine
Hydroxyisocaproic acid
Ornithine
Aspartate

sn-Glycerol 3-phosphate
Aconitate
N-Acetylornithine
Arginine
tricarballylic acid
Ascorbate

Malate
Adenine
Hypoxanthine
4-Aminobenzoate
Salicylate

N-Carbamoyl-L-aspartate
Allantoate
2-Isopropylmalate
Gluconolactone
Glucosamine

Indoleacrylate
N-Acetylglutamine
Acetyllysine
N-Acetylglutamate
homocitrulline
Citrate/isocitrate
2-Dehydro-D-gluconate
D-Gluconate
Tryptophan
Pikatropin
D-Glucarate
Pantothenate
N-Acetylglucosamine
deoxycytidine
Deoxyuridine
Ribose phosphate
homocarnosine
Thymidine
Cytidine
Uridine
6-Phospho-Dgluconolactone
Glucosamine phosphate
Glucose phosphate
S-Ribosyl-Lhomocysteine
Adenosine
6-Phospho-D-gluconate
1-Methyladenosine
Guanosine
Xanthosine
N-Acetylglucosamine
1/6-phosphate
Octulose 8/1P
dTMP
CMP
cAMP
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Table 10, continued
Metabolites
Hydroxybenzoate
Phosphorylethanolamine
alpha-Ketoglutarate
Glutamine
3-Phosphoglycerate
Indoleacrylate

myo-Inositol
Tyrosine
Homovanillic acid (HVA)
4-Pyridoxate
UDP-N-acetylglucosamine
Glutathione disulfide

Fructose-1,6bisphosphate
Trehalose/Sucrose
Riboflavin
UDP-glucose
N-Acetylglutamine
Acetyllysine
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Organic Acids

Wheat root exudates

Wheat root exudates in
presence of
A. brasilense

Hydroxyisocaproic acid
D-Gluconate
Phenyllactic acid
3-Hydroxyisovalerate
2-Dehydro-D-gluconate
Malate
Succinate/Methylmalonate
2-hydroxyglutaric acid
Pantothenate
Sulfolactate
alpha-Ketoglutarate
Citrate/isocitrate
D-Glucarate
hydroxybutyrate
Aconitate
methyl succinic acid
Phenylpyruvate
aminocaproic acid
2-Isopropylmalate
tricarballylic acid
Orotate
Homovanillic acid (HVA)
pimelic acid
Fumarate
4-Pyridoxate
Salicylate
Hydroxybenzoate
3-Phosphoglycerate

3
2
1

Ascorbate
Phosphoenolpyruvate

3_4-Dihydroxyphenylacetate (DOPAC)
Indole-3-carboxylate
Hydroxyphenylacetate
3-Methylthiopropionate

Log value

2-Aminoadipate
2-Oxo-4-methylthiobutanoate

0
-1
-2
-3

N-Acetylornithine
3-Methylphenylacetic acid
4-Aminobenzoate
Creatinine
Ornithine
Pikatropin
Indoleacrylate

Figure 35: Metabolomics profiles of wheat root exudates collected in the presence of absence
of WT A. brasilense.
LO conducted this experiment.
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Tlp1 are not more resistant to hydrogen peroxide stress because WT and ∆tlp1 have the same
susceptibility to 3% , 0.3%, and 0.03% hydrogen peroxide. Only 3% hydrogen peroxide kills both
WT (9.9±1.4 mm zone of inhibition) and ∆tlp1 (9.9±2.2 mm zone of inhibition). These data
indicate that Tlp1 is essential in responding to attractants and repellants in the wheat rhizosphere.
PilZ domains are necessary for responding to wheat roots
Tlp1 is important in sensing both attractants and repellants exuded by wheat roots, but it is
unclear how one receptor mediates sensing to both attractant and repellant cues. Tlp1 is a
prototypical chemotaxis receptor with an uncharacterized ligand binding domain. It also possesses
an additional C-terminal domain, PilZ domain that binds to cyclic diguanylate monophosphate (cdi-GMP) (23, 25). C-di-GMP binding to Tlp1 adjusts its sensitivity (23, 25), so we examined the
role of the PilZ domain and c-di-GMP in responding to gradients originating from roots. A.
brasilense cells expressing a form of Tlp1 unable to bind to c-di-GMP (Tlp1R562A R563A) is blind to
all zones of the root in a root-in-pool assay. On the other hand, cells expressing a functional Tlp1
respond to all zones like WT, accumulating close to the root surface in the root hair and elongation
zones and exhibiting a repellant response at the tip (Figure 36). Thus, the c-di-GMP binding to the
PilZ domain of Tlp1 facilitates wheat root sensing.
Tlp1 is not the only PilZ receptor that is important in responding to roots. We have
previously shown that another PilZ receptor, Aer, is important in responding to wheat roots (26).
Aer is an energy taxis receptor that possesses a putative N-terminal FAD binding domain and a Cterminal PilZ domain (26). Cells lacking Aer can partially respond to and colonize wheat roots
(26). In a root-in-pool assay, cells expressing a version of Aer unable to bind c-di-GMP (Aer∆PilZ)
are completely null in responding to wheat roots (Figure 36) and are unable to colonize wheat roots
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∆che1
∆che4

∆tlp1
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(Tlp1)

H2O2

B.
WT
∆aer
(empty vector) (empty vector)

∆aer
(Aer)

H2O2
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Cumene
hydroperoxide

C.
Δtlp1 (Tlp1)

Δtlp1
(Tlp1R562AR563A)

Root tip

Root hair

D.

Root tip

Root hair

Δaer
(Aer)

Δaer
(Aer∆PilZ)

Figure 36: The role of PilZ chemotaxis receptors in responding to reactive oxygen species
and roots
Motile A. brasilense cells lacking Tlp1 (A) or Aer (B) were exposed to filter paper soaked in buffer,
hydrogen peroxide, or cumene peroxide. A response is indicated by a ring forming away from the
filter paper. A root-in-pool assay was used to observe the motility behavior of cells expressing
Tlp1 (C) or Aer (D) impaired in binding to c-di-GMP in the vicinity of the roots of wheat seedlings.
Arrows indicate an accumulation of motile cells seen as a band. LO conducted this experiment.
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(26). Despite having different ligands, both Tlp1 and Aer are essential in responding to wheat
roots, suggesting that their PilZ domains facilitate this response.
C-di-GMP levels mediate response to hydrogen peroxide
Previous work has shown that Aer is dispensable for malate sensing (26), so we
hypothesized Aer would have a role in repellant and ROS sensing. In an ROS disk assay, ∆aer is
blind to hydrogen peroxide (Fig 8). Both Tlp1 and Aer modulate the response to ROS, so
hypothesized that the c-di-GMP binding to the PilZ domains and thus, intracellular availability of
c-di-GMP is crucial to this response. c-di-GMP is a secondary messenger that is made by
diguanylate cyclases (DGCs) and broken down by phosphodiesterases (PDEs) in response to
environmental cues (31). A. brasilense encodes over 30 DGCs and PDEs, only 2 of which are
characterized (32). Here, we used an optogenetic system that transiently changes c-di-GMP levels
on a timescale consistent with chemotaxis (25) This system uses a red-light activated diguanylate
cyclase and a blue-light activated phosphodiesterase. The enzymes are encoded on separate
plasmids, and by illuminating cells carrying these plasmids with red or blue light for 10 sec
intracellular c-di-GMP levels can be changed significantly (25, 33). These changes in intracellular
c-di-GMP level are rapid and temporary, which is advantageous when studying behavior
dependent on motility (25, 33). Temporarily (10 minutes; (25)) lowering c-di-GMP levels in WT
cells renders them unable to respond to hydrogen peroxide stresses (Figure 37). On the other hand,
cells with increased c-di-GMP levels respond 10 minutes sooner to all concentrations of hydrogen
peroxide (Figure 37C). Thus, intracellular c-di-GMP availability is essential in setting the
sensitivity of cells to respond to hydrogen peroxide in a spatial gradient assay.
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WT
WT
WT
(pBLUE- (pRED-DGC)
(empty vector)
PDE)

A.
H2 O2

Buffer

10 minutes
[H2O2] 3% 0.3% 0.03%

B.

WT
(empty vector)
NR

WT
(pRED-DGC)

20 minutes
3% 0.3% 0.03%

NR

NR

Control
NR

NR

NR

Increase
c-di-GMP

Figure 37: The influence of intracellular c-di-GMP levels on the chemotaxis repellent
response to hydrogen peroxide in a spatial gradient assay
Intracellular c-di-GMP levels were manipulated using an optogenetic system, as described in
Materials and Methods (A). Motile cells are exposed to filter paper soaked in buffer or in hydrogen
peroxide solution. A repellent response is indicated by a ring forming a certain distance away from
the filter paper within the time indicated. Modulating the intracellular c-di-GMP concentrations
altered the response time and the sensitivity of the cells to the concentration of hydrogen peroxide
as can be seen in (B). NR indicates no response. All assays were observed every 5 minutes for 2
hours. Shown is the timing of initial response (10-20 minutes). LO conducted this experiment.
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Chemotaxis is beneficial in other plant-microbe interactions
Here we have detailed a mechanism in which A. brasilense uses chemotaxis and specific
chemotaxis receptors to respond to wheat roots. We then examined the role of chemotaxis in other
plant-microbe interactions. We monitored A. brasilense accumulation and colonization of
Medicago sativa (alfalfa) roots, another plant that A. brasilense is known to colonize (11). WT
accumulates in the root hair and elongation zones of alfalfa and does not accumulate at the root tip
(Figure 38A). Chemotaxis-null cells (∆che1∆che4) do not exhibit preferential accumulation in any
zone of alfalfa (Figure 38B). Furthermore, colonization of alfalfa roots is not observed until 1week post inoculation, a delay compared with A. brasilense colonization of wheat, which is
observed at 48hpi (Figure 38C-E). When placed in competition, WT was able to colonize alfalfa
roots, whereas ∆che1∆che4 was not recovered from alfalfa roots (Figure 38C-E). So chemotaxis
provides A. brasilense with an advantage when colonizing roots of various plant species. We
hypothesized that other bacterial species would also use chemotaxis to find desirable root zones
and colonize.
To test this, we used environmental isolates (general lab stock) in a root-in-pool assay with
wheat. These isolates were obtained from soil of various cereals and grains (red clover and orchard
grass) at the Agricultural Station at the University of Tennessee. Isolates were selected blindly and
their response to wheat roots were tested. Root-in-pool and 1-week colonization assays were used
to determine if short term accumulation mimicked long term colonization patterns. After
determining colonization levels, strains were identified using 16S sequencing. We selected 3
isolates and found that only 1 isolate (Genus Ochrobactrum) preferentially accumulated in any
wheat root zone in the root-in-pool assay. Ochrobactrum had high levels of accumulation at the
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Figure 38: Accumulation and colonization WT and chemotaxis null strains around alfafa
roots
Free swimming cells of the WT (A) and the ∆che1∆che4 mutant derivative (B) accumulation
around alfalfa roots. Time course of the colonization of the surface of alfalfa roots by WT (C) and
Δche1Δche4 (D). 5-day colonization levels of WT and chemotaxis null when inoculated at a ratio
of 1:1 for competition (E). A. brasilense constitutively expressing GFP colonization was
inoculated into a slide in-chamber containing 3-day old wheat seedlings and imaged over the
course of 72 hours post inoculation (hpi). A. brasilense is visible in green and the wheat roots are
in red (autofluorescence). Images are representative of 3 chamber replicates. In chamber (C, D)
colonization levels were quantified by calculating CTCF (Calculated Total Corrected
fluorescence) of the attached bacteria and normalizing to root area. Five-day colonization was
measured by CFU counts from homogenized roots. NR indicates no response because no bacteria
were recovered under these conditions. LO conducted this experiment.
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elongation zone. The other 2 isolates (both Genus Stenotrophomonas) both formed homogenous
pools with no strong accumulation in any zone. We also noticed that Ochrobactrum had higher
levels of colonization on wheat, while Stenotrophomonas could colonize, but colonized at much
lower levels (Figure 39). Both Ochrobactrum and Stenotrophomonas genuses encode chemotaxis
gene, but only Ochrobactrum exhibits an attractant response to wheat. Thus, chemotaxis provides
multiple species with the ability to preferentially recognize and colonize root zones and species.

Discussion
Here we use a novel chamber to analyze the role of bacterial chemotaxis in plant-microbe
interactions in real time. Using this chamber, we show that bacterial chemotaxis modulates the
root colonization pattern of A. brasilense. Here we show that chemotaxis and individual
chemotaxis receptors mediate both attractant and repellant responses to distinct regions of roots.
The different patterns exhibited by bacteria in the root hair/elongation versus the root tip zones
suggest these are chemically distinct environments.
Using end-point analyses and microscopy, bacterial chemoreceptors were found to
facilitate plant-microbe interactions in the association of B. subtilis with roots of A. thaliana:
mutant derivatives lacking individual chemoreceptors were impaired in their ability to colonize
the root surfaces (34). Other studies have used metabolomics and binding assays to show the
importance of receptors in plant-microbe interactions. In Sinorhizobium meliloti, McpU senses
proline which is abundant in alfalfa exudates (8). A chemoreceptor in Pseudomonas putida, McpG,
binds to GABA which is exuded from plant roots, such as tomatoes (35, 36). These studies
establish the role of chemotaxis receptors by linking behaviors of mutants to specific compounds
found in the root exudates that are also ligands for these chemotaxis receptor (4). Here, we
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A.

Stenotrophomonas 1 Ochrobactrum Stenotrophomonas 2

B.

Figure 39: Free swimming and colonization behavior of motile environmental isolates with
wheat roots
Accumulation of free-swimming cells of each isolate around wheat roots in the root-in-pool assay
was observed and quantified as described in Fig 3 (A). Suspension of the isolates were also
inoculated to sterile wheat seedlings and colonization of wheat root surfaces 4 days post
inoculation ware determined after CFU counts of homogenized roots to determine colonization
level (B). SA conducted this experiment.
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characterize how real time motility patterns that are regulated by chemotaxis signaling alter the
interaction with and colonization of plant roots over time. In addition to the role of A. brasilense
chemotaxis in association with wheat roots, we provide evidence that these approaches can be
employed to characterize bacterial chemotaxis in other plant-microbe associations. The tools and
results presented here thus supplement these studies by expanding the temporal resolution for the
analyses of plant-microbe associations.
Here we identify two chemoreceptors, Tlp1 and Aer, that when deleted, render A.
brasilense mutants blind to the repellant signal(s) originating from the root tips. Root tips are
actively growing regions that are known for producing ROS, and ROS are critical to plant growth,
including at the tip (37, 38). We show that A. brasilense chemotactically responds to spatial
gradients of hydrogen peroxide as a repellent but does not respond to ROS generated via organic
peroxide, suggesting that this response is specific to hydrogen peroxide. These types of ROS are
abundant in plant roots (37, 38). Tlp1 and Aer have distinct sensory specificity, but both possess
a C -terminal PilZ domain (23, 25, 26) predicted (Aer) or shown (Tlp1) to bind c-di-GMP. Previous
work has shown that c-di-GMP binding affects the sensitivity of A. brasilense to oxygen gradients
(25) and that c-di-GMP binding to Tlp1 (23) and to Aer (26) impairs chemotaxis receptor activity.
Therefore, we hypothesized that the ROS repellent response is mediated by binding of c-di-GMP.
It follows that the repellent response should change with intracellular c-di-GMP levels. Consistent
with this hypothesis, we showed that lowering c-di-GMP levels using optogenetics abolished the
repellent response to hydrogen peroxide while increasing c-di-GMP levels caused a precocious
response to a hydrogen peroxide gradient, suggesting an increased sensitivity. Together this
evidence supports a role for c-di-GMP in modulating chemotaxis receptor sensitivity to ROS. The
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only previously reported repellants, changes in oxygenation and redox changes have been linked
to c-di-GMP metabolism in A. brasilense (23, 25, 26, 39). The results obtained suggest that these
repellent responses are mediated via c-di-GMP binding to the PilZ domain of chemotaxis receptors
such as Tlp1 and Aer. The genome of A. brasilense encodes a total of 6 PilZ-containing
chemotaxis receptors (26), suggesting c-di-GMP levels are major cues to integrate metabolism
with chemotaxis in this species.
In addition to repellant response, we also observed that a strain expressing a Tlp1 variant
unable to bind c-di-GMP was blind to attractant gradients originating from the root elongation and
hair zones. This diverges from strains that just lack Tlp1, which can still partially respond to and
will colonize these zones. We previously observed a similar effect on wheat root colonization and
sensing of gradients in the roots with Aer: a strain lacking Aer could respond to and colonize
wheat, while one expressing an Aer variant lacking the PilZ domain was severely impaired in
colonization and root sensing (26). On the other hand, a strain lacking Aer or Tlp1 or expressing a
variant unable to bind c-di-GMP can respond to gradients of single chemicals such as oxygen or
single organic acids (23, 25, 26, 40). These observations suggest that functional PilZ domains and
c-di-GMP binding to these domains are necessary for recognizing and integrating cues from
complex gradients found in the vicinity of roots.
How could c-di-GMP binding to one receptor influence the integration of multiple cues?
One possibility may lie in the organization of chemotaxis receptors in large clusters at the cell
poles. A. brasilense cells express two chemotaxis arrays that are spatially distinct at the cell pole
(27). Chemotaxis receptors segregate based on length into distinct arrays (41), and A. brasilense
encodes 2 receptor lengths, 38H and 36H which separate into distinct operons (27). All PilZ
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containing receptors in A. brasilense belong to the same class, 38H, indicating that these receptors
are likely signaling together and may control sensitivity of the 38H cluster (27). If Tlp1 or Aer
are missing from the cluster, the cluster can signal. On the other hand, if Tlp1 or Aer are present,
but unable to bind c-di-GMP, the cluster appears “off”. So, c-di-GMP binding to PilZ receptors
primes the array to an “on” state to allow integration of all sensed cues. Whether this is true for all
PilZ receptors is unclear. It could be that Tlp1 and Aer are highly abundant and control signaling
of the array through interactions with other receptors, but the fact that all PilZ receptors are in the
same array hints at a universal function for c-di-GMP controlling sensitivity of the 38H array.
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CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this dissertation was to further characterize complex signaling amongst two
chemotaxis systems in Azospirillum brasilense. This dissertation first examined the organization
of proteins within two chemotaxis arrays found at the cell pole. We have found that chemotaxis
paralogs encoded in separate operons are able to interact and form mixed baseplates (Chapter 1).
This finding diverges from previously observed systems that spatially segregate chemotaxis
paralogs into separate arrays (1). The mixed baseplate is advantageous for A. brasilense because
the Che1 and Che4 operons regulate two independent parameters of chemotaxis. Che1 controls
swimming speed (2), while Che4 is responsible for modulating reversal frequency (3), so
integrating these proteins via mixing into signaling arrays, as opposed to spatial segregation,
ensures that the cell integrates signals both of these pathways to produce a coordinated response
to attractants or repellants without detrimental cross-talk.
We also showed that A. brasilense possesses two separate chemotaxis receptor arrays that
are segregated by receptor class length (38H and 36H) (Figure 40). Work in this dissertation has
focused on the function of a subclass of 38H receptors: PilZ containing receptors that can bind to
the secondary messenger cyclic diguanylate monophosphate (c-di-GMP). Cells expressing
receptors impaired in c-di-GMP binding can still partially respond to oxygen, suggesting there are
other c-di-GMP independent oxygen sensors, like AerC (6). These A. brasilense PilZ-receptor
mutants are null for sensing complex gradients such as root exudates in the rhizosphere. Loss of
c-di-GMP binding to either Tlp1 or Aer renders cells completely blind to wheat roots, a phenotype
more profound than loss of the receptor. (Chapter 3-Chapter 4). This “blindness” hints at an
important role for PilZ containing receptors: integrating information in complex gradients. It is
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Figure 40: Model of A. brasilense chemotaxis signal transduction
A. brasilense possesses two chemotaxis receptor arrays, 38H and 36H. The arrays receive signals
via extra- or intracellular cues. Upon binding to a ligand, the signal is transduced down the receptor
to a baseplate composed of protein encoded in both the Che1 and Che4 operons. CheY proteins
then transduce the signal to the flagellar motor and modulate swimming speed and reversal
frequency. The 38H receptor contains a subclass of receptors, PilZ containing receptors (purple
triangles) that bind the secondary messenger cyclic diguanylate monophosphate (c-di-GMP) and
play a role in signaling integration of multiple receptors.
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currently unclear how loss of c-di-GMP binding to a single receptor would effectively blind cells
to the multitude of chemicals present in the rhizosphere, but one possibility could be
chemoreceptor organization. Chemotaxis receptors associate and signal with receptors that are the
same heptad length (7), and these associations form large signaling arrays (8-10). Tlp1 and Aer
appear to be interacting and signaling with other chemotaxis receptors responsible for sensing
rhizosphere cues and loss of c-di-GMP binding to either Tlp1 or Aer produces the same phenotype:
the cells are unable to sense any gradient and behave as a non- chemotaxis mutants would. This
suggests that loss of c-di-GMP binding by Tlp1 and Aer not only turns off theses PilZ-containing
receptors but also the other receptors with which they interact in signaling arrays. A. brasilense’s
dependence on PilZ domains differs from how other organisms use receptor interactions to
modulate output. In E. coli, two minor receptors, Tap and Trg, do not signal when both major
receptors, Tar and Tsr are missing (11). This is due to Tar and Tsr’s role in binding to CheR, the
methyltransferase. When Tar or Tsr is present, it can recruit CheR where CheR can then methylate
neighboring receptors and modulate their sensitivity. Thus Tar or Tsr is necessary for Trg or Tap
to be methylated and to be able to sense and respond to gradients (12, 13). This loss of function
can be rectified by creating chimera receptors: Tap/Trg with the CheR binding domain from either
Tar or Tsr. While E. coli minor receptors depend on the presence of at least one major receptors,
A. brasilense differs from this model by needing a small secondary messenger to bind to receptors
to coordinate signaling.
But how could c-di-GMP binding to a receptor be causing a change in signaling state? PilZ
domains undergo extreme conformation changes when binding c-di-GMP in other organisms.
Vibrio cholerae and Pseudomonas putida express VCA0042 and PP4397, respectively, which is a
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two-domain protein that contains a C-terminal PilZ domain. When both VCA0042 and PP4397
bind to c-di-GMP, the protein undergoes a conformation change which tightens the packing and
brings the C-terminal PilZ domain closer to the N-terminus (24, 25). Though unstudied in A.
brasilense, c-di-GMP binding to the C-terminal PilZ domains of chemoreceptors is likely inducing
extreme conformation changes that could change the receptor conformation and signaling state
and this conformation change could be transduced to neighboring receptors. PilZ-containing
receptors could influence the signaling states of other receptors in two possible ways: either by
influencing the signaling state locally (affecting signaling of a small receptor neighborhoods) or
universally (by changing the signaling state of the entire array) (Figure 41). Since all 6 PilZ
receptors are 38H and loss of Aer and Tlp1 c-di-GMP binding result in the same phenotype
(Chapter 3-4), PilZ receptors are likely associating and signaling together in a 38H chemotaxis
signaling array. Each PilZ receptor has a different ligand binding domain and thus, a likely
different specificity. It could be that the cell needs the information from all PilZ receptors to
compute an appropriate response and turning one of these receptors “off” affects the cell’s signal
(Figure 41). Each PilZ receptor has a different ligand binding domain, and likely a different
specificity (See Introduction, Figure 7). In this model, PilZ receptors form a subcluster within the
signaling array and signaling together in an all-or-none response. Receptors binding to c-di-GMP
could affect the signaling state of its neighboring receptors via a large conformation change that
influences the CheA conformation and phosphorylation state. Receptors locked in the “off” state
(unable to bind c-di-GMP) would lock this subcluster in a non-signaling state. This all-or-none
response has been previously modeled with E. coli chemoreceptors (14-16). If this model is
correct, loss of c-di-GMP binding to any of the other 4 PilZ receptors should yield similar results
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Figure 41: C-di-GMP affects chemoreceptor signaling state
PilZ containing receptors can either exhibit effects locally as a signaling team (A) or throughout
the array (B). In A all PilZ receptors form a subcluster within the array and signal as a team. When
all receptors are on (c-di-GMP bound), the signal is amplified, and the cell responds. If one PilZ
receptor is off though it changes the ability of the signal to be amplified and the cell is impaired in
response.
In B, PilZ receptors are distributed throughout the array, and c-di-GMP binding to these receptors
causes a conformation change in the receptor which primes the entire array for signaling. Depicted
are the ligand binding domains (top down view) of the array. Receptors in the array can change
from a tensed (T) state to a relaxed (R) state. T-state receptors cause CheA to be kinase on, while
R state receptors lead to kinase-off. PilZ receptors could mediate this transition by undergoing an
conformation change that changes the T/R state of neighboring receptors.
Circles represent dimers of receptors. Orange are PilZ-containing receptors and blue are non PilZ
receptors.
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to loss of binding to Tlp1 or Aer: cells blind to complex, rhizosphere gradients. To understand if
this is even possible, future studies should look at the potential for interaction between PilZ
receptors using bacterial two-hybrid assays and/ or protein pulldowns. We should also investigate
the ligand specificity of each PilZ receptor and determine if they are involved in sensing
rhizosphere cues and/ or energy taxis.
Another possibility is that c-di-GMP binding to chemoreceptors could prime the entire
array for signaling. Previous studies have hypothesized that signal amplification is achieved by
changes in array packing state. For instance, in E. coli, chemoreceptors undergo top-down
transitions during ligand binding that ultimately change the array conformation. These transitions
are initiated with the sensing domain going from Tensed (T) state to Relaxed (R) state upon
attractant ligand binding (17, 18), which spreads to the rest of the receptor (17, 19-21) and alters
the signaling state of CheA by influencing the receptor-kinase interaction face (21). These
transitions are proposed to affect large areas of the chemoreceptor array, priming the array for
cooperative signaling (17, 19). Receptors in the tense/ compact state are in a kinase-on state.
Binding of an attractant causes the sensing domain to change conformation and thus the rest of the
receptor changes state and influences the CheA-receptor interface and forces CheA into a kinaseoff state (19). Methylation of receptors reverses the kinase state by changing receptor conformation
in E. coli (19). To date, we have only observed methylation-independent taxis in A. brasilense (22,
23), but this does not disqualify the ability to change receptor conformation and thus the T/R state
of the array. If PilZ receptors are distributed throughout the entire array, changes in c-di-GMP
binding state could have far reaching effects (Figure 41). Results presented in this dissertation
show that c-di-GMP binding to Tlp1 and Aer play a major role in the bacterial response to complex
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gradients, but for this model to be true PilZ receptors would need to be spread throughout the array
and undergo significant conformation changes that can influence neighboring receptors. Here we
would expect PilZ receptors to be promiscuous: able to interact with any other 38H receptor, not
just other PilZ receptors. We would also expect all PilZ receptors to be highly expressed as they
would constitute the majority of receptors within the 38H array. Finally, we would expect loss of
c-di-GMP binding to affect sensitivity to many more cues that previously observed. For instance,
the majority of A. brasilense receptors are predicted to be within the 38H array, with only 3
receptors predicted to be within the 36H array, none of which are PilZ containing receptors. This
model implies that the 36H and 38H signaling arrays are functionally different. So we should be
able to identify 38H and 36H specific cues, and thus c-di-GMP dependent and independent cues.
So even if the 38H receptor is off due to low c-di-GMP levels, the 36H array is still functional and
able to signal. We currently have a clue has to one of these cues: oxygen. Results in this dissertation
show that altering c-di-GMP levels or expressing receptors impaired in binding c-di-GMP impairs
A. brasilense’s ability to sense oxygen, but cells are not null. This suggests that WT cells integrate
cues from both the 38H and 36H signaling arrays when sensing oxygen, but when the 38H array
is off, then the 36H array can partially compensate.
When looking at this dissertation as a whole, we are able to generate a model of chemotaxis
in A. brasilense (Figure 40). A. brasilense possesses two chemotaxis receptor arrays, each with
different length class of receptors. These receptors can receive information from extracellular cues
(i.e. carbon or nitrogen sources) or intracellular cues (i.e. FAD). The mixed baseplate integrates
cues from multiple receptors to modulate both swimming speed and reversal frequency. One of
these arrays (38H) contains all of the PilZ-containing chemotaxis receptors (including Tlp1 and
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Aer), and c-di-GMP binding to the PilZ receptors in this array control signal integration and
receptor contribution. The 38H receptor array signaling is c-di-GMP dependent, while we would
expect c-di-GMP to have no role in 36H array signaling, due to the lack of PilZ-containing
receptors. This model implies that the 38H and 36H signaling arrays are functional different and
modulate while the role of c-di-GMP, if any, in affecting the 36H receptor array remains unclear.
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Supplemental Dataset 1- 38H Receptors
>Az_bra|GCF_001315015.1-AMK58_RS04445--38H
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MTN---------------------------------SSSL--------------------------------------SKAFALGA------------------------VAALLV---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AAL------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------L---------------------------VTDALDVG
-----G-----------------------------------------------------APL---------------------------------------------RI--------GIGAAALAA-LVGV-M-LCMVR--AR
A----AVGQAVAVCQAVSRGDFEARVVNVREKGDLGELMHALNDSIDRTDAFIREATASMSYVSANKYFRRI
VLKGMQGNFLHASRTINTATD-AIAVKVKGFAGVTDRFETQIRAVCEQVSGTAHQLEMSARTMESDAQTATG
KASSVAAAASQTGSSVGSVAVATEELSASIREIARQVEEVAKVAANAAGEAERSNALIAELSGAAKTVGEVV
TLINDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVAQEVKRLADQTAKATGDIAGQIAGIQSSTDVAVASIVG
IGHTIQDINQIAGGIAAGIGQQGSAIRSIVSNMDQAAAGTRAVTVDIQDVTTAAERTSGTAHEVFAASERMT
VQADRLTREVQLFL-DEMHKV--A-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Az_bra|GCF_001315015.1-AMK58_RS08090--38H
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MTS---------------------------------LSSV--------------------------------------SKSLAAAA------------------------SAALLS-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------G
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AQAVYGFMTGDAV--------AAALGLLAI-LPCL---AAIRW--LA
L-TNRTIHKAIAVIAAAEKGDLQPRILNIQGASPIADMLRTLNRLLDRVESFGKEANAAMQHAAEGQYYRRI
VMTGMVGEFGAYAHQINDGLAAM-DGKSREFVESATRIGANIKEVAQSLSASAAQLEASSTAMTATAATASE
QSFSAASAAEQVSSNVDGVAAATGEVSGAIGEVAQGVSRTADLARSSVEKVREADATIRSLLAASDQIGAVV
QLINDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVATEVKNLANQTAKATEDISAQISQVQSVTRDTAAVIQH
VGGMIHDIDQIAVGIAGAAEQQSAAIDEISRSIREASAGVRTVADAVTSVSSGAQDASAAASQVLSSAGELA
RRAETLNGDIDKFV-ARVCGGQR------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------>Ma.mag.767-amb0586-YP_419949.1--38H
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MNSS----------------------------------SL--------------------------------------SRALAATA------------------------LAALLC-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------G
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VGAVIALSR--GA--------LLDAGAMGLAALGA-L-GALLF--IN
R-ARRSVHRACTILAEAGAGRLDVRVVGITESGVLGQLDKAINRLLDLTEAFTKEADAAMALTSEGRYFRHI
LTDGLVGEFADHARLINQALSQM-EKRALAFSTEATGVGNTIKHVTQVVASTATELEATAQQMSDIASQTSE
QSTRVAGAAEDAYSHVESVAAAAEQVSSGIRDVAARIQDSARMAQETVRVATETDDAINGLNTAAQKIGEVV
SLITEIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVANEVKHLANQTARATDEISSQIDGMRHATGQAVEAVRN
IAGKIREINDNATGIAATTEQQSAAVAEMSRSIRTVAADVQTVADTIGEVASTAGTATDAAGQVLIAAGDLA
SRTVSMNDDIDAFI-SRVCSGIKG--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------G--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb2196-YP_421559.1--38H
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MES--------------------------------TLGSY--------------------------------------ARTLSLGMLVP--------------------SAICLLA-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------G
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TFGLLGGSS-IAL------WVVITVSLIGV-VGGV---KIGGS--AR
R-MAGDLSTAIHVLSRSASGDLNARILDVRGSDGIGALQRSINRLLDLAEAFGKEAFAAVESANHGRYYRRI
ITTGLRGDFVLYAKTINHALKRM-EARDAEFIAFA---NNQVKPVVNAVAAAATELEASSGAMSAQSTDTSH
QAMTVAAAAEQASVNVQAVASAVEEFSASIKEISAQVHRAAAVASEAAGVASRTDTTVHGLNEAAERIGAIV
SLINDIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGDAGKGFAVVANEVKNLANQTARATEDITSQVAHIQQVAAEAIQAIDE
ITRTVSQIEETSSAVAGAVEEQNAVTVEIARNVAEAATGTSSVSSAIITVQATAAEATESAGQVADAASELS
RQSENLSREVDGFI-ARIGGR-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3701-YP_423064.1--38H
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------M-------------------LPN------------------
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----------------IDSR------------------------------Q-------ASSLLIVI------------------------VIALTV-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LAIISL------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TGGPLGGLQ----------WMELILCLVLG-GAGLLIGASLRVR-VG
K-TAEFVDRATRVVAAAAQGDLNARITNIDRRHPIASLLSGINRVLDLSEAFAKEANTAMQYANQRKYFRTI
LTKGLRGDFVTFATTINRSLAMM-ETNEKAFVAFA---EEKVRPVARAVGGASSALADNASNLSAQASDTSQ
QAMTVAAAAEQASVNVQAVASAVEEFSASIREITQQVNRAASTAQEASGKVEQTNSVVQTLGNAAQRIGDVV
SLIQDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVANEVKNLANQTARATEDITQQVSQIQDATKEAVQAMSE
IGVTVAQIEETSAAVAGAVEEQNAVTQEIARNVAEAATGTQSVSEAISLVQAAAKNALDGAAEVSHSSQSMS
RDSSNLIENIDSFL-DRLRA--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb4008-YP_423371.1--38H
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MQN---------------------------------LSSV--------------------------SKARR-------ACQITFGL------------------------ALALVL---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------V------AL----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LLQN----WVAAGFAVVLA-IPAW---IPVGL--LN
R-SNASIEKAAQVCAAAAQGNLGVRIMDIKGQGNIGQMLRSINRLLDLTEAYCRESQAAMEHANQRQYFRKI
IPTGLRGDFARYAGIINTSLDLM-KGRDADALNFA---EQNVRVLVQEVSSASTQLRQSSDRLMNNATQTVE
QAMTSAAAAEEASVNVQSVAGAAEELAASFGEINMQTTRATAISSEAMVTAQRTDQTVQDLGHAAAQIGSVL
SLIQDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVANEVKTLANQTARATEEISAHVSQIQLASEGAAAAIRE
IAQIVGTIQETSTAVAGAVEEQNAVTMEISRNVQEAATGTASVSEAVAYVKDTAETTDQEAREISAAAASLA
ARADDLEAQIGGFI-AKIKGQAA------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------>Ma.mag.767-amb0994-YP_420357.1--38H
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MET--------------------------------TLGSY--------------------------------------ARTLSLGMLVP--------------------SAICLLA---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------G
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TFGLLGGSS-IAL------WVVIAVSLLGV-VGGV---KIGGS--AR
R-MAGDLSTAIHVLSRSASGDLNARILDVRGSGGIGALQHSINRLLDLAEAFGKEAFAAVESANHGRYYRRI
ITTGLRGDFVLYAKTINQALKRM-EARDAEFIAFA---NNQVKPVVNAVAAAATELEASSGAMSAQSTDTSH
QAMTVAAAAEQASVNVQAVASAVEEFSASIKEISTQVHRAAAVASEAAGVASRTDTTVHGLSDAAQRIGAIV
SLINDIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGDAGKGFAVVANEVKNLANQTARATEDITSQVAHIQEVAAEAIKAIQE
ITRTVSQIEETSSAVAGAVEEQNAVTVEIARNVAEAATGTSSVSSAIITVQATAAEATESAGQVADAASELS
RQSENLSREVDGFI-ARIGGR-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb0184-YP_419547.1--38H
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MSNP----------------------------------SL--------------------------------------RGRTNTAAFLVG-------------------TAVALIG----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LV--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AAAAIWRLFAT---EGGAGFAGGA------------LVVLVLAGLFLTAVSL-AALRE--VR
T-VLSLIERGAATAHQAAQGDLNIRVLRIGRQDELGRMLNGLNHVLDLTEEFAKDTGAAMKRAGAKEYFRYI
PLQGLRGDYRTYAEMINKVLGDM-EARDQQTQA----FEKNVHDMVSQVASATTGIGRTAQTMASRSESAGG
RSITVGEAAETTTQLASAVSESTRQLAQAINEIAQQVTQSASVAQTAVSDIGETVECMNGLADSVSQIGVVV
QLINDIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVANEVKNLANQTARATDDISRQVGAVQGAAQAAATGVAG
VVSTIRTIDGIASAIASAVQEQEAVTRDISAHIDEVATKASEVSENVAHLSQSTAQACGGTVRVIWSARTLS
KVVEALNDEVNAYV-SKVR------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Az_bra|GCF_001315015.1-AMK58_RS09990--38H
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------M----------------EGVLAR---------------------------------I-SI--------------------------------------SGKIYSVV--------------------------AILG----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VV-----------AAIIGG-----------------------VGSFGMQAYDDKFDQIQNWSRRSL-------------------------------------------------------INEQINSLIYKVVMDSR------------------GIYAADGTA----------------------DATPYAKN-------ILGATS---------------------------EL
EKLMGKLED------------MQPPE------------NKAAFGEVQQTARAFVLH--------RNEVARLG
------MEA-----------SPDKARE----------HGDTTEG-----------RGIRTKL-GQYMEKASE
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R---------NMQGIAQANDE----LSAVNSLMT--TL--------MMVVGIGGG-LGAL-A-LSVLV--AR
IGISRPIAGITDVMARLATGDTSVTVPGLGRGDEIGGMAKAV--------AVFKDNAVDRERMRVAEEAERR
----------------------AKERRTHAVEELVQSFDRNVSGILRTVASAATELEATAQSMLTTADQTKG
QAASTAAAAEQASVNVQTVAAATNELSASINEISGQVTRSTNIASHAVGEAQQTNERVQGLVAQAQRIGDVV
KLITDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVASEVKNLANQTAKATEEIASQIASMQEATGGAAAAING
IGDTIGTISEIATIIASAVEEQGSATGEIARNVQQAAQGTHLVTTNITEVSDGATQTGSAATQVLGAAGELS
RQSEVLRTEVERFL-AGIRAA---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Az_bra|GCF_001315015.1-AMK58_RS05235--38H
MT--------------------------------------------------------------------------IGTRIA---------LGFAAVL-----LMTVA--------VAFVGWNSL-------RTYAGRVDLAA
---------------------------HTAELDARLKTVRI----EEAR-FVTERDSK--------------AADNVPGMLDRLRDEAQGTRSALEDAGSIRLVDEI-----LSGIAGYRSAFAN----------FVAQ-D-KEARARTQSMETRAQALREIAEKIGNQQSD---RYDQNMVSLKDAEHAVRQSRDTSDRADRLIEMVLEARRL
QSDFAHTRNPATMAAAGEAIAALLANAE--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TIEKDLVGTNDEEL-AQRIVTIAGAYRMV
F-----EQAGAE---GVGDSASGRIQALDRHAHEIQN----------------------------------------------------------LAHEMQENQAMVSSALQEAA----------N-------FAQSEVNEA-----------V----------QLRGIAMRL------IQGAQAA---------MLGQRDFILMSGEDARGRV
HGAVKETLALAT----QAGAVLVDSE------------GRALIAAITEAAQAFDGE--------FAALVTAS
------ENQ----------------------------------------------RTASRTM-AKAAGDVSE
Q---------VARLVSIQRDD----RENGRSGAE--LI--------IIIGAAVAL-ALGM-V-MAWII--DR
A-ITHPMHAMTKAMGRLAEGDLTVDIPGGDRRDELRAMADAL--------SVFKENALEMQRMEGEREEMRR
Q---------------------IDADRRRTMNEFANGFEQAVSGVVLSLTESAGNLGRDAQEMSSDAALTTA
KSSAVAAASEQASSNVQTVAAAAEELSSSIAEISRQLNSSSQVAVGAAAKATETNGIVEGLAEAAQRIGQVV
DLIGEIAEQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVATEVKNLAGQTAKATEEISSQVAQMQAATGGAVGAIRT
ISDAVGTISSTVSEIARAMEQQGLATREIAQNVNQAAEGTQEVMHHIAEVTNAATKTGGAADAVLSASRTLA
GQAEHLRSEVQGFL-NKVRTA---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Az_bra|GCF_001315015.1-AMK58_RS07770--38H
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------M-------------------LSN---------------------------------I-SI--------------------------------------GTRIALLV------------------------AASVVTLGL--LGGTVTVGAQRMFEATAELDQFRDAYEHTAAIERRASRLRFQ
ALRFVADRDETAAEAFAKNAEEASRLLDDLKERGVERLPQE-------ELDHLSQG-----IGTLKERFSSV
V----------A---RAKELGLSDDSGLRGVLRASARAIEDELKQW---------------------------------------------------PNADKLTGRMESMRKMEK------------------DFIIYSDES----------------------LLSGHRKA-------FNEFTF-------------------------------------------------FLADS---------GL-DTATQTKLEKQARTYRTD--------LGRFVDAT
KA---FRAE-------------------------------VQTF-----------NDAFQAM-VPRFEALLD
S---------ANAGMAGAVET----QNRVRGEVI--AN--------VLQVGSVLL-VGFA-I-ISLLV--AR
S-ITRPLRLIEGVMERLAGGDRTATVPETGRRDEIGAMARAV--------SVFKENLQRTHELEQESRRAER
R---------------------AEEERESALRAIAHDFDSAFGRVLHTVSHAADQIRNGAHILRDTAEKMKE
QALDTSEKAEQTSEVVGIVNNVSRTLSASIGEIGGRVTTSSTAIRRAVDHARQSDTAVAALADSSQRIGEIV
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RLINDIAGQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVASEVKVLANQTAKATEDIAGQVGAIQEATGSVVEAIRA
IRTTVEEVAHLSEDVSAAVRDQLEQTEEIVGAVGRANDNTHEVTESVSTMAITAAETGKSAIEMIYSAAQLA
DELRQLEADADRFV-SSIKI----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Az_bra|GCF_001315015.1-AMK58_RS05280--38H
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DESARLESEVREFL-TSVRTA---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3102-YP_422465.1--38H
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MPNGVI--------LSDRPAGWSKQNRECP---------MRDNGAITNRE-------------VELKDDDML
VSRTDAGGRITFVN---KAFIDISGFTE--QELLGSPHNLVRHPHMPKEAFADLWASIKAGRPWEGYVKNRT
KTGDHYWVRANVTPFMEKGQIAGFISIRSKPTRAQINA-------------------------------------------------AEQAYALFREGKARGLAIRDGR-VVSTGLGGRVSALKN-----------------------------------SI--------------------------------------AGRLSGVL--------------------------AVLG----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VL-----------MLVVGW-----------------------LGISGMRGIGEDMREVYLENTMPAIDL--------------------------------------------------AEVADLSQENYRQIASIAV------------------QMLANQHWV----------------------PVSERLAA-------IESNSQ---------------------------II
NRKWEHYAQG-----------SHPAE------------ELALIEKFAKARTAFRDQG-------LIPAVDLV
------RKN-----------DAAALSK-----------HFGEAM-----------RPLYNAN-HVALKGLID
Y---------QSKDAGNTYAR----AEQHLSSRT--FL--------VIGALVVAV-VLGF-I-LAVWI--LA
G-IRNPLKAMERHFDAIASGNQAHEIPVADM-QEFGQLHSLL--------RALKAKL---GYSALEKAELDR
Q---------------------AEENRRAELNRVAKSLEDRVKGVVDLIDVSSGSLLGNAQTLSANAQQTMV
QAGNVTAMTGQVTANVQSVSAATQELSSSVTEISRQVAHAATISGDAVRQAGETDRMVRSLAEAAQKIGEVV
NLITDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVANEVKHLANQTAKATEEIGQQVTAIQGETRSAVEAIRS
ISGTIENISELSSAIAAAVEEQGAATAEIARSVEQAAHGTASAAENVEVVSGAAEETKLMSDQVYEAANGLK
GASNQLAQEVAGFI-REIRSA---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3267-YP_422630.1--38H
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------M-------------------------------------------------------L-SI-------------------------------------L----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------NSLHTVYEDRTVCL------------------------------------------------------VQLGTMQRNLFRIRVRLL------------K-----MLDLNAYDA----------------------TMVAQ----------IADAEE---------------------------II
NKEWKAYLT-------T----ELAAE------------EKVIADKIKTALPDYLSE--------KNKVIELL
------KAN-----------DPDKATS-----------LANGPA-----------LQKFMHL-DEQIVANIE
L---------QERIAKEEYEE----GKASASQKI--NF--------SLTLGGLAL-ALGA-A-IAFVI--AR
S-ITGPVNGIKGCMEQLTAGNLSAEVPGVDRGDELGQMAKAV--------GVFKEGLLRVKEMEAEQEAQKA
R---------------------AEAERKAAMRQLANTFEGSVGKVIQTVTSAATQLQVSSTQMASTAAETSA
QATTVASASQQASANVETVAAATEELSSSITEIAKQVERSQSVASRAQDEAANTNVQIRALSENANKIGEIV
NLINDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGDAGKGFAVVANEVKHLATQTGKATEEIASQIRAVQDGTNNAVHAIDG
ITKVISEMGEISASVASAVEEQAAATQEIARNVEQAAAGTAEVSSSVVTVEQAARDTGAAAEQIHSAATDLS
QQSEFLRAEVGRFL-DQVRSDQSDVKLLN--------------------------WDNALNMGIGNIDR------HHREMFDEVNRLYAKMSQGNG--------------------------AEAGQGMITLID-----------TVMGSHFREEEEVMSRN------SYPHLDEH------RRHHRDFLDRAKSHKGAVQSGDPTAAAKMFE---------YVATWLTNH---------------------------------------------------IQM
EDGKLAN----YLKA----------------KKVA>Ma.mag.767-amb3314-YP_422677.1--38H
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MTSAIGSLVGTMERLSANDFSVIVGGTERGDEMGAMARSV--------QIFKDAMLRGHDLAEQQLADAH
----------------------SREARGHAIEALVNRFQGSAERMVEAVSSAAQQLQGTASAMSDAASDTSG
RATTVAGATELASANVQTVAAAAEELTSSIQEIGRQVHRSAEISGAAVSEAGEAQGTVTGLASMVKKIGEVV
ILINDIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVAGEVKNLATQTARATDEIGQQISAVQQQTEKVVLAIGD
IVAIIREVGEITAGIASAVEEQSAATQEIARSVEQAAAGTTEVSANVGGVQDAANRTGFAAAEVLDASRIMG
EEAARLRLTINGFL-GEIRAA---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3354-YP_422717.1--38H
MF-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LAAAL--------LLWDSHLREESARSEAEGFRAVMALTD
KV-------------------------DIALLQARRQE---------KN-FLLRRDED--------------SAAKQPRHVAAAREALDR------------M----------------AAVLPG-------------------------DGPPRRELIAKV--------------------------------KDG---AERYSRAF--V-----------------------SLVE-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TQRKVG---------FTDQVGL-----------------------LGALRNSALD--MEKVLTAGDEPS-----------------------------------------------------------LTILVLQMRRTEK------------------NFLLRRQAA-------------------DRAELDALVAA-------FAKALPL-------------------------------------------SG---MPAAE------------RGALAESLERYHRDFRAAADG-----LDQVVALE
------KEM----------------------------------------------IAVHRDWLEGVLETMVA
D---------AQSAATAAESR----AAQVAGAAQ--RT--------QQMVMGGGF-ILIL-T-LGLWL--GR
S-IERPIRRIADVMKALAAGDKAAAIPAQDRHDEVGEMARAV--------QVFHDAMVEADRLREVREAERL
R---------------------SEAEKAAAIRAMADDFEASVKSKVAEVERATGGIRQTAQVMAGRSERSGS
RSLDVGDAVNITTERATGAAEATRQLALAINEIAGQVAKSTEIARQTVEDVNITANRMGGLAQSVQSIGEVV
RLISDIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVAGEVKNLANQTARATEEISRQVGEVQDSSHGMADSIGS
IVDIIRTLDEISAAIAGAVQEQEAATREIADDIDEVARQAQNVSSNVGDLSRSSAQTCAGTVRVIWSAKSLT
QVVEALTAETDRFL-VRVRQ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3383-YP_422746.1--38H
MTFV-W----------------------------CWRVLDGELRLLSREFRFGGLPM-----------FR-LTDLRISAKIA---------LSFLFPV-----ILILG--------LAGYVISDKARVVSETSTLAGIAPLT---------------AEISALVHEVQ------KERGASAV----------FIGSKGEK-------------FGAE---------------------LKAQRQL------------TDAAREKLTR--------------------------------SLAGI----------------D---------------------VSALGASF------P----PKV----DKATKRLEALIA----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SRGAIDA-----------------------LAMDGRTALGNFTETIRFQLDMVNQIAV-------------------------
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-------------------------LSSDARVGRMIGAYLKLME---------G--------KEKAGQERA----------------------TAAGAFSSG-KFEPEVYRRFV---------------------------AI
VAEQQLFLG-------E----FQESA------------APAQVDFFRTTLDDEASRT-------VERMRKVG
L-------------------DSPATGT-----------VGDVTG-----------PAWFAAA-TSRINLLKK
V------EDHMAADVQALAAQ----VNGDARGVL--LT--------TVLGVVAAL-VIAL-A-VAWTV--VR
Q-LTSAIGSLVGTMERLAADDFSVSVGGTERADEMGAMARSV--------QIFKDAMMRGHDLARKQLAEAH
----------------------NGELRGRAIEALVNRFQGSAERMVAAVSSAAQRLQGTAAAMSAAASDTND
RATVVAGATELASANVQTVAAAAEELTSSIQEIGRQVHRSAEISGNAVAEAGDAQNDVTGLATMVGKIGEVV
TLINDIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVAGEVKNLANQTARATGEIGQQISSVQQQTEKVVGAISD
IVTIIREVGEITASIASAVEEQSAATQEIARSVEQAAAGTAEVSANVGGVQDAAGRTGGAAVEVLDASRAMG
EEAVNLKTTIDGFL-GEIRAV---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3467-YP_422830.1--38H
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------M-------------------AGR---------------------------------L-RI--------------------------------------GVKIQLLV--------------------------GVMA----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VV-----------AVVIAA-----------------------LGQWAISSYDSRTDAILDASRRAA-------------------------------------------------------FGQKAGSAIYAIVMDSR------------------GVYMARNAD----------------------EVRKFAEP-------MAKSLD---------------------------AF
EKMAAEWRG------------VVPAE------------QTAEFAKLNKELVDFIRF--------RRELIRLG
------LEQ-----------GAPAARV-FGDNDA---------N-----------RSNRQKL-GKLVDEYSA
M---------ADREVDENHLA----MDAFAGQLK-IGL--------LLGALTALL-GGGI-V-TLIMV--RR
S-VSGPLGRVAAATHRMAAGYLDEPVADAERGDEAGEIARAL--------QVFRDTMRRTRELEAAALAEQR
----------------------RRAERAEYLERRTAEFDRTVQSLLGDVGEVVRTVSTTADNLHRNVDDAGH
ESASVAVAAAQSCANVQEVASATGQLRSSSMGIAERVRETTAIVRETVDVMEGAGATMASLDDGAKRIGEVV
SLINDIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVAGEVKNLANQTARATDEIGRQVAAMQDTVAQVVATNHR
VAESIGRIESVAGAVASAAVEQGHVTDAIVQNVQEAAQGGRSVTDSISKVSRQVEAGGAMAGDLAHMAHSLA
DRAQSLRAAVTGFL-VDAKTV---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3474-YP_422837.1--38H
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MDLEF---------------LTG------------------------------ETEM-RI--------------------------------------GKRLWLGF--------------------------GILC----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TL-----------IAVVTG-----------------------TIIFEALGVNKAADRMIGLRMPVA------------------------------------------------------QTSAGIEGHMYASLAALR------------------GYLLTGKDA----------------------FKAERAEA-------------------------WGD------L---D-VL
IADMDKLAL-------R----FTNSA------------NQQAWKDARTLLLELKAA--------QAKAEGLG
--------------------QGEEAIK-----------VLVTEAVPRVTRLVT-VFSGEKAADGKRSGGMID
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N---------QKRMLETDATE----VEGLVNTMI--TV--------AVGALIAGL-LIAL-V-TALRT--AA
S-IVPPLVAMTGAMDSLSKGDTSVAIPAASTADEVGEMAAAM--------EVFRANLIHQRELEEKQKQADE
----------------------AARQRALRIASLTTTFDNAASAMVQQVAAAAGQLQATAGAMSATAQQTSH
QATSVAAASEEASVNVQTVAAAAEELSGSINEIGRQVAHSSAISQDAVGEATKAADVVNELADTAQKIGEVV
SLITDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVANEVKNLANQTARATDDIGRQIAAIQDQTQRVVDTIGA
IVKVIEEIGHISGDVAASVEEQSAATQEIARNVEQAAAGTAEVSGNVVQVQDAADQTGTSSREVLEASRTLA
EQSGNLRSTIEAFL-KDVRAA---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3539-YP_422902.1--38H
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------M---------------SDGVWQN---------------------------------L-SL--------------------------------------RRRFMIVV------------------------GLGVIV----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MA-----------TVIVVF-----------------------IARFEERALERKLHELSVNEMTSLHALI--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VNVMATRPE----DGD-------NI------GIKVFNKW-------FDSRNV----------HYAGKVWSVWG-----PKV
TAHMKDVEP------------DRAPKAAQDDIDREALATGKPVGRLVGDSYRYAMPI-------VLGVTDGA
------RDEV---------------------------------C-----------HSCHGGM-GMTDGEVIA
V---------LSSSLSTTA------EKAELNNVL-MGL--------FAFGVLATL-ISVL-G-VKSIL--TR
V-ITRPIGRITSLMGRLADGDTSVEIEAQERRDEVGDMARTV--------QVFKEHMLEAEHLRAAQEQERI
R---------------------AAEERARTMRDMADHFEATVKAKVAEVEESTTGIHKTAMNMATRSGQSGS
RSLDVSEAANITTERAGTVSDATRQLALSVNEIAQQVGESSRIAQQAVANVNNTASQMSGLSDSVQAIGNVV
QLINDIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVANEVKNLANQTAKATEEISNQVSAVQTSTREMTASIEG
VVETIRSIDNISTAIAEAVQHQETTTRHIASNIDEVAAQAREVSSSVSTLSRSSARSCAGSVRVIWSAKTLA
KAVSDLKTEAEDFL-RSVRG----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3554-YP_422917.1--38H
MR---------------------------------------VNEPITNHE-------------IELPEGTIL
VSKTDLGGRITFVN---QAFIEISGYTE--EELIGAPHNLVRHPHMPPVAFADLWNTIKAGKPWEGIVKNRA
KNGDHYWVRANATPEMEGGQITGYISIRTAPTRAQVEA-------------------------------------------------AEHLYEQVRSGKARNIKVEEGR----VLSTTAAARLGR--------------------------------ALNSI--------------------------------------SGRLALII--------------------------AIMV----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MV-----------MGTVAW-----------------------FTLDGMADSNEALKRVYQQRTVPAGQF--------------------------------------------------VEIIDRMRENLLLVHQM--------------------QIDLNNGQA---------------------DAIPRRTLR-------VRANAE---------------------------HI
SAVWSAYRA-------N----PLPAE------------EAELAGDFETRRKDFVEQG-------LLVALDLA
------EKG-----------DAATLGR-----------HIATGV-----------QPQFEQV-HEVLKDLLS
L---------QLRQASELYEG----ARTDYGHHM--RL--------GIGTLVGGT-LLAT-L-MALVL--IR
Y-LRRPIATLEYHFDAIARGDFTHEIQA----EEVREFQRSS--------ALLRAMEAKLAYAVQERAENAR
K---------------------AQEKLRSEMLNLTELLEGEVDNTVAEISTQAERLKEGAAHLLATAEELRD
KSETVARAIEITSGNVQTVAGATEELEASSREITARIQSSSEHSEAARHRVDEASSSVGTLTEATARIGDVV
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SLIQAIAGQTRMLALNATIEAARAGDAGKGFAVVASEVKGLAEQTEDAIGRVNAQARDIESTTQKAVATVEA
VADTIRDMEQIAGQIAASADEQRAATGEIMSSAVQAADHTRDVADAAADVLKASEQTGVTARKVSELSMLVN
HDIGALQRRLNVIL----RTSYGG-NRR---AVERIPASLEFTATFA--GRTFSGHTGDISLMGALLVVGDA
PKLEGEIGSIT---------FPGVGEIPTKAILGSRLGIQCQYLKVGQDIKQRLSAAIQAAQANDAPFIATA
QKAAADVARAFEQAVNAGRI------SLAELFECEYTPVLDTDPQQMLAHHTQVADQVIPAIIEPALASDSR
AVFCCVADR--NGYIATHNK--------IYSQPQRPNDPVWNTANCRNRRMFDDRTGILAARNT-KEYLAQT
YARDMGGGNFVVLKEIDCPINVGNRHWGSVRYGIKL
>Ma.mag.767-amb3690-YP_423053.1--38H
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------M------------------SLGN---------------------------------L-KI--------------------------------------AARLMVGF--------------------------GLLV----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------VL-----------IASLSG-----------------------YAVHSGRANLESVGNVFSFLDNGA-------------------------------------------------------LMERIDKRMFSGRMQLW------------------IALATGEPT----------------------YWEKSDAD-------FARSRE------------------------------NLKKLIE-------N----TSHPE------------RRAKAEAVSRDFEEYLVK--------VAKLRTIG
------GKN--PAL------ETPEAKA------------LAADV-----------MSARVKL-DEKAESLTT
E---------YRQAGTEQGEV----AVKSINRGI--DL--------SILVGAISV-VIGM-V-LAFFI--SR
S-ITNPVNAMTRAMGVLAGGDTSVEIPATGQKDEIGEMAHAV--------QVFKDNAIRVKAMQKEQEDAKA
R---------------------AEAERKQAMLNMADSFESAVMGLVKGVSAQASEMQATSQSMSAGAQQTSA
QAATVAAAAQEATANVQTVAAAAEELSSSISEISRQVAEAAQVSATASEETARTNAMVQGLAHAADKIGEVV
SLINDIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGDAGKGFAVVANEVKNLANQTARATEEISSQVGSVQEETRRAVDAIRN
IATVIEQVQQISSGIASAVEEQGAATAEIARNVQEAAKGTQDVSANVQGITQTASETGAASQQVLAASGELA
RNSETLRAEVDKFL-DGVRAG---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3793-YP_423156.1--38H
MAGR----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AGPAGASGKGSRPRQGESKKGKVDIQP
DVE----------IPIRFLS-GGDFAFSTDKWNTRNHIGTHWYVSWSAN-FRETPTLPSHK-------IIMT
FALELTNNNRPVILPRIGDASP---GPRRAAM-------------------FAN---------------------------------L-KI--------------------------------------GTRLFAGF--------------------------ALVL----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SL-----------TAFLGV-----------------------NADIAGDALSEQTNKLYRHPFTVT------------------------------------------------------NALQAANTHIVAMHRSMK------------------DVALAKTPE----------------------ELDRAVAD-------VDAREK--------------KVYE---------KF
ALARERFLG-----------------------------DKADMEAAAKAFADWKPI--------RDEVITAF
------REG-----------RRDDAAT-----------ITKTKG-----------AAQVAKI-SETLEKVIA
W---------AMDKAEAFMAN----AEQVNDRAD--LI--------SRSGLAAAL-ILGA-L-VAWLI--TR
S-ISRPINAMTGVMNELSGNNLSVDVPYADRGDEIGAMAKSV--------GHFKNQLMRVHQLEAEQEEQKK
R---------------------AEADRMTAMRKMADTFEESVGKVIETVTSAATELQAASSQMSGTATETSA
QATTVATSAHQASANVQTVASATEELAASIREIAHQVERSQAVSAHAGQEVNTTTSQVRALSESVSKIGEIV
NLINDIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGDAGKGFAVVANEVKHLANQTARATSEIAGQIQAVQDGTNAAVHAIDA
ISSVIGEMGEISSAVAAAVEQQSGATTEIARNVEQAATGTEEVSSNITSVEQAARETGAAAEQIKDSSADLS
RQAEFLRHEVGQFL-AQVRADKKDMKLLV--------------------------WDGALNTGVASVDR------HHQAMYDQVNEFYRQMMSGDG--------------------------SRAAAAMLAELN---------
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---RSIQDHFTEEEALMDKT------RYPAAEDH------RRNHQAFLDRLAGMKTGLETNRAEAPAEMFE---------YVSTWLRGH---------------------------------------------------IGN
DDRALGL----HLRE----------------TRAVA
>Ma.mag.767-amb3804-YP_423167.1--38H
----------------------------------------MVSRVLSGRHPY-PPPYGV------RPS----VYVSLGQRVWSGQDPREVAMSIKGFVSACLAAVAAV--------LALTAVVLLASN---WGEYRAARDAGQ
L--------------VDLLGVSTRIS---EALAPERGA---------TS-VALDGDP------------------AARKTMAEVRATLDEALNATEKLALATP-------------------LAE---------------------------------ARDVAEG-----------------------------------VAKIRTAI---TDW
-------RSRSD---------GVIGS---------------------------------------------------DP----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------QKIAPFRKDFVAGMYDVLKVA--------------------------------------------------GGMTGRLERRLFAIDAQVA------------------TPASLAETAW
QLRDHGGRLATMHLSVIQGGKPFTAEQIHQ-------IDLADG---------------------------RV
QQLWDILNS-------A----AGSPDSS------AGL-RDGLAKVNSAYMGPFQPL--------RARVTKAG
------MADG----------KYDLDPA---------------EW-----------RRQSAPM-LQAIMLMRD
A---------AIGEARRVADE----KRDNALRNL--LL--------MGGLMLAAA-GVLA-F-VVVGI--GR
R-VVAPLAELTRVIGDFAGGSRDFSVPHAGRTDEIGAMATAI--------QVLRDNAREADSRAAREEEAAR
----------------------LRDQHRQRVEAVTTTFVDSIDSVVGGVATAVNGLRASTETLSQTATTTTE
QSTVVASAAEEASTNVQTVAAAAEELSHSIQEISRRVAETATATDGAVREAEATNATVRGLAEAARRIGDVV
NMITDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGDAGKGFAVVAGEVKNLANQTARATDDIQAQVGAIQAETERAVAAIGG
IATTIATVNDYTMGIASAVEEQGAATQEIARNVQQAAAGTSEVSQSIGKVLDAARQTGVAAQQLSGLADGLS
GESDRLRGNVGGFI-AEVRAS---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3897-YP_423260.1--38H
ML-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GLSIW----------------------------------------------------------------------------FMRWGPN-----------------------------------------------------M-------------------LSN---------------------------------W-TV--------------------------------------SLKMWLVV--------------------------GMMS----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LL-----------AVVIGG-----------------------VGITGMEALDEQSGEIEKAAARAI-------------------------------------------------------IGERTNALILSIVMDSR------------------GIYMAQSPA----------------------EVEKFATP-------LLETIG---------------------------RF
ERNIAEWGA------------MVPPS------------QQADYAKLKESAAQFAGF--------RKELVRIG
------RAE-----------GGPAGRE-FGDNDV---------N-----------RKSRQEL-NKLTQAFAD
I---------NNKDIAETAAN----MDRVRSAKL--RL--------SILITVAGIGLIGA-M-ASLIG--KR
T-IAAPIDAMAAAMDKLRQRDYGVHIPGVGLTNEIGRMASSL--------AVFRDAMVETERLTAEHEAELT
----------------------ERVERGRAMDSLARDFDRTVSGVLEVVSGAATELHATAQGMQTIAEQTQD
KATAVAAAAEEASSSVETVATAAEELSASIAEIARQVAQSSTAAQQASDEARQTNTIVQGLAASSTRIGDVV
SLINDIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVAGEVKALANQTGKATEEISTQVGAVQTATREAVAAIGS
IVGRIEEINHIATAISAAVEEQSAATAEIARNVDQASQGTRQVSANVGGVSATAAETDAAAVQVLSAAQSLS
REATELKDVVDRFL-EGVRTVQG-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3901-YP_423264.1--38H
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F---------QSREAATMFAE----GEQNYDRDR--SA--------SLGLVGLGL-VLGF-A-LSALI--GR
S-VARPIHRIIAVMGRLAANDTQVEVTGQDRGDEVGEIARAV--------QVFKLNALEKGRLEAEAQENKR
L---------------------AESRHHQEMKSLAADFESGVSVVVDKVAGASAEMEHTAQALSTLSEQVAV
RAEEVAGASEHAAANVETVAAATEELAASVAEIGRQVSESARVARDAVDEAAQANTIVHGLSEATKRIGEVV
TMITDIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVAGEVKNLANQTARATDEISQQIASVQAETGRAVDAIRG
VGTTIGRIDEISAAIASAVEEQGAATREIARNVEEAAQGTQSVSGNIAGVTSAARDTGQASATVLASATELA
AEAHTLRRIVQDFV-AKVRAS---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3970-YP_423333.1--38H
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------M-KI--------------------------------------AIRLWLIV--------------------------ATAL----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------CG----------------------------------------IAAVVAASLAQMNHDLMDDREVKT-----------------------------------------------------RHIVEVGQSLLSHYEEMER------------------AGRLSRDEA----------------------QAAAIAAV-------SKLRYE-------------GTEYL---------WI
HRLDESVML-------S----HPNAK----------L-IGQPILDMKDPNGLFL----------FREMNRMV
------KEKS-VGFVYYMW-PKPGATE-PVAKLS---------Y-----------VQGFAPW-GWVIGSGIY
I----------------------DDVSAAFRTRA--VE--------FGAAALGIL-ALVW-L-IAAWV--GR
G-ITRPLGDVTGALDRLTSDDHSVEIRHTGRTDEIGALARGL--------KVFQTHIEAAARAAEEKLRQQE
----------------------ADLARQSRIAALTSEFDAKVAGVIKSVGAAAAQMQSTSQSMSAIADQTAR
QSTAVAAAANHAAMSVQTVAAATEELHASEAEIARQVEVSTSRSRTAVQEAERSSEIVSGLNSAAGRIGEVV
ALINDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVANEVKNLANQTARATDEISSQIGEVQSAATLAAEAIAA
IVNTIAEIDETSSVVAIAVDQQSAATTEIARSIEQAATGTAEVSNNIGEVSDAARHAGSTASEVLAAAAELT
GQADALRTEVEQFL-NAIHQGQRPTQAP------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HLHLVAAE------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb3991-YP_423354.1--38H
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------M-----------HSGLTIARLTN------------------
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DERHAYWLA-------Q----DMEAG----------LRDRLVVGAHAPAMRLWAVI--------DQGFLPAL
------ERG-----------EMDAARA------------AFAEI-----------SAAYAAH-RAEIDEVVK
G---------ADKLTTDTEAY----AAQREQTFM--LI--------LWSVSGVVL-AVTL-A-GVAGV--IF
G-MVAPVKAMTGAMTALADGELSTRIPSVRRGDEIGAMARAV--------EVFKENALKILQLRQDQAEAEA
R---------------------AKVEQRQSLHRMADDLENKVGEVIGVVASAATQLQASAQGMSSVSEQTVR
QSSAVAAASEQAAANVSTVAAASEELSASSREIGSQVSLASAIAQDAASEAATTTDLVRGLAEAAGRIGDVV
SLINDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVANEVKTLANQTARATEEITAQINQVQDRTDQAVEAIAN
IARTIERMNEISGAIAVAVEEQGAATQEISRNIQQAHVGTSEVAGNIAGVSDGAQESNAAALHVLDAAGALH
RQTDTLRGALGEFL-SGVRAASASS----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------C------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb4076-YP_423439.1--38H
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--------------------------------------DSAKVM-----------SETYAAM-APAVQALGD
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S-IYRPLTAMTGVMGRLAKGDMTVEIPDQDRGDEVGAMARSV--------QRFKEDLTEVERLRAAQEEERR
K---------------------AERDKIAALQGMAETVERETRAAVDRIAEMTRRMADNAGGMALSASAVGD
NSQSVAAAATQALANAQTVAAAAEELSASIHEIANQVGTASTVTSTAVEASNQASRTISQLSETVNRIGEVA
NLINDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVANEVKNLANQTAKATEEITAQIVAIQTTTQDAVRSVGE
ITQAIGDVQGVSAAVATAIEEQGAATQEIARNVAQTSDAANEVADRIAKVSTEAAHTGERAAQVGSVSSEVA
GGIDHLREILIRVV----RTATKEVNRR---HKPRYRLDADGTITAG--GSVMAARMVNCSEGGFTAAGDFP
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------ADY-----------RRDFTAA-AEASLAM--VGDGTVL-----------ASSYASV-QPLIDALDD
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S-IYGPITAMTGVMGELAGDNLSVTVPFTDRGDELGGMAKSV--------GHFKDQLIRVRQLEAAQEEQKR
R---------------------AEADRLAAMRKLADTFEGSVGKVIETVTSAATELEAASGQMAGTATETSS
QATTVASAAQQASTNVQTVASATEELASSIKEIAHQVERSQAVSHHAGDEAHTTTMQVQALSANVGKIGEIV
KLINDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVAGEVKDLANQTAKATSEIAGQIQAVQDSTRVAVHAIES
ISKVIAEMGEISSAVAAAVEQQTAATGEIARNVEQAAEGTQEVTRNIVSVEQAAKETGQAAEQIRESSGELS
RQAEFLRHEVGQFL-IQVRSEKKDMVLLH--------------------------WDRDLEAGVTSIDR------YHQEKFEHINEFYRQMMSEDG--------------------------GKAAIALLSEID-----------RSIQGHFGEEEALMAKC------GYGDGEAH------RRSHKAFQERIRALRTGIETNHPEAVSQLFD---------YVSDWFPDH---------------------------------------------------IRN
EDMALAL----FLRD----------------RKMAA
>Ma.mag.767-amb4164-YP_423527.1--38H
MA----------------------------------------------------PP----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------DHRRGEGGV-------------------------------------------------------------M------------------RLAD---------------------------------V-RI--------------------------------------GVRLFAGF--------------------------GLMI----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------II-----------TGALGL-----------------------FSSLQLRSISAHTELLYRHPFTVS------------------------------------------------------TALSEADGGIIAMHRAMK------------------DLALAFEDS----------------------DIAKAEAA-------IDAAES---------------------------RV
VKKLDTARE-------RF------------------LADRAVFDQLGKALAAWKPI--------RAEIVEMM
------KQG-----------RSVEAAD-----------LTKGAA-----------AKQAEEI-QTLMASAIS
L---------AAEDAARFREK----AESEQVSAG--LS--------LLVSFLAFA-VAGL-G-LALLV--TR
S-LTRPLEALRTCMASMATGDYEVAVPGGERKDEIGAMARTL--------NVFAENGRQMGRLAEDRREADR
R---------------------ASVERRESRLALAAEFEEKVTAVMGRLSEAAAEMSHAAQSMSGVAADASG
QASSAESAADTASANVRNVAEAADELSHSIAAIERQVAASSSTTAEAVGKAERASANVAGLATAAERIGQVV
DLITSIAKQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVASEVKNLANQTAGATDEISTQIAQVQSATGEAVAAIGD
IVRIIGDISAAVGSITQAVAEQQSTTRRISDSVSAAVGGTEEVVGSVGRVAAAAAQAGDAASLVLGQSNGVA
RRTDDLMGEVEAFI-EGIRAG---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb4303-YP_423666.1--38H
MV-------------------------------------------------H-PPP-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------AALTAHRHACPV-----QRSCLTLRDDDT--------------------------------------------LIG-----IHWFASCPTAGPLQGL---------------------------GAGGAMLKI-------------RI-----------------------REQLIISF-------------------------AGLLAVVVI-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------GVMPLMLRQV--------SATIVR-----------------------AETRELEGFNHAFDAAVSAQSGIGAGMAWLVA-------------------------------GIPDVQTAFSGGDRARISGLFLPGFASLKAKVG----------------VDQFQFHLPPAT
SFLR---------LHLPDKFGDDLSGFRQT------VVEANRK-------------SSAVV---------GL
ESGVGGLGVRGVVPVLSDGRAVGTVEFGMS------L-GKPFVEAFKARYGVDVTIHVKDAKTGTFKVLAAT
------ADQAVLGEEDW---SRALTGA--------KVIRQAERS-----------GLPVAAL-AAPIPDYSG
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K---------PAAVVEIVMDS--RDYAAEYVEAR--TN--------AIIGAVIIL-ALGL-L-AVWLL--AR
G-ISLPLQGITRVMHTLAAGDLSVEAPFTHRGDEVGEMARAV--------EVFKRNALDKRRMEDEAQELRR
----------------------QEDLARAARDEAAAEHALGVQAKVASVDKATDAIRSTAKAMSQRSERSGS
LSLDMGDAAQITSERATVVSEATRQLALSVDEIAHQVSCANDVTQKTVASVEETASQMEGLSTAVRAIGDIV
HLISDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVAGEVKHLANQTARATEDISRQVEGIQDSTQGMAERIGE
VVGLIRTLDGVSSAIAGAIQQQDAATREIASNVEQVARQADKVSGAVSQLAQASAKTCAGTIRVMWSAKGLA
QTVDGLTSETESFL-GRLHGQ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb0728-YP_420091.1--38H
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MNRIGEVA
NLIQDIASQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVANEVKNLANQTAKATEEISAQIGEVQASTVDAVASVAE
IAAAIKEVEGVSVSVAGAIRQQDAATQDIARNIAQTTSAAREVAERIAEVSEEAGITGERAARVNHISVDVA
RSIESLKSVIVRVV----RTATKEVDRR---NAPRYALGVKGLVDMG--GAEVPVVFDEVSERGLTIQGDVC
PVAKGMRVKVR---------IEGCS--------------------------VALSMVGRECEN-----------GRLHGNLELTPDVETR---------------------------WQEEFQRLILGRHPIRDAA---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Ma.mag.767-amb2994-YP_422357.1--38H
MP---------------------------PP----------------------RPP----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TTSI----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PVAAGAEELSASIKEIGRRVSHSSSMARNAARESEEATEIVRGLAEAAQRIGEVV
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DLINSIAAQTNLLALNATIEAARAGEAGKGFAVVAGEVKTLATQTAKATEEIASQIGVVQSRTSAAVGAIAH
ISGTISEIDAISAEITQAVDQQDAATQEIARNVQQAAVGALTVTDSIQSVSAATSSSGQIATDVLDSARQLV
AKADSLHAGVDSFL-AAIKNEEQITHSDD---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------LAFADYVRA-------------GAADLARRLEGAVERGEI------GLDDLFDDSYQPIPGTSPQQVTTRFTELADRLFPEIQEKALVQFPK
AVFCVGVDR--NGYLPTHNA--------KFSQPQ-GNDPVWNDANCRNRRMFTDPTGLAAARNAAKPSLVQS
YRRQMGDKS-VLMIDVSSPIMIRGRHWGALRLGYAV

Supplemental Dataset 2- 36H Receptors
>Az_bra|GCF_001315015.1-AMK58_RS02395--36H
MAKGVGSFVGSMGISKRLWLAFALLLALLAAQVAASLLSIRSLNGSVDAVLTGGELATFAKDLSARLANQRI
HGRDYLVSGDPAALNRQRA--------LRTEFDQALAAHEGAIQRSSQAAAFAELARLHSEYHTQFETIRVV
RDRYDAAIRQTMDPLGTQITETLERVVEGAQATGDKDAALVGEEMEKHWVLSRLFANRALGMRDAAAAAPME
KNLDEMLEHVREAQALLTEPRVAALLREVAERAPGYRAAFRDAVAADKEIDRLRAEIVAKIVTALTATIDSI
AIAIQAEQK-GIETRAEAEVENSVLLALLLGGLSLLLGIGAAQVIARSITGPVQGIRKVMTDLSDGHLSVTV
PHTDGRDELGAMARAVAAFKEDAVTAVRAGIALDRVSSCIMTVGEDGTVTYCNAAALAMFKAAESDLRQALP
AFDAAGLIGQTLDALDTEAPRLRSSLSGLASPYKGMVKTGRRSFEITASPVAGRHGEKLGLVVEWRDLTAEL
SIEAEIAGMVDSAVRGDFSQRIALDGKSGFFRLVSEGMNRLAGNVSGVTEDLAAMLESLSQGDLSRRIDKPY
EGVFLRLKDDFNGTAEKLSEIVRRINGAAESIAAASREIADGSLDLSERTEQQASSLEETAASMEELAATVR
SNADNAQQVNAFANDARRAAERGGQVAASAVEAMRGIERSSQKISDIIGVIDEIAFQTNLLALNAAVEAARA
GDAGRGFAVVAQEVRNLAQRSAQASKEIKTLILDSGAQVKDGVELVRSAGSSLTDIVAGIARVADLVSEIAR
ATAEQASGLDEVNTAVAQMDEMTQKNAALVEESTAAARSLEEQAGQLRQQMAFFSLD---------AGHAHG
GSELSRGRAA-------------------------------------------->Az_bra|GCF_001315015.1-AMK58_RS20975--36H
MLK-NLSLTAKLSLLNVLGLFILAIVLTLASSQVLSDRSAASAREQRERSMALAHMLLKQNGADYSLRDGAL
YVGSVRIDGDTRMVDQIRELTGGAATVFR-------GDTRVATTVQN-------------------------------------PDGSRANGT------------------------------KLGAGPVF----DSVITQ------------------RKPYRGEADILGERYFTSYDPLLDASGSVV----------------------------GVLFVGLKRADVLRVVDEVERTILVVAPLVTLAFGLVSFFLVRRQMGAVRAMSATMHDLAADKLDVAV
PGLDRGDEIGQMAQAVQVFKDNAIQK----------------------------------KAMDEAERERLE
AERRA-----------DEAQRAR-----------------------------------------------ET
AIGEEIAALIDGVSKGDLSRRLDLTGKDGFYKTMSAGINRLTDTVEAVIADLGAVLSALAQGDLNKRVERDY
EGAFQTLKTDVNATSAKLSEIVGQITQSADTIASAAGEVSIGSSDLAERTEQQASSLEETAASMEELGATVR
SNADNAQRANGMAADARTAAESGGTVADSAIDAMKRIEASSRKITDIIGVIDEIAFQTNLLALNAAVEAARA
GDAGRGFAVVAQEVRNLAQRSAQASKEIKGLILDSNAQVKDGVELVKKAGDALEGIVSGVQQVAGLIAEMAS
ASSEQAAALDEINATVSQMDEMTQKNAALVEETTAAAQAMAGQANDLKGLIGFFKLDPRAMPVAVPV-----------AVATTAAAPRHVAPVVRPTRAAAKPSARAVSGAALRRNVSEDDDWKEF-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->Az_bra|GCF_001315015.1-AMK58_RS04195--36H
M-Q-TSSLAGRFKVGTRIYFGFLVVLLLLAVVVAIGVRGLGVARDGFESYAAVSNHSIQVSSIDAQVAQMRR
LALTFNTFGDPKVADQVRAVQATLVKDLRSALDGTTGERRALLERMNQVFA---------SYVTDFNTLAEL
RLRRDRLYAEQLVPAGEKARETVSQLVSTLIADGEHEAAANAALAQEQLLMARLAASRFFTSPNESIITEVS
ARDDAFGEAIRRATERLNNPARRAAALAADQLSDRYVSLFRETAAVMLENTRLVDVMGARGVE--FADLSDR
TVAIEGKDRDGVLAETTGSMDRTLSANVTIAAGAFLFGLLLAWAVARSIVKPVVSMTETMTNLAGGDLTVTI
PALANRDEIGRMAQAVQVFKDNAIQK----------------------------------KAMDEAERERLE
AERRA-----------DEAQRAR-----------------------------------------------ET
AIGEEIAALIDGVSKGDLSRRLDLSGKDGFYRTMSEGINRLTDTVEAVIADLGAVLSALAQGDLNKRVERDY
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QGAFQTLKTDVNTTSAKLSEIVGQILRATDAISGAASEVSLGSSDLAERTEQQASSLEETAASMEELGATVR
SNADNAQRANGMAADARTAAESGGTVADSAIDAMKRIEASSRKITDIIGVIDEIAFQTNLLALNAAVEAARA
GDAGRGFAVVAQEVRNLAQRSAQASKEIKGLILDSDSQVKDGVELVKKAGDALEGIVSGVQQVAGLIAEMAS
ASSEQAAALDEINATVSQMDEMTQKNAALVEETTAAAQSLANQATDLRSLVSFFKLDAAAF-MAAPAGHQGG
GAPALRRSIAPTKPAP--AKPAARKAAPPARPAAGKAASATLQRASADEDDWKEF-----------------------------------------------------------------
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